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Abstract 
This thesis presents a technique for the detection of spread spectrum signals, of 
arbitrary form, even when the signal power spectral density (PSD) is well below the 
surveillance receiver noise spectral density, using a pair of antennas with broadband (I GHz 
or more) receivers. Cross correlating the outputs of two receivers, spatially separated by a 
distance of the order of one metre or more, produces a cross correlation function (ccf) in 
which the noise components are spread uniformly over the whole width while the signal 
component, the narrow autocorrelation function (act) of the spread spectrum signal, is 
concentrated near to the centre. The acfis displaced from the centre of the ccfby a small time 
shift equal to the time difference of arrival of the signal at the two antennas. A simple time 
domain filter can select a narrow centre portion of the ccf, rejecting the remainder which 
contains only noise. Taking the Fourier transform of this windowed ccf produces the "time 
domain filtered cross spectral density" (TDFCSD), in which the signal to noise ratio is 
independent of receiver bandwidth. Spread spectrum signals can then be both detected and 
characterised in an extremely sensitive broadband system by threshold detection applied to 
the magnitude of this IDFCSD. High resolution direction fmding can then be achieved by 
estimating the time difference of arrival at the two antennas from the phase slope of the 
appropriate part of the TDFCSD. An analysis of the performance of this dual receiver system 
is presented. A computer simulation illustrates the signal processing involved and shows 
excellent agreement with the analysis. An analysis of the detection performance of this 
system acting in an electronic support measure (ESM) role and comparison with other 
i ii 
systems shows that, in addition to being able to obtain more information, this system can 
offer significantly greater sensitivity than a crystal video receiver. 
Acousto-optic correlation may be used to perform the cross correlation and time 
domain filtering of wideband signals in real time, with final processing of the much reduced 
data set to obtain and analyse the TDFCSD being carried out digitally. A novel non-
heterodyning space integrating architecture capable of forming the true correlation function 
using the zeroth diffraction orders from acousto-optic cells was invented, the operation of 
which is not explained by the commonly used methods of analysis. By looking again at the 
acousto-optic interaction, it is shown that there is considerable information in the zeroth 
diffraction order and a unified theory of one dimensional space integrating correlators is 
developed, in which many known architectures can be treated as special cases of a general all 
order correlator. Because of practical difficulties in using a space integrating correlator to 
obtain the TDFCSD for continuous inputs, later work concentrated on time integrating 
correlation. Theoretical analysis and practical results are presented for a time integrating 
acousto-optic correlator, demonstrating that it gives itself naturally to the signal processing 
operations required and could be used in a real surveillance system making use of the 
TDFCSD for detection and direction finding. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Introduction to spread spectrum signals 
Many modem communication and radar systems transmit spread spectrum signals. 
The principle advantages of using spread spectrum techniques are that they can make 
transmissions more difficult to jam and the transmitter more difficult for a surveillance 
receiver to detect: i.e. they have low probability of intercept properties (LPI). [I ,2,3,4]. This 
thesis considers techniques that can be used for detection and direction fmding of spread 
spectrum signals and therefore starts with a brief summary of the spread spectrum techniques 
in common use. 
1.1.1 Spread spectrum communication systems 
In a radio communication link, which is concerned with the transmission of 
information, the system is using a spread spectrum technique if the RF bandwidth used is 
significantly greater than that conventionally required for the transmission of the information. 
For example, the use of broadband frequency modulation (FM) in analogue systems, though 
not strictly defined as a spread spectrum technique, illustrates some of the advantages. An 
audio signal of bandwidth B can readily be transmitted using single sideband suppressed 
carrier amplitude modulation (SSBSC AM) with an RF bandwidth of B. Broadband FM 
systems use an approximate RF bandwidth, given by Carson's rule, of 2B(l+f3) where P is 
the modulation index typically taking values of 5 or more. RF bandwidths at least an order of 
magnitude greater than B are often used, principally in order to take advantage of the 
considerable processing gain that can be achieved in the receiver. Processing gain is defined 
here as the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the demodulator output divided by the SNR at the 
demodulator input. We shall concern ourselves here, however, with more deliberate 
techniques designed to achieve LPI and anti-jamming performance in the transmission of 
digital information. The two most popular spread spectrum techniques used in data 
transmission are "direct sequence" and "frequency hopping". 
Direct sequence. In direct sequence spread spectrum systems, the signal is multiplied by a 
high data rate pseudo-random code. Consider a system transmitting data using a phase 
reverse keying (PRK) modulation scheme. The transmitted signal would, in a normal system, 
take the form 
(1.1) 
where d(t) is a bipolar non return to zero (NRZ) binary data signal taking values ±1 , and the 
amplitude term has been omitted for clarity. The power spectral density (PSD) of this signal 
is a sinc2 function centred atfc (we= 27ifc) with a null to null bandwidth of2rb where r b is 
the bit rate of d(t). To "spread" this signal, it is multiplied by a bipolar NRZ pseudo-random 
code c(t) at a "chip" rate r e• so that the transmitted signal becomes 
(1.2) 
re will typically be of the order of 1000 times greater than rb 1, and the null to null bandwidth 
is now 2 re . The total power of the signal remains unchanged, but since the bandwidth has 
been increased by a factor of rr!rb the PSD at any given frequency has been reduced by the 
same ratio. For large processing gains this can easily take the PSD of the spread spectrum 
signal at the input of a surveillance receiver well below the receiver' s input noise spectral 
density. This is illustrated, for a very small rr!rb ratio of 5, in figure 1-1. 
Normalised PSD (W lHz) 
Normal PRK signal 
Figure 1-1. PSD of a PRK signal before and after spreading. 
1 
r / rb is often referred to as the processing gain, but though usually numerically close, this is not quite the same 
as the definition of processing gain used in this thesis. 
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The difference between the unspread and spread spectra in a real system is, of course, much 
greater than shown in figure 1-1. A cooperating system, with a priori knowledge of the 
spreading code c(t), can form what is effectively a matched filter or correlation receiver. Once 
it has locked onto the phase of the code, it simply multiplies the incoming signal by c(t) , to 
give 
(1.3) 
Since c(t) takes values ±1 , /(t) = 1. The signal spectrum has been collapsed back to its initial 
unspread form and can be demodulated as normal. Any narrowband interfering or jamming 
signal will also be multiplied by c(t). This will spread the spectrum of the interfering signal 
so that the subsequent narrowband filtering inherent in the receiver will reject most of it. 
Very long codes can be used and are readily generated using shift registers with 
feedback. If the feedback is taken from the correct tapping points, then the sequence 
formed is a maximal length sequence such that the code repeat length is 2" - 1, where n is 
the number of stages in the shift register. When continuously repeated, maximal length 
sequences have very sharp autocorrelation peaks one chip period wide with no secondary 
peaks or sidelobes, as shown in figure 1-2, making them ideal for this application. The acf 
peaks in figure 1-2 are all main peaks occurring at intervals equal to the period of the code. 
acf amplitude for 31 chip maximal length sequence as part of continuous signal 
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Figure 1-2. acf of continuously repeated maximum length sequence. 
There is a limited number of maximal length sequences. Gold codes can be used if 
there is a requirement to multiplex a number of direct sequence spread spectrum signals in a 
code division multiple access (CDMA) system, and different codes need to be made available 
to different users. The peak magnitudes of the cross correlations of any two maximal length 
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sequences or two Gold codes are very much lower than those of the codes' acfs, allowing 
many communication links to operate, using different codes, in the same frequency band 
without being able to decode each other's signals. Gold codes are generated by combining the 
outputs from 2 maximal length sequence shift register generators. Different codes can be 
generated simply be changing the relative phases of the 2 maximal length sequences. Gold 
codes are not quite so easy for a correlation receiver to lock onto since their autocorrelation 
functions have a number of secondary peaks. 
The direct sequence spread spectrum signal gains its LPI perfonnance from the fact 
that its PSD may be well below the noise spectral density at the input of a surveillance 
receiver. Without the cooperating receiver's a priori knowledge the surveillance receiver 
cannot fonn a matched filter and take advantage of the available processing gain. A scanning 
superheterodyning receiver, as commonly used in communications surveillance, will not 
detect such a signal. A sufficiently sensitive radiometer might detect such a signal provided 
the background noise level is sufficiently constant (i.e. if the noise is a stationary signal) and 
there are no other signals. Biphase coded signals are vulnerable, however, to detection by a 
surveillance receiver that squares its input, giving it the ability to detect the carrier at the cost 
of losing all other infonnation. 
Frequency hopping. Frequency hopping systems are more popular than direct sequence 
systems for military applications. The available RF channel is split up into a large number of 
channels (of the order of 1000 or more), and the system hops rapidly, following a pseudo-
random sequence, among these channels. In fast hopping systems the hop rate is such that the 
system will change frequency for every data bit, or even hop several times during one data 
bit. Allocating several "chips" to each message data bit enables the more extreme fonns of 
error control coding that allow frequency hopping systems to overcome jamming. Since, at 
any instant, all the transmission power is concentrated within one narrow channel the system 
can break through any fonn ofbroadbandjarnming. Ajarnmer has to concentrate on jamming 
a limited number of the channels used by its target communication link so as to cause a 
significant error rate. The communication link then has to use error control coding to correct 
these errors while accepting the overhead of a reduced infonnation rate. Since the 
transmission comprises a stream of short narrowband pulses, a single link does not present an 
enonnous detection problem to the surveillance receiver. A scanning superheterodyne 
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receiver would have a rather low probability of intercept since it only looks at one narrow 
frequency band at a time, but a channellised crystal video receiver should have little difficulty 
in detecting activity. However, in an environment containing a large number of frequency 
hopping systems, all hopping pseudo-randomly, the task of identifying individual links 
becomes virtually impossible using conventional techniques. 
1.1.2 Spread spectrum radar systems 
Pulsed radar. The development of spread spectrum techniques in radars has been different 
from that in communications. Radars have traditionally used pulses rather than CW 
(continuous wave) signals, and spread spectrum pulses were not originally developed purely 
for their LPI properties. The range resolution of a radar is a function of the pulse length, 
while its maximum detection range is a function of the total energy, the mean power times 
the length, of the transmitted pulse. The requirement for large maximum range and small 
range resolution puts conflicting pressures on the pulse length. For a radar using simple 
unrnodulated pulses, large range with small resolution can only be achieved by using short 
very high power pulses, requiring large, expensive and power hungry transmitters. The 
answer is to use pulse compression. In a pulse compression system, the transmitted pulses are 
of relatively low power and relatively long so as to give the total pulse energy necessary for 
the required maximum range. Modulation is applied to the transmitted pulse so that it can be 
collapsed in time in the receiver to produce the short pulse required for good range resolution. 
The reduction in transmitter power and the spreading of the signal spectrum caused by the 
modulation lead to LPI properties, initially more as a fringe benefit than by intention. This 
process is best illustrated by using the two most common techniques as examples. 
Phase coded pulses. One way of modulating the transmitted pulse is to apply biphase or 
PRK modulation using a code such as a Barker code. Barker codes exist up to 13 bits long 
and have acfs (autocorrelation functions) one bit period wide. If a 13 bit code is transmitted, 
the radar's matched filter receiver will effectively cross correlate the returning echo with the 
original pulse to produce the code's acf plus noise. Since this acf is one bit period wide the 
pulse has been compressed by a factor of 13. Barker codes acfs have a number of equal 
sidelobes with a peak to sidelobe magnitude ratio ofN where N is the length of the code. The 
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number of sidelobes is equal to N-1. As an example the acf of a 13 bit Barker code is shown 
in figure 1-3 [5]. 
acf amplitude for 13 chip Barker code 
10 
-w -5 0 5 10 15 
displacement (chips) 
Figure 1-3. acf of a 13 bit Barker code. 
Maximal length sequences can also be used, but when they are used in aperiodic form, with 
one cycle contained in a pulse, their acfs are a little different from when they are used in 
continuous periodic mode. The acf of a single repeat of a maximal length sequence in 
isolation contains many secondary peaks that could give rise to false targets or range 
ambiguities in a radar. The acf of such a single cycle as a pulse is shown in figure 1-4. 
20 
- 30 
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Figure 1-4. acf of an isolated single cycle of a maximum length sequence. 
LFM pulses. A more common technique, offering the possibility of much larger 
compression ratios, is to create linear frequency modulated (LFM) or chirp pulses. The 
frequency of the transmitted pulses either rises (up chirp) or falls (down chirp) linearly with 
time throughout the pulse. This type of pulse can be created easily by passing a short pulse 
through a SAW (surface acoustic wave) chirp filter. The short pulse necessarily contains a 
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wide range of frequencies. The SAW chirp filter is a frequency dependant delay line that, for 
an up chirp, applies a longer delay to higher frequency signals, expanding the pulse so that 
the low frequency energy leaves the transmitter first, followed the high frequency energy. 
The receiver then contains a matched SAW filter that reverses this expansion process by 
compressing the returning pulse back to its original short length. Again, this matched filter 
effectively cross correlates the returning echo with the transmitted pulse forming the pulse's 
acf plus noise. The length of the transmitted pulse over its length after passing through the 
matched filter, the width of the acf, is known is the compression ratio, and it is equal to the 
bandwidth-time or BT product of the transmitted chirp. An unmodulated pulse of length T 
has an approximate bandwidth of lff, giving the pulse a BT product of 1. Figure 1-5 shows 
an up chirp with a BT product of 20, as transmitted, and its acf, as formed at the matched 
filter output. 
Chirp pulse amplitude: frequency increasing linearly from 5 to 7 MHz in I 0 1..1 s 
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Figure 1-5. A chirp pulse, as used in pulse compression radar, and its acf 
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For the pulse shown in figure 1-5, the bandwidth is 2 MHz, the pulse length is 10 !J.S and the 
width of the main peak of the envelope of the acf is approximately 0.5 !J.S. Low frequencies 
are used in figure 1-5 for illustration purposes. In a real system the centre frequency will be of 
the order of GHz and the bandwidth of the order of a few tens of MHz. BT products of the 
order of 100 or even 1 000 are feasible, and such large BT products enable radars to achieve 
very large maximum ranges with excellent range resolution while using low power, compact 
semiconductor based transmitters. They also make them difficult for a surveillance or ESM 
receiver, which does not have the matched filter, to detect. Non linear frequency modulation 
is discussed in the literature but does not seem to be popular in real systems. 
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CW radar. As radar pulses are made longer their transmitted power levels drop lower and 
they become more difficult to detect. The logical extension, in deliberately designing an LPI 
radar, is to continue lengthening the pulses, increasing the duty cycle of the radar, until there 
are no gaps between pulses and the transmitted signal has become continuous. 
FMCW radar. Frequency modulated continuous wave radar is the logical extension of 
LFM pulse radar. The transmitter uses a voltage controlled oscillator to produce a continuous 
transmitted signal that ramps up and down in frequency. An existing example of this is the 
"PILOT" (otherwise known as Scout) tactical navigation radar which operates at around 9 
GHz. Pilot [6] employs a sawtooth frequency sweep of 50 MHz with a time period of 1 ms. 
Since the transmitted frequency is normally increasing linearly the returning echo is at an 
earlier lower frequency. This is illustrated in figure l-6. Mixing the returning echo with the 
signal currently being transmitted then produces a signal at the difference frequency, M, 
which is directly proportional to the time, ~t, taken for the echo to travel to a target and back. 
frequency 
0 1 ms time 
Figure 1-6. Frequency of transmitted and returning signals for an FMCW radar. 
Transmission powers in pulsed radars are typically of the order of kilowatts or tens of 
kilowatts. PILOT has a transmission power of the order of l W spread over 50 MHz. Future 
FMCW radars will use digital signal processing techniques to form a matched correlation 
receiver and extract multiple target information including Doppler information. The 
bandwidth can be expected to increase significantly and, with their very low transmitter 
powers, such radars will be very difficult to detect. This thesis will concentrate on methods 
for detecting and direction finding on this type of radar. It is by no means the only type of 
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signal source of interest, but it does provide a good example with which to work, and the 
techniques applied to detecting FMCW signals can be readily extended to other types of 
signal. 
Phase coded CW radar. As mentioned above, in discussing phase coded pulsed radar, if one 
cycle of a maximal length sequence is used in isolation to code a pulse then secondary peaks 
or sidelobes occur in the acf. These could give rise to false targets. When the signal is 
continuous, however, there are no secondary peaks whatever in the acf. With one single sharp 
peak in the acf a very long maximal length sequence biphase coded signal becomes an 
excellent radar signal, if the practical difficulties of building a full duplex system and 
designing a matched filter receiver that can operate without a priori timing infonnation can be 
overcome. The sequence has to be long enough to avoid "second time around" range 
ambiguities. For example a radar with a maximum range of 40 km and a code chip rate of25 
MHz would require a minimum code length of 8191. Generation of this is relatively easy but 
construction of a good matched filter receiver is rather more difficult. Such a signal will look 
almost exactly like a direct sequence spread spectrum communication signal. Such signals are 
extensively used in range finding and navigation systems such as GPS. 
Other LPI techniques. Designing LPI radars also involves the use of other techniques, such 
as tight control on number and timing of pulses emitted, frequency hopping between pulses, 
power management and antenna sidelobe suppression. Continual regular emission of radar 
pulses may not be necessary for a platfonn that can fuse data from other sources, such as its 
ESM systems, to build up a radar picture using a carefully controlled minimum of active 
emissions to resolve ambiguities. A radar tracking a single target can make itself much more 
difficult to detect by adjusting its power output, keeping it at the minimum level required for 
effective tracking. As such a radar approaches its target it will automatically reduce its 
transmitter power. ESM systems can usually make use of radiation in the radar antenna 
sidelobes to help in sorting pulses and fonning a track. The use of ultra-low sidelobe antennas 
by the radar denies the ESM system the extra infonnation that this makes available. In this 
thesis it will generally be assumed that only the antenna mainlobe transmissions are worth 
trying to detect. The effects of power management will be considered in some detail. 
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1.2 Introduction to the cross correlation receiver and the "TDFCSD" 
A nonnal surveillance system does not have the required a priori infonnation to fonn 
a matched filter receiver and make use of the processing gain available from a signal with a 
large BT product. However, if it uses two spatially separated antennas with wideband 
receivers and cross correlates the two outputs (figure 1-7), much of the available processing 
gain can be accessed, without any a priori knowledge of the signal. 
Weak spread spectrum signal 
.... ··a 
LNA 
d 
Stable low noise 
oscillator 
Cross correlator 
LNA 
Antennas 
Low noise RF 
amplifiers 
Mixers 
Figure 1-7. Simplified block diagram of dual receiver cross correlating 
system proposed for the detection of LP/ radar signals. 
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The two signals will contain both antenna noise and internal receiver noise. The 
internal receiver noise in the two receivers will be independent and will not correlate. (It is 
assumed that the system is front end noise limited so that noise from the common local 
oscillator can be neglected.) The antenna noise in the two receivers comes from the same 
sources, but if these sources can be assumed to be spatially distributed over the full width of 
the antenna radiation patterns then the signals from these noise sources arrive at the two 
antennas with a distribution of time delays. The result is that there is effectively no 
correlation between the antenna noise inputs to the two receivers, provided that the antenna 
separation is large enough. This assumption is clearly fundamental to this thesis and is 
examined in more detail in the next section. Any signal source, such as a radar, will be 
transmitting from one fixed point and the signal will therefore be present in both receiver 
outputs with a single fixed time delay1• Cross correlation will therefore yield the acf of the 
signal, plus noise. In principle the operation being carried out is similar to that in the co-
operating receiver: the surveillance system has formed its own partially matched filter. The 
difference is that whereas the radar correlates signal plus noise with pure signal, the 
surveillance system correlates signal plus noise with a time shifted version of the same signal 
plus an independent noise input. The surveillance system will achieve a processing gain that 
can approach but not equal that of the co-operating receiver. 
It should be noted that the correlation process described here is different from that 
often described under the heading of correlation receivers. Systems described under this 
heading often involve multiplying the two receiver inputs and using a low pass filter to 
integrate the product [7]. Wiley [8] gives a diagram of a receiver forming a true correlation 
function but offers no analysis for such a system. Torrieri [4] does analyse a true correlation 
receiver and compares it to a radiometer. Comparisons will be made with his results in 
chapter 4. The simple multiplier type of "correlation receiver" gives the value of the cross 
correlation function (ccf) for a time shift which is either zero or fixed over any integration 
time (though sometimes variable between integrations). The analysis of signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) generally involves comparison of receiver output levels, for this one time shift, with 
and without a signal present. While this process may be useful, there is far more to a ccf than 
1 This thesis will concentrate on the simple case of a single signal source. The ability of the system to detect 
and discriminate between multiple sources is a function of the receiver separation and the degree of spectral 
overlap between the signals. This is discussed briefly but a rigorous analysis will not be presented: it may 
represent a worthwhile subject for further study. 
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just its value for zero time shift. The system described in this thesis obtains the true ccf over a 
range of time shift. SNR analysis will compare levels within the ccf for different time shifts, 
to assess the detection performance achievable by examining one ccf without referring to 
previous or subsequent ccfs. By obtaining the whole of the ccf rather than just one central 
value we acquire much more information. The phase information in this ccf is particularly 
valuable. 
The proposed system can detect spread spectrum signals of arbitrary waveform and 
spectrum, with a power spectral density (PSD) below receiver noise levels, by direct 
threshold detection applied to the ccf. Alternatively, threshold detection can be carried out in 
the frequency domain, giving greater sensitivity in very broadband (greater than 1 GHz) 
systems and the possibility of determining the signal's spectrum. Forming the cross spectral 
density (CSD) by taking the Fourier transform usually produces a frequency domain signal 
which is too noisy to be of much use. However, the properties of a spread spectrum signal 
make it possible to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in the CSD by 30 dB or more. 
The signal part of the ccf is the time shifted acf of the spread spectrum signal. Due to the 
signal's broadband nature this acf will be very narrow, typically a few tens of nanoseconds 
wide. If the two antennas are separated by only a few metres then this acf is shifted from the 
centre of the total ccf by no more than a few nanoseconds. The noise components of the ccf 
are spread uniformly over the whole width of the ccf, which will be of the order of 
milliseconds or more. A time domain filter can then be used to select, or window, a narrow 
central portion of the ccf, capturing virtually all of the signal but rejecting most of the noise. 
Taking the Fourier transform of this windowed ccf produces the time domain filtered cross 
spectral density (TDFCSD)1• Threshold detection in this TDFCSD will then not only reveal 
the presence of a spread spectrum signal, but also give its spectrum. 
Forming the initial ccf is clearly extremely demanding computationally. To sample 
the signals from the two receivers and perform the necessary cross correlations in real time 
may not be feasible, especially if we wish to design a system with large channel bandwidths 
and long sample lengths. For example: a channel bandwidth of 500 MHz and a sample length 
of 500 ~s would require analogue to digital conversion at a sampling frequency of 1 GHz and 
1 It should be noted that the phrase "time domain filtered" is not being used here to describe the filtering of a 
time domain signal by means of a convolution process in the time domain. It is being used to describe the 
filtering of a frequency domain signal by means ofwindowing in the time domain. 
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data sets of 500,000 points. Acousto-optic correlators can provide the answer to the problem 
of forming the initial correlation function, making signal detection and analysis in real time, 
for large bandwidths and integration times perfectly feasible. (Acousto-optic cells with 
bandwidths in excess of 2 GHz are available enabling the construction of correlators with a 
bandwidth of 1 GHz.) The fact that we only want to sample a relatively small portion of the 
ccf is very convenient since this means that the number of data points we have to extract for 
further processing is very much reduced. One commonly quoted disadvantage of acousto-
optic signal processing systems is that they have a limited dynamic range. Optical systems 
have been devised which overcome earlier problems but even if this were not the case it need 
not be a problem here. Since we are looking for signals below the noise level, the system 
would be set up with RF and IF gains such that the standard deviation of the noise is 
approximately one third of the amplitude range of the correlator inputs so as to present the 
correlator with signals at the maximum power without causing excessive clipping of noise 
plus low power signals. Short high power pulses will be severely clipped. This goes some 
way towards eliminating the non LPI pulses that would be detected by a conventional system, 
although they would of course be better excluded by the use of notch filters, switched in for 
the duration of high power pulses, to block known signals. There are three main types of 
acousto-optic correlator that could be used: space integrating, time integrating and joint 
transform. 
If we want to derive the TDFCSD from the output of an acousto-optic correlator it is 
essential that the output is a true correlation function and not the square of the ccf as 
produced by the joint transform correlator and some forms of space integrating correlator [9]. 
Some forms of space integrating correlator [1 0] do produce a true ccf, and these are discussed 
in detail, but they still suffer from the major drawback that one of the input signals must be 
time reversed. This makes the system more complicated and also forces us to break the signal 
up to perform a succession of finite sample time domain cross correlations. The time 
integrating correlator [11], however, is ideal for our purposes. Time reversal is not required, 
the output is a true correlation function and very long integration times are possible. The 
required ccf of the two inputs is formed as a spatially varying function at a photodetector 
array which can be periodically transferred from the array into a DSP system. It is also shown 
that the way in which the correlation function is formed in the time integrating correlator is 
such that it gives itself naturally to the time domain filtering process described above. 
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1.3 Degree of spatial coherence between the antennas 
A good initial optical analogy of the two antenna system can be envisaged by 
considering a Young's slits experiment. If a point source is used good fringes can be 
obtained. However, if a distributed source is used the visibility of the fringes is reduced 
because the light at the two slits is not perfectly spatially coherent: the two optical signals 
are not fully correlated. The light at the two slits is never totally coherent since we can 
never realise a perfect point source, and is never completely incoherent. It is generally 
partially coherent with the complex degree of coherence, 1-1 12 having magnitude between 0 
(total incoherence) and l (total coherence). We can treat the noise outputs from the 
antennas as uncorrelated if the degree of coherence l.u 12 1 << I. The complex degree of 
coherence is given by [12] 
.ul2 = 
(v1 (t) v; (r)) 
JI:I; ( 1.4) 
where V 1 (t) and V 2(t) are the analytic functions of which the signals at the two antenna 
outputs are the real parts, and I 1 and I2 are the mean intensities or powers of these signals. 
This complex degree of coherence between two points in a plane, illuminated by an 
extended quasi-monochromatic incoherent source, is given by the van Cittert-Zemicke 
theorem, which is described fully by Born and Wolf [13] . 
X 
Figure 1-8. Illustrating the van Cittert-Zernicke theorem 
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In terms of figure 1-8 (taken from Born and Wolf, p 508) we wish to know the 
complex degree of coherence for points P1 and P2 in a plane A illuminated by an extended 
quasi-monochromatic incoherent source cr. To find this we divide the source up into 
elements dal> dab ... centred on points S1, S2, ••• and consider the total coherence, or 
cross correlation, function for the points P1 and P2 as the sum of the cross correlations due 
to each of these elements. We assume that the linear dimensions of the source and the 
separation between P1 and P2 are small relative to the distance R between the two planes. 
This is the same assumption underlying the Fraunhoffer approximation for diffraction 
patterns and can alternatively be stated as an assumption that the angles subtended by the 
source at plane A and by the line P1P2 at the source plane are small. Making this 
assumption, the van Cittert-Zemicke theorem then gives the complex degree of coherence 
/112 = 
a (1.5) 
a 
where !(~. 11) is the intensity distribution in the source plane, 
_ k [(x~ + yO- (x; + y;)] 
IJI- 2R and k = 
2 
7r: 
A. 
and x1,y1 and x2,y2 are the coordinates of the points P1 and P2 in plane A. If P1 and P2 are 
positioned symmetrically either side of the centre of plane A, then the phase term \j1 is 
equal to zero and J.L 12 is simply a normalised two dimensional Fourier transform of the 
intensity distribution of the source cr. We assume here that the antennas are illuminated by 
a spatially incoherent source of uniform intensity. The intensity distribution in the source 
plane perceived by the antennas is therefore a function of their far field radiation patterns. 
(We assume that the antennas are identical and therefore have identical far field radiation 
patterns.) If the antennas have high gains (e.g. 40 dB) then their angular field of view is 
small and the Fraunhoffer approximation applies. Thinking of an antenna as a transmitter, 
this gives the far field complex amplitude ua (~. 11) due to a complex antenna illumination 
function u A (x, y ), as 
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antenna 
aperture 
(1.6) 
where K is a constant. Considering an antenna as a receiver, uAx,y) is the complex 
amplitude at the antenna aperture due to a source of spatially invariant complex amplitude 
in the far field. u" (~, 11) is the apparent complex amplitude of the far field source if the 
antenna is treated as a point (isotropic) receiver. Hence, if we treat the antennas as points, 
the apparent source intensity distribution is 
(1.7) 
The complex degree of coherence between the signals at the antenna terminals is therefore 
given by equations 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 as 
J.li2 = 
where 
antenna 
aperture 
(1.8) 
Hence, the complex degree of coherence between the signals at the antenna terminals is 
found as follows. We take the Fourier transform of the complex aperture illumination 
function, uAx,y), for one antenna to obtain the far field complex amplitude function 
u" (~, 11) . We then square the magnitude of u" (~, 11) to obtain !(~, 11) . We then take the 
normalised 1 Fourier transform of !(~, 11) to obtain the complex degree of coherence, J.l 12 . 
We can compare this to one process that will yield the acf of any finite energy signal x(t): 
first take the Fourier transform and square its magnitude to obtain the energy spectral 
density, E"' (f)= lx(ff , and then, applying the Wiener Kintchine theorem, take the 
1 to ensure that 0 ~ IJ.l 12 l ~ I . 
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mverse Fourier transform of E:u(f) to obtain the acf, rxx(t). Apart from a difference 
between taking the Fourier transform and taking the inverse Fourier transform in the final 
stage, irrelevant in an even symmetrical system, these two processes are the same. Hence, 
we see that the complex degree of coherence between the signals at the two antenna 
terminals, as a function of antenna separation, is given by the autocorrelation function (act) 
of the aperture illumination function of one antenna. E.g. if the aperture illumination 
function of one antenna is as shown (one dimension only) in figure 1-9, where the diameter 
of the antenna is a, then the magnitude of the complex degree of coherence between the 
signals at the antenna terminals is as shown in figure 1-10. 
-a 
0 
complex aperture illumination 
function, uA(x) 
a 
distance from centre 
of antenna, x 
Figure 1-9. Complex aperture illumination function for one antenna. 
a 
Separation between 
centres of antennas 
Figure I~ I 0. Magnitude of complex degree of coherence as a function of antenna separation. 
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Regardless of the actual form of the complex illumination function for one antenna, within 
the range -!!.. ::; x ::; +!!.. , the complex degree of coherence will be zero for antenna 
2 2 
separations greater than a. If the antennas are separate aperture antennas (e.g. horn of 
parabolic reflector) the centres of the antennas cannot physically be brought closer than the 
aperture diameter, a, without overlapping so that one blocks the other. Using one parabolic 
reflector with two feeds would clearly not be acceptable. The higher the gain of the 
antennas, the narrower their field of view and the greater their separation must be for the 
signals at their terminals to be uncorrelated. However, the higher the antenna gain, the 
larger the antenna diameter, and meeting the physical requirement to move them further 
apart to avoid overlap as they get bigger will always lead to their separation being great 
enough to ensure that the signals at their terminals are uncorrelated. 
Two assumptions have been made in applying the van Cittert-Zemicke theorem in 
this way. One fundamental assumption made in both the Fraunhoffer approximation and 
the van Cittert-Zemicke theorem equates to the assumption that the antennas have high 
directivity. In reality, in order to gain a wide field of view, we would expect to use 
antennas with rather low gains (e.g. 6 dB). For such low gains the complex degree of 
coherence function may differ a little from that predicted by the above simple theory. It is 
helpful to consider some typical figures. At a frequency of 10 GHz a high gain of 40 dB 
can be achieved with antenna diameters of the order of I m. A separation of I m can 
therefore be achieved under conditions where this assumption is valid. If we now reduce 
the gain of the antennas while maintaining the separation, the complex degree of coherence 
function might not shrink spatially as quickly as the antenna dimensions, but it will still 
shrink and the noise signals at the antenna outputs will remain uncorrelated. Hence it 
seems safe to state that if the antennas are illuminated by an incoherent source of uniform 
intensity distributed over their full view and their separation is large relative to their 
dimensions then their outputs are effectively uncorrelated. A more rigorous analysis would 
probably support a stronger statement involving smaller separations, but this statement is 
sufficient for our purposes. 
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1.4 Outline of the thesis 
This thesis comprises two parts. The first part, chapters 2 to 5 inclusive, present an 
analysis of the cross correlation receiver regardless of the technology used to perform the 
initial correlation, while the remaining chapters consider implementation using acousto-optic 
correlators. Chapter 2 deals with the correlation process, chapter 3 with the TDFCSD. 
Expressions for SNRs in the ccf and TDFCSD are derived in terms of input signal and 
receiver.system parameters for different classes of correlator. There are a number of different 
correlators that could be considered, but the important division as regards analysis is that 
between finite sample time domain and frequency domain (FFT based) correlators. The finite 
sample time domain correlator takes time windowed samples of the two signals, length T., 
and then cross correlates them as if they were isolated pulses to produce a ccf of total length 
2T, . An FFT based correlator produces a correlation function of length T, . The significance 
of these and other differences is discussed in detail. A space integrating acousto-optic 
correlator forms a finite sample time domain correlation. The time integrating acousto-optic 
correlator actually forms a true continuous correlation function rather than either of the 
above, but it is shown that it gives a performance that can be effectively modelled by the FFT 
based correlator. The processes of cross correlation and the generation of the TDFCSD is 
illustrated by a computer simulation which also offers results to compare against the 
predictions of the analysis. Chapter 4 places the cross correlation receiver and use of the 
TDFCSD into context by considering ESM system performance. A particular scenario is 
considered: that of a ship's ESM system trying to detect an incoming missile using a power 
managed LPI radar. The detection performance of the ccfand the TDFCSD is calculated and 
compared against a crystal video system. The concept of the minimum detection range (the 
range below which a power managed radar becomes undetectable) is introduced and used as 
the main criterion for comparison. Direction finding using the phase terms of the TDFCSD is 
considered in chapter 5 and expressions for the accuracy of angle of arrival estimation are 
calculated. This is again supported and illustrated by the results of computer simulation. 
The second part of the thesis, chapters 6 to I 0 inclusive, considers acousto-optic 
correlation, and can itself be split into 2 main parts. After an introduction, chapter 6, chapters 
7, and 8 are devoted to space integrating correlation. The path that the research presented in 
this thesis eventually took lead away from the use of space integrating correlators. However, 
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the work started with space integrating correlators before the application of cross correlation 
receivers to the detection of spread spectrum signals had been suggested, and the results 
obtained are believed to be of merit in their own right. Earlier work carried out by Reeve and 
Wombwell [1 0] showed that whereas previously described non heterodyning space 
integrating architectures (9] did not produce the true correlation function, a simple non 
heterodyning correlator could produce a true correlation function using the first diffraction 
order from the acousto-optic cells if the signals to the acousto-optic cells took a certain form -
a carrier modulated by the input signals using double sideband large carrier modulation. 
Further work [14] showed that a true correlation function could also be obtained using the 
zeroth diffraction order. Although it became obvious, in retrospect, why such a correlator 
should work it was not explained by any of the theories currently used in the literature to 
describe space integrating correlators. Indeed, according to the analysis generally offered 
there should be no information in the zeroth diffraction order. To explain the operation of the 
zeroth order correlator it was necessary to start the analysis virtually from scratch. Chapter 7 
takes a fresh look at the acousto-optic interaction, initially in the limit of pure Raman Nath 
diffraction, and demonstrates that there is information in the zeroth diffraction order. This 
basic theory is then used in chapter 8 to develop a unified general theory of all one 
dimensional space integrating acousto-optic correlator. Equations are first developed for a 
"general all order" correlator. A range of other correlators, both heterodyning and non-
heterodyning, including ones previously described in the literature and the zeroth order 
correlator, are then shown to be special cases of this general all order correlator. Some 
experimental results from a practical zeroth order non-heterodyning correlator are also 
presented. 
The time integrating acousto-optic correlators described in chapters 9 and 10 are not 
new. It is the application to which they are being put that is new. Existing theory adequately 
predicts the performance of these time integrating correlator and this is presented, in modified 
form, in chapter 9. Three types of time integrating acousto-optic correlator are described and 
two of them analysed in some detail, leading to a discussion of the most suitable architecture. 
Chapter I 0 presents results from a practical time integrating correlator, demonstrating that it 
can indeed perform the processing required to enable extraction of both the magnitude and 
the phase of the TDFCSD. Chapter 11 then presents conclusions and recommendations for 
further work. 
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2. The Cross Correlation Process 
2.1 Introduction 
We consider the cross correlation of the two unknown bandpass signals, that have 
undergone no processing other than amplification, entering the two receivers and treat the 
two sets of noise, n1(1) and n2(1), as independent. If only one signal source is present, then the 
correlation formed is: 
where ® denotes cross correlation and Id is the time difference of arrival of the signal at the 
two receivers. It should be noted that we are using a completely general representation of the 
input signals. We are not even using a complex amplitude representation since we have no 
prior knowledge of any carrier frequency. The first term is the acf of s(l), r ,s( r), time shifted 
by Id, and forms the signal part of the correlator output. The peak signal power, s. , of the 
correlator output is the square of the peak value, r ..,(0), of this acf, which equals the energy 
of the signal pulse, EP. Hence 
(2.2) 
Equation 2.2 clearly does not balance dimensionally, and this deserves some explanation. A 
clear distinction must be made between measurements of voltage, power and energy before 
and after the correlator. Dimensionally the correlation process has the same effect as the 
convolution process carried out by any filter. If we apply a finite energy voltage signal x(l) to 
the input of a filter with an impulse response h(l), then the output, defined 
as y(l) = f x(t )h(t -I )dt , has the units, Vs, of energy. However, the output y(l) is really a 
voltage signal with units V rather than r? s. Though not normally mentioned, the convolution 
describing the filter action includes an implicit transfer coefficient with units V1s·1• 
Throughout this chapter the output of the correlator will be treated as a voltage signal. Input 
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signal and noise powers and signal to noise ratios will refer to values derived directly from 
the voltage signals at the antenna terminals due to electric fields at the antenna apertures. 
Output signal and noise powers and signal to noise ratios will refer to values derived from the 
voltage signals at the correlator outputs. For example, in equation 2.2 the left hand side of the 
equation refers to the power (units ~) of the voltage signal at the output of the correlator 
whereas the right hand side refers to the square of the energy (units (~s)2 ) of finite time 
samples of the voltage signals at the antenna terminals. The equation is balanced 
dimensionally by the square of the implied transfer coefficient (units (V1s-1)2 ). In general, 
throughout this chapter, whenever we see an expression referring to the correlator output on 
one side and correlator input on the other the units of the side referring to correlator input 
should be multiplied by the appropriate power of V1s"1 in order to balance the equation 
dimensionally. 
We account for both pulsed and CW signals here. A CW signal is treated as a pulse of 
length equal to the length of the samples taken into the correlator. It should be noted that the 
value of EP and hence So depends on the mean power and the length of the signal sample 
and not on its bandwidth. A larger bandwidth does not make the signal more or less 
detectable by threshold detection applied to the ccf. It affects the width of the central peak of 
the autocorrelation function, but not its height. 
The noise part of the correlator output, assuming the correlator adds no further noise 
of its own, is made up of the last three terms, two of which can be grouped together. To 
determine the output noise power we must calculate the power of the signal-noise and the 
noise-noise cross correlation terms. Which of these noise terms is more important will 
depend on the input SNR. For large input SNRs the signal-noise cross correlation terms, 
r,,, (r) and r,,, (r) , will be the more important. For low ( < 0 dB) SNRs the noise-noise cross 
correlation, r"'"' (r), will dominate, and this is the case that will generally be of more interest. 
There are a number of distinctly different correlation processes that must be 
considered. The three different processes that will be discussed will be described as true 
continuous (TC) correlation, finite sample time domain (FSTD) correlation and finite sample 
frequency domain (FSFD) correlation. 
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2.2 Different correlation processes 
Consider two continuous (finite power) real signals, x(t) and y(t). Their true ccf, 
taken over infinite time is 
'xy (r) = 
T 
+-
2 
- X~) y~ +1:) dt lim 1 f 
T-+ooT 
T 
2 
If we consider a finite integration time, T,, we can form the function 
T, 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
If we add N successive true continuous correlations of this sort we obtain the ccf for the 
longer integration time NT, 
NT, N-l ~•+l)T, 
R ('r) f x~)y(t+r)dt = L f x(t)y(t+r)dt 
Q IJC Q liT,. 
(2.5) 
This adding of successive ccfs to produce a larger correlation is only possible if we can form 
the TC ccf of the form shown in equation 2.4. It will be shown, in chapter 9 , that a time 
integrating acousto-optic correlator does produce this TC ccf, for a limited range ofT, and is 
therefore capable of extremely long integration times. However, some commonly used 
correlation processes produce ccfs which cannot be added in this way. Many practical 
correlators operate by first grabbing finite samples of the signals x(t) and y(t). The FSTD 
correlator takes these windowed samples of the two signals, of length T, , and then correlates 
them as if they were isolated pulses to produce a ccf of total length 2T, . The FSFD correlator 
(usually based on the FFT) performs a cyclic correlation on these samples to produce a ccf of 
length T,. 
In FSTD correlation, the two samples are correlated as if they are isolated (finite 
energy) pulses. The ccfproduced is of the form 
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~ -r 
rfstd (r) = J x(t )y(t + 'r )dt (2.6) 
0 
for '! > 0. (For '! < 0 the limits of integration are '! and T •. ) The difference between this and 
the TC ccfis 
T, 
-f x~}y~+-r)dt (2.7) 
T.-r 
Swnming N successive FSTD correlations gives 
N-1 
L 
(11+1)7;-t J x(t)y{t + •)dt = R ( '!) -
nT, 
N-1 
L 
(11+1)7; J x(t)y(t + •)dt 
(n+l) T, - t 
(2.8) 
n=O , ... o 
which is still limited to a width of 2T. . If we form one long FSTD ccf using samples of 
length NT. , we obtain 
N T.- t NT, J x{t )y{t +'! )dt = R ( '!) - J x{t )y(t +'! )dt (2.9) 
0 N~ -t 
Hence, we see that, except for when '! = 0, the FSTD ccf is different from the TC ccf and that 
we cannot add successive FSTD ccfs to produce one long ccf. This does not mean that the 
FSTD correlation is of no value. It is of interest because it is the form of cross correlation 
performed by a space integrating acousto-optic correlator, and it will provide a good starting 
place to start the discussion of the noise performance of cross correlation processes. 
In FSFD (finite sample frequency domain) cross correlation (usually involving the 
FFn the correlation is cyclic. The samples are effectively treated as if they are single periods 
of continuous periodic signals. Hence the output looks, at first sight, much more like the 
TC ccf. The FSFD ccf is of the form (for'> 0) 
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T, I x(t)y(t+r)dt + I x(t)y(t-T,.+r)dt (2.1 0) 
0 ~ -r 
The difference between this FSFD ccf and the TC ccf is 
r. 
rfsfd ( T )- rcont ( T) I x(t)[y(t-T,.+-r)-y(t+-r)]dt (2.11) 
7;- t 
Summing N successive FSFD ccfs gives 
(2.12) 
However, if we form one long FSFD ccfusing samples oflength NT,, we obtain 
NT, 
R(-r) + I x(t)[y(t-NT,.+-r )- y(t+T) ]dt (2.13) 
N T,- r 
which has a much smaller difference from R('r). Hence, we see that, as for FSTD correlation, 
FSFD correlation is different from TC correlation and successive correlations cannot be 
added to produce one long ccf. The results of FSTD and TSFD correlation are also clearly 
different. FSFD correlation is very important since FFT based correlation is the technique 
used in DSP systems. It is also important in that, as we shall see, SNR analysis for FSFD and 
TC correlation processes is virtually the same, provided that the input signals are stationary. 
If we consider the cross correlation of two independent noise signals the envelope of the 
FSTD ccfwill be triangular, whereas it will be flat for both FSFD and TC correlation. 
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2.3 Finite sample time domain correlation noise performance 
2.3.1 Noise-noise cross correlation. 
When the input signal to noise ratio is very low it is the noise-noise correlation term 
that will dominate. If the noise in the two correlator inputs were the same then we would be 
simply considering a noise autocorrelation function which will give a large narrow peak at 
the centre of the function. If noise terms in the two inputs are completely independent, 
however, there will be no such central peak. If a time domain correlator is used, the cross 
correlation of 2 independent rectangular windowed samples of noise, of equal length T, , 
has a triangular mean power envelope of length 2T,. In order to calculate the power of this 
cross correlation function we can consider the process of cross correlation in the frequency 
domain. In the time domain we are correlating two sets of passband noise of length T, to 
g1ve 
(2.14) 
Correlation is performed over a finite sample or integration time and hence we must consider 
both signal and noise inputs as finite energy signals. The input noise signals are assumed to 
have constant mean power throughout the sample length and the continuous signals of which 
they are samples are assumed to be bandpass white Gaussian random signals. In the time 
domain each noise set is a continuous signal multiplied by a rect function of unit height and 
width T,. The continuous signal has a power spectrum but a Fourier transform cannot be 
defined. The finite signal of length T, must have a Fourier transform N(f) but although this 
can be calculated for any given n(t) we cannot define a general form for the phase of N(f), 
except in statistical terms. The amplitude of the F ourier transform will be the convolution of a 
rectangular function derived from the power spectrum of the continuous passband white 
noise signal and a function of the form sinc(/7) due to the rectangular windowing function 
used in taking the noise sample. If the BT product of the noise sample is large, the width of 
this sine function, liT, is small with reference to the bandwidth of the noise and the amplitude 
of the frequency spectrum approximates to that shown in figure 2-1. 
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Bn Bn 
A 
f. frequency 
Figure 2-1. Mean amplitude spectrum of noise input. 
Then, referring to the amplitude of the Fourier transform shown in figure 2-1, the total 
Energy of the noise sample is given by 
E = 2B A2 
n n 
But the energy of the noise sample must be given by 
E =C1 2 T 
n n s 
= 1JB T 
n s 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
where cr/ is the variance (power) and T] the power spectral density of the continuous noise 
2 
signal at the antenna terminals. Therefore 
2 e1,;r, 1JT, A=-=-
28, 2 
(2.17) 
A = C1 ~ f. = )1J T, 
" 2B, 2 
(2.18) 
and so 
(2.19) 
Where jN(r )j is non zero, the phase of the signal B, (r) will be random with p.d.f. given 
by 
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p(OJ= 2~ for 0 !'> 8 ::;; 2Tr (2.20) 
and the spectrum of a noise sample n(t) is given by 
(2.21) 
If we correlate two samples of noise n1(t) and n2(t) then the Fourier transform of the 
correlation function, the Cross Energy Spectral Density is given by 
(2.22) 
The average amplitude spectrum of the cross correlation function r,,, (r) therefore 
I l 
takes the form shown in figure 2-2. 
11 T, 
2 
Figure 2-2. Amplitude spectrum of the noise-noise cross correlation. 
The total energy of the noise-noise cross correlation function is therefore 
(~) 2 x2B 2 1/ = 
28 
f 
(2.23) 
To re-emphasise the comments made at the start of this chapter regarding units of expressions 
referring to signals before and after the correlator: if figure 2-2 shows the amplitude spectrum 
of the noise-noise correlation at the correlator output (units V/ JHi ), integrating under the 
square of this function gives the total energy for a finite time period of the voltage signal at 
the correlator output (units Vs). The expression in equation 2.23 is made up from terms 
relating to the voltage signals at the correlator input and has units V s3. Equating this to a 
quantity of units Vs at the output is balanced dimensionally by remembering that there is an 
implicit transfer coefficient of units V1s"1 (as described in section 2.1), which is squared since 
we are considering the square of the output voltage. 
An obvious point to note here is that in attempting to minimise this noise signal in the output 
of the correlator the input noise spectral density is more important than the noise bandwidth. 
If the separation between the two antennas is a few metres the time difference of arrival 
between the two input signals is small of the order of nanoseconds and the signal peak occurs 
very close to the centre of the ccf. We are therefore concerned with the noise power at the 
centre. Since we are considering the cross correlation of two samples of noise with 
rectangular amplitude envelopes, we assume the correlation in the time domain to have a 
varying r.m.s. voltage with an amplitude envelope of the form shown in figure 2-3. 
a'",(t) 
I 
Figure 2-3. Amplitude envelope of the noise-noise cross correlation. 
The total energy of the function, in terms of a P and T., is 
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0 
= 2a/(r.-r,+;) (2.24) 
Equating this to the expression we obtained from integrating under the energy spectral 
density (equation 2.23) gives us 
= 
(2.25) 
Now the peak correlator output signal power is given by s. = E; (equation 2.2) where EP is 
the energy of the signal pulse at the antenna terminals. Since the time difference of arrival 
between the two input signals will be small (of the order of 10 ns), the signal peak occurs 
close to the centre of the whole cross correlation function. Therefore the peak signal to mean 
noise power ratio in the correlator output, for very low input SNR and ignoring noise added 
by the correlator is, dividing the correlator output signal power, £/, by the mean noise 
power, given by equation 2.25, 
(2.26) 
We see that for constant receiver and noise parameters the output peak signal to mean noise 
power ratio increases as the square of the input signal energy, i.e. a plot of output SNR to 
input SNR will show a 20 dB/decade slope. Since the energy of pulse equals its power times 
its temporal length, E P = S; TP , and T]B, = N; , the noise power at the terminals of one 
antenna, we can rewrite equation 2.26 as 
(~) 
0 
= 
S;2 r: B, 
l T n 2 B2 
4 s "I n 
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= (2.27) 
where Bn is the noise bandwidth, TP the length of the signal pulse, T, the length of the 
sample, and S; the input signal power. The 20 dB/decade slope is not suprising since both 
output signal and output noise come from effectively squaring (cross correlation) input signal 
nd input noise respectively. 
2.3.2 Signal-noise cross correlations (finite sample time domain correlation). 
For larger input SNRs we must consider the signal-noise cross correlations, agam by 
multiplication in the frequency domain. The form of the noise sample in the frequency 
domain has already been discussed. The Fourier transform of the signal can obviously vary 
depending on the signal. If it is simply a square pulse of a single frequency the Fourier 
transform is a sine function; if the signal is a chirp pulse the spectrum is more complicated. 
However, if the frequency band occupied by the pulse lies totally inside the noise bandwidth 
of the receiver the precise form does not matter: it is the area under it that is important. 
Consider a chirp with an amplitude spectrum of the form shown in figure 2-4. 
IS{!) 
B B 
f 
Figure 2-4. Amplitude spectrum of a chirp signal {approximate). 
When we multiply this signal spectrum, S(t) , by the noise amplitude spectrum 
(equation 2.18), which is flat over the range where I S{f)l is non zero, the magnitude of the 
resulting cross spectral density becomes 
(2.28) 
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and the total energy of a single signal-noise cross correlation is therefore, by integrating 
under the cross energy spectral density 
., 
f11 r, lsCrt df 
...., 2 
(2.29) 
If the signal pulse has a square r.m.s. envelope of length TP then the amplitude of the 
r.m.s. envelope of the signal-noise cross correlation, found by considering the cross 
correlation of a rectangular pulse of length TP with a rectangular pulse of length T,, is of the 
form shown in figure 2-5, assuming that the signal is in the centre of sample. 
O""'(t) 
I 
Figure 2-5. R.M.S. envelope oft he signal-noise cross correlation. 
The cross correlation will be noise-like within this r.m.s. envelope. The total energy of this 
signal-noise cross correlation is 
T, f cr !(r) dt 
-T, 
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= a 2(r -Tp) 
< • 3 (2.30) 
This must equal the total energy as calculated in the frequency domain and given by equation 
2.29, and so we have: 
'11 T, E 
2 p 
Therefore the correlator output noise power at the centre of the correlation function is 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
The total noise power in the output of the correlator arises from both signal-noise cross 
correlations and the total noise power is therefore (incoherent addition) 
(2.33) 
Given that the peak output signal power is So = E~ , using 2a/ as given by equation 2.32 as 
total noise power gives an output peak signal to mean noise power ratio, for high input SNR 
(!) = 
0 
(2.34) 
Writing EP as S;Tp and noting that 1JBn is the input noise power, we have the output peak 
SNR, for high input SNR 
(!) = 
0 
0r.- rp )rp B, 
3T, 
33 
(2.35) 
2.3.3 Total output SNR (finite sample time domain correlation). 
The complete expression for the peak signal to mean noise power ratio in the time 
domain cross correlator output is, assuming that no noise is added by the correlator and using 
equations 2.25 and 2.32 respectively to substitute for crP2 and 2cr/, 
(!) = 
0 
so 
= 
+ 
(2.36) 
The input SNR is 
S; Ep 
= = (2.37) 
11 B, 11 B, TP 
and so 
(!) = 
0 
(2.38) 
Figure 2-6 shows how the processing gain in dB, given by the output peak signal to mean 
noise ratio in dB minus the input signal to noise ratio in dB, varies with input signal power 
for a time domain correlator. The signal bandwidth does not affect the processing gain 
provided that it falls entirely within the receiver bandwidth, as has been assumed to be the 
case here. 
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Figure 2-6. Variation of the processing gain of the correlator with input signal power for a time domain 
cross correlating ESM receiver for different sample lengths. The parameters used for this graph are: sample 
lengths, T,1 = 50 JLS and T,1 = 500 JLS • signal pulse length. TP = 20 JLS, system noise temperature, 
T," = 500 K, and receiver noise bandwidth. B. = 100 MHz. The processing gain of the radar is shown as 
constant at 37 dB. 
We can clearly see from figure 2-6, that although the longer sample length gives a slightly 
higher processing gain for high input SNR, it gives a much poorer performance at low input 
SNR, when the noise-noise cross correlation dominates the output. At first sight we would 
infer from this that increasing the integration time, beyond a length sufficient to have a good 
chance of including a whole pulse, would lead to a reduced SNR at the correlator output. This 
is certainly the case if we are dealing with just one isolated pulse: once T5 is large enough to 
take in the whole signal pulse then increasing T. any further only takes in more noise. 
However, pulsed LPI radar signals are usually pulse chains with a relatively high duty cycle. 
A radar with a range of 75 km could have a pulse repetition interval (p.r.i.) as low as 500 f..IS. 
The radar in a missile homing head could well have a significantly higher pulse repetition 
frequency (p.r.f.), increasing with decreasing range. If the pulse length is 100 f..IS, the p.r.i. can 
be expected to be significantly less than I ms. Hence, if we use long sample lengths, we can 
expect our sample to include several pulses. The system will effectively achieve coherent 
pulse integration, something that it is normally assumed that only the radar can do! To 
account for this, when T, is significantly greater than the p.r.i., we should replace TP in 
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equation 2.29 by nTP where n is the number of pulses falling within the ESM integration 
time, given by 
n = 
T, 
p.r.i. 
TP will be replaced by nTP , and EP by nEP, in all equations from this point on. 
2.3.4 Output SNR for CW input signals (time domain correlator). 
(2.39) 
If the input signals are CW then the sample time will be the length of the signal 
sample in the correlator. i.e. nTP = T,. When this is the case, from equation 2.36 we obtain 
(!) 
0 
= (2.40) 
and from equation 2.38 
(!) = 
0 
2 ( s) 2 1'. B, N . 
I 
= 
4 ( s) 2 
- B, 1'. -
3 N ; 
+ 2(~) 
I 
(2.41) 
Clearly detection is improved by using longer integration times, as is almost always the case. 
2.4 True continuous and finite sample frequency domain correlation 
2.4.1 Output SNR 
Because any discrete Fourier transform process treats its signal samples as one time 
period of a periodic continuous signal, the output of a FSFD correlator is different from that 
of a FSTD correlator which treats its signal samples as isolated pulses. One difference of 
considerable importance is the shape of the amplitude envelopes of the noise-noise and 
signal-noise cross correlations. Since the noise signals are now treated as having continuous 
flat amplitude envelopes, any cross correlation with them will result in a function which has a 
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flat amplitude envelope over the output signal length of T •. A true continuous correlation 
process will clearly produce the same amplitude envelope. Although the detailed structure of 
the output noise signal is different, it will have the same statistical properties. The detailed 
structure of the signal output may also differ (though for some conditions it will not), but it is 
the amplitude of the output ccf at the centre that is important , and this will be the same for 
both TC and FSFD correlation. Using the expressions derived earlier for the total energies of 
the noise-noise and signal noise correlations (equations 2.23 and 2.29) and noting that the 
noise power is now simply the total noise energy, given by equation 2.23, divided by T5 , we 
obtain the noise-noise cross correlation power as 
ln2 B T 2 2 B T 2 'I n 5 Tl 11 5 
= (2.42) r. 2 
and, considering n pulses per sample, the power of each of the two signal-noise correlations 
from equation 2.29 as 
f11T.nEP 71nEP 
= 
T5 2 
(2.43) 
Hence, the output peak signal to mean noise power ratio for the FSFD correlation, dividing 
the peak signal power, (nE P J, by the sum of the noise-noise correlation power (equation 
2.42) and twice the single signal-noise correlation power (equation 2.43), is 
(!) = 
0 
or, in terms of the input SNR 
(!) 
0 
n
2 T 2 B (~) 2 
p n N . 
I 
= 
_!_ T + n T (~) 
2 5 P N · 
I 
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(2.44) 
(2.45) 
Comparing these with the equivalent expressions for the time domain correlator (equations 
2.36 and 2.38), we see that the FSFD or TC correlators have an advantage. For high input 
SNR, when the second of the two noise terms in the denominator dominates, the advantage is 
~Ts -nTP)/3Ts . For large sample length, r •. and low signal duty cycle, so that 3T. >> nTP, 
this advantage becomes equal to one and the time domain correlator does as well as the FFT 
correlator. For low input SNR, when the noise-noise cross correlation dominates the output 
noise, the advantage is 3/2, or 1.76 dB. 
2.4.2 Output SNR for CW signals (TC and FSFD correlators) 
If the input signals are CW then the sample time will be the length of the signal sample in the 
correlator. i.e. nTP = r •. When this is the case, equation 2.45 becomes 
(!) = 
0 
(2.46) 
2.5 The radar correlation process. 
In a radar receiver the correlation is a cross correlation of signal with signal plus 
noise giving the signal autocorrelation function and one signal-noise cross correlation. The 
signal-noise cross correlation is the same as in the ESM cross correlating receiver, but we 
only have one signal-noise cross correlation instead of two. There is no noise-noise cross 
correlation. Hence the radar will inevitably do better than the ESM system. For high input 
SNR, when the noise-noise cross correlation term can be neglected, if the ESM correlator is 
an FFT correlator or a time domain correlator with T. >> TP , the radar will only have a 
processing gain 3 dB greater than the ESM system. However, while the processing gain of 
the ESM cross correlating system falls off with decreasing input SNR, the processing gain of 
the radar is maintained at the same value regardless of input SNR. 
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The radar will usually perfonn the cross correlation using a matched filter, such as a 
SAW (surface acoustic wave) device, rather than by an explicit correlation process. Using a 
matched filter is effectively the same as perfonning a time domain correlation with an infinite 
sample length, T, . We can see that this is so by looking at what happens to the envelope of 
the signal-noise cross correlation as the sample length becomes very large and comparing this 
to the noise at the output of a matched filter. The amplitude envelope of the signal-noise 
cross correlation was shown in figure 2-5. If T, becomes large so that TP is relatively very 
small then this trapezoid envelope will tend towards being a flat rectangular envelope of total 
width T., as for the signal-noise correlation at the output of an FFT correlation process. If we 
consider a rectangular envelope burst of noise passing through a SAW filter, which like any 
filter simply imposes different gains and phase shifts on different frequency components, the 
rectangular burst will have its leading and trailing edges reshaped to give a trapezoid 
envelope. However, if we have continuous white noise as is usually the case, then the output 
will clearly have a constant amplitude, as for the case in the time domain correlator when 
T, ~ oo and TP can be neglected. In this case the power of the single signal-noise correlation 
is given by equation 2.32 as 
(2.47) 
Hence, the peak signal to mean noise power ratio at the output of the matched filter is 
(!J 
0 
= = (2.48) 
This agrees with the standard result for matched filter noise perfonnance to be found in most 
undergraduate texts covering communication signal processing. (See e.g. [ 15]) Writing EP as 
S;Tp and noting that 71Bn is the input noise power, this is, in tenns of the input SNR 
(!) 
0 
(2.49) 
i.e. the radar receiver processing gain is 2BnTp Radar processing gain is often thought of as 
simply BnTp, but if we consider peak signal to mean noise power ratio at the matched filter 
output, as we do here, there is an additional factor of 2. The above expression gives the radar 
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receiver output SNR for a single pulse, if the radar uses predetection pulse integration then 
this SNR should be multiplied be an integration gain factor, I. The variations in peak signal 
to mean noise power ratio with input signal power, at the outputs of both time domain and 
frequency domain cross correlating ESM receivers and a matched filter radar receiver, are 
shown in figure 2-7, for a CW signal. 
Peak SNR 0 I dB 
-120 
-so 
Input signal power in dBm 
Figure 2-7. The variations in peak signa/to mean noise power ratio with input signal power, at the outputs 
of both time domain and frequency domain cross correlating ESM receivers and a matched filter radar 
receiver. The signal is a CW signal with both ESM system and radar using an integration time of 100 J.I.S. 
Both radar and ESM system are assumed to have a system noise temperature of 500 K and the ESM noise 
bandwidth is 500 MHz. 
2.6 Simulation 
The theoretical predictions of the preceding sections have been tested against a 
computer simulation. Limited signal bandwidths had to be used to allow computation (on a 
PC) within a reasonable time, but the bandwidths used were still large enough to allow 
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good comparisons to be made between the theoretical predictions and the results of the 
simulation. Complete displays of the Mathcad simulations, both program and results, are 
given in the appendices. Appendix A, for example shows a simulation for an FMCW signal 
using the following parameters: 
T, B" B, SNR; 
500 JlS 100 MHz 20MHz -15 B 
The noise is additive white Gaussian nmse (A WGN) created independently for each 
channel. Appendix B shows a simulation for a CW biphase signal coded by a maximal 
length sequence and appendix C shows a simulation with two separate FMCW signals and 
a high power interfering pulse. Results are shown here from a simulation for an FMCW 
signal using : 
T, Bn B, SNR; 
50 JlS 80MHz IOMHz -11 B 
Figure 2-8 shows the first I JlS of a typical pair of channel inputs. These are clearly two 
independent broadband noise signals. 
Signal in channel I (Units: volts. Scale dependent on system gain) 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Time (llS) 
Figure 2-8. Typical pair of channel inputs. 
At a SNR of -11 dB the common signal in both channels is predictably not apparent. The 
acf of one channel input, shown in figure 2-9, is dominated by a very large central peak, 
normal for the acf of broad band noise, masking the acf of any signal. Figure 2-1 0 shows 
the ccf of both inputs. In the ccf the noise-noise and signal-noise cross correlations are 
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spread out over the whole width of the correlation function so that the much smaller central 
peak is entirely due to the signal-signal cross correlation. 
autocorrelation function 
I I I I I I I I I 
I I I _j I I I I I 
"'20 -JS -10 -s 0 s 10 IS 20 25 
Time shift in J.lS 
Figure 2-9. acf of one channel input 
cross correlation function (magnified by I 0 relative to acf) 
Time shift in J.1S 
Figure 2-10. ccfofboth channel inputs 
The simulation was repeated 20 times (see Appendix D), using different noise seeds 
each time, for the following parameters: 
Ts Bn Bs SNRi 
500 J.lS 100 MHz IOMHz -16 B 
The SNR in the ccf predicted by equation 2.46 is 17.8 dB. In the simulation, the SNR, 
calculated by dividing the peak signal power by the mean power as shown in appendix D, 
had a mean of 17.6 dB with a standard deviation of 0.7 dB. Therefore analysis and 
simulation show no disagreement. 
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2.7 Summary 
The equations for the signal to noise ratios at the outputs of the correlators discussed 
above are: 
Finite sample time domain cross (FSTD) correlation 
(~J = 
0 
(2.50) 
3 2 31Jf.nEP 
411 B. T. + 
3J.-nT, 
= 
4f.nTP (s) r. + 
3J.-nT, N; 
Finite sample frequency domain (FSFD) and true continuous (TC) correlation 
(~) 
0 
2 2 ( s) 2 2n T,B, N. 
I (2.51) = 
Radar matched filter 
(~) 
0 
(2.52) 
Expressions for CW signals are obtained by replacing nTP by T,. 
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3. The Time Domain Filtered Cross Spectral Density 
3.1 SNR in the Cross Spectral Density 
As will be shown, some signals may show up against a noise background better in the 
Fourier transform of the cross correlation function, the cross spectral density, than in the cross 
correlation function itself. Consider an FFT cross correlation process. We have shown that 
the total energy of the noise-noise cross correlation is t77 2 B" T} (equation 2.23), and that the 
total combined energy of the two signal-noise cross correlations is 71 EPT. (equation 2.29). 
We now assume a LFM pulse with an approximately rectangular energy spectral density, and 
consider the signal-signal cross correlation. Since this cross correlation is the signal acf with a 
time shift, the magnitude of the signal-signal CSD is the same as the signal pulse's energy 
spectral density. If we consider a pulse of energy EP and bandwidth B., then the mean 
amplitude of this double sided energy spectral density, within the signal bandwidth, will be 
equal to E P j2B • . We now wish to find the relative powers of the signal and noise terms in 
the cross spectral density. The mean power of the signal term in the cross spectral density, 
where non-zero, is the square of the CSD amplitude 
(n£p) 2 2B. (3.1) 
where n is included to allow for n pulses within the sample period T •. The mean power of the 
noise terms in the cross spectral density is obtained by dividing the total energy of all the 
noise terms in the cross correlation function (given by equations 2.23 and 2.29) by 2Bm to 
give, where non zero, 
n
2 B T2 TJnE T 
__:"l_..::_n_s::...._ + 2 X P s 
2 2 
2 Bn 
(3.2) 
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Hence, the signal to noise ratio in the Cross Spectral Density, treating the CSD in the same 
way as we would a time domain signal, is 
( nEp)
2 
2B, (3.3) 
TJ 2 T,2 T]nE T 
-- + p s 
4 2B, 
= (3.4) 
B, 
In terms of the input signal power, S;, and pulse length, TP , this becomes 
= (3.5) 
B, 
If the input signal is a cw signal, then nTP = r. and we have 
(;,r ( !) CSD = _1]_2_+__:_~2:-TJ~S=; 
B, 
(3.6) 
3.2 Effect of time domain filtering on the cross spectral density 
When we form the cross correlation of the outputs of two receivers, the signal-signal 
cross correlation is, for spread spectrum signals, concentrated almost totally in a small region 
in the centre while the noise terms are spread out over the full range of the of the total cross 
correlation function. The total noise energy can be significantly reduced by using a simple 
brick wall, low pass time domain filter. In practice, if the cross correlation function is held in 
sampled data form this simply involves taking only the centre portion of the cross correlation 
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function and throwing the rest away. If the cross correlation function occurs spatially in an 
optical system, this can be done by simple spatial filtering. The advantage gained by this time 
domain filtering depends on whether the cross correlation function has been formed by 
frequency domain techniques (i.e. by FFT and CSD) or by a time domain correlator. 
3.2.1 SNR using a FSFD or TC correlator, LFM signals. 
When the cross correlation function is formed by a frequency domain correlator the 
envelope of the noise terms is flat across the full width of the cross correlation function. If we 
window the centre portion of the cross correlation function, or "zoom in" by a factory, then 
the total noise energy is reduced by this factory. Provided y is not too great the signal-signal 
cross correlation term is unaffected. The signal to noise ratio in the cross spectral density will 
then simply be increased by the factory from the expression given in equation 3.5. 
= (3.7) 
B, 
In terms of the input signal to noise ratio this is (using N; = l] B, ) 
(3.8) 
For a CW signal, when nTP = T,, this becomes 
( ~) TDFCS/J = (3.9) 
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The maximum value of y is determined by the degree of pulse compression achieved in the 
signal-signal cross correlation, or signal autocorrelation function. The main peak of the 
signal autocorrelation function will be approximately one over the signal bandwidth, and 
so as a rule of thumb, we set the criterion that the width of the section of the cross 
correlation function taken in the windowing process must be at least three times this value. 
I.e. r 
BJ, 
:$; 
3 
3.2.2 SNR using a FSTD correlator, LFM signals 
(3.10) 
When we use a time domain correlator the advantage is a little less. If we assume a 
CW signal then the combined noise terms in the cross correlation function will have an 
amplitude envelope of the form shown in figure 3-1, from the cross correlation of two 
rectangular pulses of length Ts . 
ccf 
t 
Figure 3-1 Envelope of combined noise terms in the output of a time domain correlator for a CW signal, 
showing section selected by time domain windowing. 
By integrating over the square of this amplitude envelope we find that the factor by which the 
total noise energy is reduced by time domain filtering is now 
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(3.11) 
For y > 1 this approximates to ~ and so we have (from equation 3.5) 
y n2 T2 S2 (~) CSD 3 p I = (3.12) 2nT/s,s;r, Tp T/ 2 B2T2 + 
• • B, 
or for a CW signal we have (from equation 3.6) 
y (~J 3 
T/ 2 + 
2ij s, 
B, 
(3.13) 
which is one third of the value obtained if a FSFD or TC correlator is used 
3.3 Biphase coded signals 
Since the exact form of the signal was irrelevant in calculating the equations for SNR 
in the ccf the equations developed in chapter 2 apply equally well to LFM and to biphase 
coded signals. However, the PSD of a biphase coded signal takes a sinc1 (see figure 1-1) 
rather than the approximately rectangular form of the LFM signal. As a result the SNR in the 
IDFCSD is not constant over the signal bandwidth as it is for the LFM signal. The processes 
of sections 3.1 and 3.2 can be repeated for the biphase coded signal PSD which takes the 
form 
(3.14) 
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where fc is the centre frequency and re is the code chip rate. For a CW signal, the result, in 
terms of input SNR, by comparison with equation 3.9, is 
( !) 1Vl'CSD = 1 + 2(!). 
I 
(3.15) 
where f' = f- fc . The two main points to notice about this output are that it is not constant 
over the signal bandwidth and that the bandwidth is less clearly defmed than for LFM 
signals. re , the code chip rate, replaces B. as a clearly defmed figure that can be used in 
predicting output SNR. The SNR required for reliable detection is easily defined for LFM 
signals with their rectangular spectra. For a biphase coded signals with its sinc4 TDFCSD we 
must specify a bandwidth over which the threshold SNR is exceeded. At the 6 dB down 
points of the sinc4 spectrum (the 3 dB down points of the sinc2 spectrum) the output SNR is 
1 + 2(!). 
I 
(3.16) 
and this figure is exceeded over a bandwidth of B5 = 0.886 re . 
The maximum possible value of y is found by considering the width of the acf. A maximal 
length sequence acfhas a total width of 2/rc. Hence 
(3.17) 
The rectangular form of the LFM PSD is ideal for the application of threshold detection to the 
TDFCSD. The sinc4 form of the TDFCSD for the biphase coded signal is a little less 
convenient and detection performance will clearly not be quite as good. 
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3.4 Comparison of SNR in the ccf and the TDFCSD 
The relative detection perfonnances ofthe ccfand the TDFCSD depend on the ratio 
of the system noise bandwidth to the signal bandwidth and the integration time used. The 
perfonnance of the ccf increases linearly with the integration time used. As we shall see, at 
relatively short integration times the situation can be a little more complicated for the 
TDFCSD. For LFM signals, if we use a FSFD or TC correlator, then the relevant equations 
for CW signals are (equations 2.51 and 3.9): 
and ( !) TDFCSD = (3.18) 
The above expression for the SNR in the TDFCSD applies if we can treat the signal 
bandwidth as constant and the SNR as constant across the full signal bandwidth. This is the 
case if the signal is a continuous or pulsed LFM signal and the integration time of the 
correlation is long enough to contain many frequency sweeps, or an integer number of 
sweeps of the signal. For very low values of input signal power, which are the values we 
are interested in, these expressions approximate to 
= 2s,r.(!r 
I 
and (!) 1VFCSD (3.19) 
This gives the ratio between the two signal to noise ratios as 
(3.20) 
where 8 5 is the bandwidth of that part of the signal that falls within the sample. Figure 3-2 
shows how both these output SNRs vary with input signal power and noise bandwidth. 
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Output SNR in dB 
60r-----------.------------.-----------.-----------, 
so 
40 
30 
TDFCSD 
(Bn=5GHz) 
, (Bn = 500 MHz) 
ccf 
(Bn = 500 MHz) 
ccf 
/ (Bn=5GHz) 
Input Signal Power in dBm 
Figure 3-2. Variation, with input signal power, of the output SNR in the TDFCSD and the ccfderivedfrom a 
FSFD or TC correlator for noise bandwidths of 500 MHz and 5 GHz. Fixed parameters: receiver system 
noise temp = 500 K, B, = 25 MHz, T, = 500 f.LS. 
We can see very clearly that the TDFCSD gives a significantly higher output SNR than the 
ccf, for the parameters used. This advantage increases with the receiver noise bandwidth. 
The SNR in the TDFCSD is virtually unchanged as the noise bandwidth increases while 
that in the ccf decreases significantly. Comparison of the output SNRs does not give the 
full story however. The probability density functions (pdfs) for noise alone and signal plus 
noise are different in these two systems and the SNRs required to give the same detection 
performance therefore differ. This will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4, section 4.2. 
This advantage of the TDFCSD is illustrated again in figure 3-3, which shows how the 
SNRs in the TDFCSD and ccfvary with signal bandwidth for a fixed receiver noise 
bandwidth. In the ccf, the SNR is unaffected by signal bandwidth since it depends only on 
total signal input power and total noise input power which, for fixed noise bandwidth, does 
not vary. The SNR in the TDFCSD, however, does depend on signal bandwidth and 
decreases as that signal bandwidth increases. In figure 3-3 we see that, as Bs increases, the 
SNR in the TDFCSD drops below that in the ccfwhen Bs reaches one sixth of Bn. 
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However, it is not until the SNR in the TDFCSD has dropped more than 2.4 dB below that 
in the ccfthat the TDFCSD stops giving the better detection performance. 
Output SNR in dB (Si= -135 dBW, Bn fixed at I GHz, SNRin = -23.4 dB. ) 
s~------~--------~--------~--------~--------_J 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.s 
Bs 
Bn 
Figure 3-3. Variation, with signal bandwidth B.,, of output SNR in TDFCSD and ccf for a fu:ed receiver 
noise bandwidth of B. = I GHz. Fixed parameters are: receiver system noise temp = 500 K and T, = 500 J.LS. 
Output SNR in dB (Si= -135 dBW, Bs fixed at I 00 MHz) 
2S I I I 
' , ccf 
' 
' 
20 - ' 
' 
-
' 
TDFCSD 
IS 1- -
loL---------~1-----------~1 ----------L-1 --------~ 
0 10 IS 20 
Bn 
Bs 
Figure 3-4. Variation, with receiver noise bandwidth B,., of output SNR in TDFCSD and ccf for a fu:ed 
signal bandwidth B, = I 00 MHz. Fixed parameters: receiver system noise temp = 500 K and T, = 500 J.LS. 
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Figure 3-4 shows how the SNRs vary with receiver noise bandwidth for a fixed signal 
bandwidth. This contains essentially the same information as figure 3-3 but emphasises the 
point that the receiver noise bandwidth can be increased indefinitely without affecting the 
SNR in the TDFCSD, since it is the noise spectral density and not the bandwidth that is 
important. In the ccf, an increase in the noise bandwidth causes an increase in the total 
noise power and a decrease in the output SNR. 
To see the effect of integration time, consider an FMCW radar. An existing 
example is the PILOT (otherwise known as SCOUT) tactical navigation radar which 
operates at around 9 GHz. PILOT [6] employs a sawtooth frequency sweep of 50 MHz 
with a time period of I ms within a bandwidth of I GHz. An ESM system may have to 
work on samples significantly shorter than I ms. If our cross correlating system uses a 
sample time of 50 J.lS then it can only "see" a frequency sweep of 2.5 MHz. We can see 
very clearly that the TDFCSD gives a significantly higher output SNR than the ccf, and 
hence use of the TDFCSD will give increased detectability of the FMCW signal at lower 
powers. For the figures considered above, the output SNR in the TDFCSD exceeds 15 dB 
for input signal powers down to -I 08 dB m. It should be noted that the comparison has been 
made between the peak SNR of the cross correlation function and the mean SNR of the 
TDFCSD. If we were to use the peak signal power in analysing the TDFCSD then the 
TDFCSD would show another 3 dB advantage. An examination of the approximate 
expressions for these SNRs shows how their values change with the sample length, T •. As 
long as Ts is less than the time period of the frequency sweep of the FMCW signal (I ms 
for PILOT), then, for a linear frequency sweep, the SNR in the CSD will not vary with T. , 
since the value of Bs within the sample taken will vary linearly with Ts . Once T. exceeds 
the time period of the FMCW frequency sweep however, the SNR will start to increase. 
However this increase will not be a uniform increase. If the integration time is not an 
integer multiple of the signal sweep time then the TDFCSD system will "see" some parts 
of the signal sweep one more time than others, giving a higher SNR for those parts. Rather 
than rise linearly, the SNR for different parts of the signal sweep will rise as a step function 
of the integration time. The SNR in the cross correlation function clearly increases linearly 
with T. for all values ofT •. This is illustrated in figure 3-5, which shows that, for detection 
of the PILOT radar, the time domain filtered cross spectral density is more useful than the 
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cross correlation function for all values of T, and, not surprisingly, gives better detection 
the longer the integration time. 
Output SNR (linear scale) ( FMCW sweep rate= 50 MHz ms ·I) 
4or--------.-1 -------.-1 -------~1 ------~1 --------~ 
TDFCSD -
I 
I ccf 
20 f- -
' 10 f-/ -
' 
I I I I 0~------~~------~L-------~L-------~L-------~ 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
Integration time in ms 
Figure 3-5. Variation, with receiver integration time, of output SNRfor TDFCSD 
and ccf when input signal is an FMCW signal. Parameters given in the text. 
3.5 Simulation 
The mathcad simulation, described in section 2.6 and shown in full in appendix A, 
includes generation of the TDFCSD. Results are shown here for the following input 
parameters: 
T, Bn B, SNRi 
500 f..IS 100 MHz 20MHz -15 B 
Figures 3-6 and 3-7 show the PSD ofthe channel! signal input and the CSD of both inputs 
respectively. We see that in the frequency domain, as well as the time domain, the signal 
has been buried in the noise. In fact the signal PSD to noise PSD ratio, within the signal 
bandwidth, is -8 dB. Even the CSD offers us no clear indication of the presence of a 
common signal; time domain filtering of the CSD is required to bring the signal out. 
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Power Spectral Density 
Frequency in MHz 
Figure 3-6. Unjiltered power spectral density of one channel input. 
Cross Spectral Density 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Frequency in MHz 
Figure 3-7. Unfiltered cross spectral density of both channel inputs .. 
Figure 3-8 shows the ccf as originally generated and illustrates the process of selecting the 
central portion and then "zooming in" by a factor of 2048. The Fourier transform of central 
portion of the ccf, the TDFCSD, is shown in figure 3-9, in which the large peak between 50 
and 70 MHz now shows the presence of the signal very clearly and gives a good indication 
of its spectrum. 
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Figure 3-8. "Zooming in" on the centre of the ccfby a factor of2048 
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Figure 3-9. Magnitude of the TDFCSD, showing application of a threshold 
To compare the results of the simulation against the theoretical predictions, the 
SNR in the TDFCSD was estimated for 20 repeated sirnulations, using different noise 
seeds each time, for the following parameters: 
Ts Bn Bs SNRi 
500 JlS 100 MHz 10MHz -16 B 
This simulation and the results are shown in full in appendix D. The SNR in the TDFCSD 
predicted by equation 3.9, allowing for ay of 1024 as used in the simulation, is 17.9 dB. In 
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the simulation the SNR, measured by dividing the mean power within the signal bandwidth 
by the mean power over an equally wide frequency range outside the signal bandwidth, had 
a mean of 17.4 dB with a standard deviation of 1.1 dB. As with the ccf, we see no 
disagreement between analysis and simulation. 
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4. ESM System Performance 
4.1 Introduction 
In chapters 2 and 3, expressions were developed, and compared against computer 
simulation, for the output SNRs that can be achieved in the ccf or the TDFCSD, at the 
output of an appropriate signal processing system, in terms of the input signal parameters. 
It is important to put these results into context by considering their implications for the 
overall system performance. In this chapter, these implications will be examined in some 
detail and comparisons will made with other types of surveillance receiver. 
The important question is, "can LPI radars be detected when necessary?" The main 
parameter to consider is the range at which detection can be achieved. For radars of fixed 
output power, with a fixed detection range, it is highly desirable that the ESM system can 
detect the radar at a range greater than that at which the radar can detect the ESM platform. 
Expressions for the ESM range advantage are therefore extremely useful in evaluating 
ESM system performance. By using the expressions developed in chapters 2 and 3 to 
derive expressions for receiver sensitivity and considering the power transmission 
requirements of the radar, expressions will be derived for the range advantages of different 
ESM systems over both pulsed and CW radars. As will be shown, LPI radars can gain great 
advantages from using power management. When a radar does this, the power available to 
the ESM receiver will, if the ESM platform is the radar's target, actually decrease as the 
radar gets closer. The crucial parameter then becomes the signal to noise ratio at the 
required minimum detection range. 
We are concerned with wide open ESM systems designed to achieve near 100% 
probability of interception. It would not be appropriate to repeat existing textbook theory to 
the extent of surveying all known types of ESM receiver. A limited range will be 
considered with existing theory only reproduced as required to support the subsequent 
discussion. Expressions will be developed for, and comparisons made between: a very 
basic ESM receiver with no processing gain comprising an RF amplifier followed by an 
envelope detector and a threshold detector, a crystal video receiver with a narrow video 
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bandwidth, a cross correlating receiver applying threshold detection directly to the ccf, and 
a cross correlating receiver applying threshold detection to the TDFCSD. Which provides 
greater sensitivity, the ccf or the TDFCSD, depends on the relative bandwidths of the 
signal and the ESM receiver. An operational system, designed to operate with no a priori 
knowledge of the signal, will need to use both. The performance of all these systems will 
be analysed for pulsed radar and, where relevant, for CW radar. The effects described by 
the equations developed in this chapter will be illustrated by a set of graphs (generated in 
Mathcad) using the parameters listed in table 4-1. 
4.2 Threshold SNRs for signal detection 
The sensitivity of a receiver, as defined in this thesis, is the minimum input signal 
power that can be detected with a specified reliability. This reliability is specified in terms 
of the probability of false alarm, Pfa• and the probability of detection, Pd. If we integrate 
over I ms in forming the ccf we make a threshold decision I 000 times per second. If we set 
P1a to I o·S, then we can expect a false alarm every I 00 seconds. (This false alarm would 
normally be cancelled when the next threshold decision fails to confirm the detection.) If 
the ccf integration time is increased to I 0 ms a P1a of I 0
4 
might be acceptable. Once P1a 
has been set the threshold level to be used in threshold detection is fixed and P d then 
depends on the SNR. We can then determine the SNR required to give a specified Pd. For 
the purpose of comparing receiver sensitivities for different systems, we will use P1a = I o·
5 
and Pd = 0.99. Since there are many individual samples in any sample period we must 
specify a more stringent value of P1a for each individual sample within a sample period. 
The ccf output has a bandwidth of Bn and must therefore be sampled at a frequency of at 
least 2Bn. If the windowed centre portion of the ccfthat we pass to our threshold detector is 
of the order of 4/Bs wide and B0/B5 is of the order of I 0 then the number of samples we 
must consider is of the order of 100. To achieve P1a = 10·
5 for the whole sample period we 
must therefore specify P1a = 10"
7 for each individual sample. We arrive at the same result 
for the TDFCSD. The above is standard radar detection theory based on the Neyman 
Pearson criterion. The reader who requires a general introduction is referred to any 
standard radar textbook, such as Skolnik (42]. 
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Every value in the ccf output is the sum of a large number of independent 
contributions. The central limit theorem applies and the probability density function (pdf) 
for all values in the ccf will be Gaussian to a very close approximation. Probabilities of 
false alarm and detection are calculated and plotted in appendix F. For Gaussian statistics it 
is shown that, for a P1a of 10"
7 
and a P d of 0.99, the threshold LT should be set at 5.12 cr 
(where cr is the standard deviation of the noise) and the required SNR is 17.53 dB. 
Radar system noise temperature 50 0K 
ESM system noise temperature 500K 
Radar antenna gain 30dB 
ESM system antenna gain 6dB 
ESM platfonn radar cross section 3000 m2 
Threshold SNR at Radar threshold detector 20dB 
ESM probability of false alarm (Pr.) w-s 
ESM probability of detection (P d) 0.99 
Threshold SNR at ESM threshold detector (ccf) 17.5 dB 
Threshold SNR at ESM threshold detector (TDFCSD) 15 dB 
Signal carrier centre frequency 100Hz 
Radar pulse length 100 jlS• 
Radar p.r.i. (pulse repetition interval) 1 ms• 
Radar integration gain 10 
Radar signal bandwidth 100 MHz• 
Integration time of CW radar 1 ms• 
•unless stated otherwise 
Table 4.1. Parameters used in Mat head model generating a lithe figures in chapter 4. 
(The system noise temperatures of both radar and ESM system are assumed to be equal [16].) 
The statistics are different for the TDFCSD. These statistics will be examined in more detail 
in chapter 5 where the effect of noise on the phase tenns of the TDFCSD will be discussed. 
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As will be shown, where the TDFCSD contains only noise the values of its magnitude are 
described by the Rayleigh pdf and where there is a signal the pdf is Ricean. Threshold 
detection under these conditions is descibed by most textbooks on radar detection theory (see 
e.g. [42]), and the relevant equations and calculations are shown in full in appendix F. The 
analysis in appendix F shows that, if the required detection performance for each sample is 
Pfa = I 0"7 and p d = 0.99, the threshold LT should be set at 5.68 CJ and the required signal to 
noise ratio is 14.98 dB. The required threshold SNRs, 17.5 dB for the ccf and 15 dB for the 
TDFCSD, are listed in table 4-l. 
4.3 Power Managed LPI Radars 
CW radars that also make use of power management are likely to pose a major 
threat in the future. A radar mounted, for example, in a missile approaching a target will 
steadily reduce its transmitter power. As it gets closer the radar will use a feedback 
mechanism to keep the power returning to the radar at a level just sufficient to enable 
reliable detection and tracking. The power it needs to have reflected off the target reduces 
and hence the power arriving at the ESM receiver will reduce. The standard radar equation, 
using the simple free space model, gives the range of the radar as 
~- G; (0) a ).} 
(411: Y S, (4.1) 
where PT is the radar transmit power, G,(O) is the main beam gain of the radar antenna, cr 
is the radar cross section of the ESM platform 1, A. is the wavelength of the radiation, and S, 
is the sensitivity (minimum detectable signal power) of the radar receiver. From this we see 
that the transmitter power required to achieve a given range is 
(4.2) 
To derive an expression for the sensitivity we need to consider the processing gain 
achievable by the radar matched filter. This processi~g gain is 2/,.B,TP , where I, is the 
1 Note: we follow the standard notation in using a for radar cross section. This should not be confused with 
signal standard deviation. Wherever a is used for signal standard deviation in this thesis, it is always with a 
subscript. 
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integration gain, B, the signal bandwidth and TP the pulse length, for a pulsed radar, and 
2BsTsrad• where Tsrad is the radar integration time, for a CW radar (This processing gain is 
often, mistakenly, quoted as being simply B,Tsrad. A factor of 2 should be included since, 
for the threshold detection process involved, it is the peak signal power that is important 
rather than the mean signal power.) Hence, for the pulsed radar, the sensitivity is such that 
The sensitivity of the radar receiver is therefore 
In the CW case this sensitivity is 
S, = TJ, SNR,hnu~ 
2T..rodar 
Hence, for the power managed CW radar, the transmitted power is 
(4nY R:T], SNR,hrod 
2G; (o )cr')..? T.nu~ 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
The variation of radar transmitter power with range for different radar integration times is 
illustrated in figure 4~1. We see that as a power managed radar approaches its target the 
transmitter power can fall to microwatt and even nanowatt levels. 
The signal power at the ESM receiver input, when the main lobe of the radar antenna is 
directed at the ESM system, is given (see e.g. [42]) by 
Substituting for Pr gives 
Pr G,(O)G. A- 2 
(4trY R; (4.7) 
(4.8) 
This expression for the signal power arriving at the ESM receiver input gives us the 
sensitivity requirement for an ESM system designed to detect the main lobe of a power 
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managed CW LPI radar. The variation of this signal power with range from radar to ESM 
platform is plotted in figure 4-2 for a selection of radar integration times. 
Power transmilled by Radar ( dBm) .--------,--~----~---------r--------, Tsmd 
0 5 10 15 20 
Range from radar to ESM platform ( km ) 
I 00 J.1S 
I ms 
10 ms 
Figure 4-1. Variation of transmitter power with range, for a selection of radar integration 
times, for a power managed CW LP! radar. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1 
Signal power at ESM receiver input ( dBm) Tsmd 
0,~~~---.---------r~~--~r--------, 
I 00 J.1S 
I ms 
IOms 
5 10 15 20 
Range from radar to ESM platform ( km ) 
Figure 4-2. Variation of signal power at ESM receiver input with range from radar to ESM 
platform for a power managed CW LP/ radar. System and signal parameters are as in table 
4-1. 
Although the radar transmitter power does contain a carrier frequency term (A. in equation 
4.6) the value for signal power at the ESM receiver input is independent of carrier 
frequency and so equations 4.8 and figure 4-2 are valid for all frequencies. The radar 
antenna gain assumed in table 4-l may seem a little high for the size of antenna that could 
realistically be mounted in a homing missile at a carrier frequency of l 0 GHz, but it is 
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reasonable to expect future missiles to use mm wave radars. At 60 GHz a 30 dB gain can 
be realised with a parabolic dish diameter of 10 cm. 
4.4 Range advantage of ESM systems 
The concern here will be with the radar main lobe range advantage when 
GlfJ) = GlO). The sidelobe range advantage, for which GlfJ) is the gain of the the radar 
antenna sidelobe in question, will not be worth considering for any well designed LPI 
radar. ESM systems often make considerable use of radar sidelobes to form tracks and to 
characterise radars. As a result, the use of low sidelobe antennas is an LPI technique almost 
as important as the use of spread spectrum signals and it seems reasonable to assume that 
the future LPI radars being considered here will have very low sidelobes. It will be difficult 
enough to detect the main lobes; attempting detection of sidelobes transmitting at least 30 
dB less power is likely to be a fruitless exercise. In the case of an ESM system attempting 
to detect a power managed LPI radar mounted in a missile targeted on the ESM platform 
sidelobe detection may well be irrelevant anyway. If the missile radar has locked onto and 
is tracking the ESM platform, it is only the main lobe that will be directed towards the 
ESM receiver. Henceforth, only the radar main lobe will be considered and both G,(fJ) and 
Gr(O) will be replaced simply by G,in all equations. 
Before analysing the performance of the different types of receiver we will develop, 
in the standard way, the expression for range advantage in terms of the radar to ESM range 
sensitivity ratio. This initial analysis contains nothing new: it is simply presented to 
prepare the ground for analysis of the dual receiver ESM system. The sensitivity, s., of an 
ESM system with no processing gain is such that the threshold SNR at the threshold 
detector is 
SNR,hesm = s. 
TJ. Bn 
(4.9) 
where 1Je is the input noise spectral density (given by kTsys) and Bn is the noise bandwidth 
of the receiver. The radar will almost certainly have a different noise bandwidth, but it 
cancels out and does not appear in the final expression for the radar sensitivity. Not having 
the necessary a-priori information the conventional ESM system cannot integrate from 
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pulse to pulse. Hence, an ESM receiver that achieves no processing gain will have 
sensitivity 
(4.1 0) 
The variation of this sensitivity with receiver noise bandwidth is plotted in figure 4-3. 
Comparison with the required sensitivity, as shown by figure 4-2, makes it very clear that 
an ESM system with no processing gain has no hope of detecting LPI radars. 
Sensitivity in dBm 
~sr-----------------------------------, 
-8·~----------------------------------~ 
100 1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz, log scale) 
Figure 4-3. Variation of the sensitivity of a basic ESM receiver with no processing gain with 
receiver RF noise bandwidth. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
To find an expression for range advantage we first need an expression for the 
detection range of the ESM system. This can be obtained by transposing equation 4.8 to 
= 
Combining this with equation 4.1 (the radar equation) gives the range advantage 
R, 
R, = 
I 
R {41r G. X S, }' 
' G, a s. 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
The range advantage clearly increases with radar maximum range (power). Clearly, the 
important factor in calculating ESM range advantage and minimum detection range is the 
radar sensitivity advantages. IS, . This sensitivity advantage is approximately equal to the 
ratio of the processing gains times any integration gain the radar might use. For an ESM 
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system with no processing gain the sensitivity advantage of the ESM system over a CW 
radar, from equations 4.5 and 4.10, is given by 
S, 
s. 
= (4.13) 
Given the approximations we have made, this approach and its results are in agreement 
with expressions for radar sensitivity advantage given by Wiley [16]: equation 4.13 above 
can be arrived at by inserting expressions for the individual terms into Wiley's general 
equation 2.9. Substituting equation 4.13 into 4.12 allows us to produce figure 4-4, a plot of 
ESM range advantage against radar maximum range for different ESM receiver noise 
bandwidths. Figure 4-4 shows very clearly that the ESM receiver with no processing gain 
can only achieve a range advantage if it uses a set of narrowband receivers and the radar is 
a very long range radar. This is obviously not very useful! 
ESM Range Advantage (Radar integration time = I ms) 
100 MHz 
I GHz 
Radar maximum range ( km ) 
Figure 4-4. Variation of the ESM range advantage with radar maximum range for a basic 
ESM receiver with no processing gain, for two different ESM RF noise bandwidths. System and 
signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
4.5 Minimum Detection Range 
Figure 4-2 shows that as a power managed LPI radar approaches an ESM platform 
the signal power at the ESM receiver input decreases. Contrary to normal expectations, the 
radar becomes increasingly difficult to detect as it gets closer. The ESM system may well 
detect the radar when it is at a long range and is transmitting high power, but will 
eventually lose it as it gets closer. The important parameter in this case is not range 
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advantage or maximum detection range, but minimum detection range - the range below 
which the radar is invisible to the ESM system. If the LPI radar is in the homing head of a 
missile it is clearly important to be able to track it until point defence systems can be 
locked onto it. If the minimum detection range is greater than the maximum range at which 
point defence systems can reliably engage the missile, then the ESM platform is clearly 
very vulnerable. If the minimum detection range for an ESM system against a particular 
radar is 30 km and the radar is not turned on until it is less than 30 km away, then the ESM 
system will never "see" it A minimum detection range of the order of one or two 
kilometres is required, against wideband CW radars using power management and long 
integration times. 
Taking equation 4.12 and setting the range advantage to one give the minimum 
detection range 
{ 
G, a s.}t 
= 4n G, S, 
(4.14) 
For an ESM system with no processing gain and a CW radar, by substituting equation 4.13 
into 4.14, we have 
= { G, a 2 B. T.rru~ 11. SNR,h•.•m }t 
41r G. 1], SNR,hrru~ 
(4.15) 
The expression for a pulsed radar is obtained simply be substituting lxTP for Tsrad. The 
variation of minimum detection range with ESM receiver noise bandwidth is plotted in 
figure 4-5 for a pulsed radar using different pulse lengths. If an ESM receiver has no 
processing gain it cannot detect the radar when it uses longer pulse lengths, even if the 
ESM system uses a set of narrowband receivers 
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Minimum detection range (km) TP 
100.-------------~--------------------, 
IOJJ.S 
oL-----------------------------------~ 100 1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz , log scale) 
Figure 4-5. Variation of minimum detection range with ESM RF noise bandwidth for an ESM 
system with no processing gain against a power managed pulsed LP/ radar. System and signal 
parameters are as in table 4-1. 
4.6 The Crystal Video Receiver 
One well known technique for obtaining processing gain in the ESM system while 
maintaining a reasonably wide RF bandwidth is to use a crystal video receiver with a 
narrow video bandwidth. It can be shown [ 17] that if the gain of the RF front end amplifier 
is sufficient to make the system noise limited rather than gain limited and the RF 
bandwidth, Bm is very much greater than the video bandwidth, B., then the effective 
bandwidth of such a system is J2B.B. . Hence the sensitivity of a crystal video receiver 
is approximately 
(4.16) 
However, this does not so readily define the sensitivity since the required SNR at the 
threshold detector does not give itself to a simple definition. The probability density 
function of the signal at the output of an envelope detector following an the IF filter will be 
Rayleigh when the input is just A WON and Ricean when the input is signal plus A WON. 
The video filter will then have a very marked effect on these pdfs, compressing them 
around their mean values. The rather complicated expressions for these pdfs are quoted by 
Tsui [18]. These equations have been used, with some minor adaptation, to generate all the 
figures relating to crystal video receiver performance in this thesis. The variation of 
sensitivity of a crystal video receiver with RF and video bandwidth is shown in figure 4-6 
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for a number of different video bandwidths. These values for sensitivity must be applied 
with a little caution. If the video bandwidth is 10 kHz, for example, the equations are only 
valid for pulses shorter than 100 jlS. Comparison with figure 4-3 shows an enormous 
increase in sensitivity over the ESM system with no processing gain, but comparison with 
figure 4-2 makes it clear that this increase in sensitivity may not be quite enough. The 
required sensitivity of significantly below -100 dB m can be approached using narrow RF 
or IF channels, but this has two major problems. A channellised receiver comprising the 
large number of channels required to cover a wide RF spectrum would be very expensive, 
and if the channels have bandwidths narrower than the spread spectrum signal then no 
channel can collect the whole signal. 
Sensitivity ( dBm) 
-a 5 
I MHz 
o- -
100kHz 
5- -
-
- 10kHz 
-100 - -
-
-10 5 
100 1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz, log scale) 
Figure 4-6. Variation of sensitivity with RF noise bandwidth for a crystal video receiver with 
different video bandwidths. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1 
Substituting equations 4.16 and 4.4 into 4.12 gives the range advantage of the 
crystal video receiver over a pulsed radar 
= (4.17) 
The variation of this range advantage with radar maximum range for a fixed video 
bandwidth, not matched to the pulse, and different RF bandwidths is plotted in figure 4-7. 
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ESM Range Advantage ( Tp = 100 J.IS, Bv =I MHz) Bn 
2r--------.--------.--------.--------, 
100 MHz 
1.5 
I GHz 
0.5 
s tO IS 20 
Radar maximum range ( km ) 
Figure 4-7. Variation of ESM range advantage with radar maximum range for a crystal video 
receiver of fu:ed video bandwidth and radar pulses of length I 00 JJS, for different ESM RF 
bandwidths. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
Similarly, substituting equations 4.16 and 4.4 into 4.14 gives the minimum detection range 
against a power managed LPI radar 
I 
= I G, cr 2 /, Tp TJ. J2 B. B. SNR,htsm ]' 
l41t G, TJ, SNR,h""' ( 4.18) 
The variation of minimum detection range with ESM receiver RF bandwidth is plotted in 
figure 4-8 for different radar pulse lengths and a fixed ESM video bandwidth of I MHz. 
We see that for relatively short I )..IS pulses the crystal video receiver can easily detect the 
radar but that as the pulses get longer the minimum detection range becomes unacceptably 
large: an incoming homing missile with a radar that cannot be detected once it is inside a 
radius of 15 km would pose a very serious threat. 
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Minimum detection range ( km , Bv = I MHz) Tp 20.-----------------------------------, 
IOOJ.i s 
IOJ.is 
0~----------------------------------~ 
100 1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz , log scale ) 
Figure 4-8. Variation of minimum detection range with ESM RF noise bandwidth for a crystal 
video receiver with afu:ed video bandwidth of I MHz against a power managed pulsed LP/ 
radar with different pulse lengths TP" System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
Of course, the performance of the crystal video receiver can be improved by reducing the 
video bandwidth as far as possible. Optimum performance of the crystal video receiver is 
obtained if the video bandwidth is matched to the pulse by setting 
B. = (4.19) 
This requires either a priori knowledge of the pulse length or a bank of different video 
filters and detectors attached to every RF receiver. The plots in figures 4-7 and 4-8 are 
repeated in figures 4-9 and 4-10 respectively for the cases where video bandwidth has been 
matched to the pulse length. We see a significant improvement in ESM system 
performance, but for longer radar pulses (I 00 f.lS) the ESM system is still not quite 
sensitive enough to provide adequate tracking of a power managed radar, especially if it 
has to have wide RFIIF channels and does not have the a priori information to match its 
video bandwidth perfectly to the pulse length. 
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ESM Range Advantage ( Tp = 100 ~ s, Bv = lffp) 
8 
Radar maximum range ( kn) 
Bn 
100 MHz 
I GHz 
Figure 4-9. Variation of ESM range advantage with radar maximum range for a crystal video 
receiver with video bandwidth matched to the radar pulse length and radar pulses of length 
I 00 !J.S, for different ESM RF bandwidths. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
Minimum detection range in km ( Bv = lffp) 
6.-------------~----~----~~------, 
0~--------------------------------------~ 
100 1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz, log scale) 
Tp 
IOO~t s 
IO~s 
Figure 4-10. Variation of minimum detection range with ESM RF noise bandwidth for a 
crystal video receiver with video bandwidth matched to radar pulse length against a power 
managed pulsed LP/ radar with different pulse lengths TP' System and signal parameters are 
as in table 4-1. 
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4.7 The Cross Correlation Receiver 
4. 7.1 The ccf receiver and pulsed radar- advantage over the crystal video receiver 
For the ccf, derived by continuous correlation, we have, from equation 2.45 
(;) 
0 
2 n 2 T2 B (§_) 2 
p n N . 
I (4.20) = 
where n is the number of radar pulses of length TP captured within the ESM integration 
period of length T,,. It should again be emphasised that the ccf receiver can perform 
coherent pulse integration (see section 2.3.3) and that this is enormously important. For 
low SNRi, when 2 n TP ( ~). « T.. , this simplifies to 
I 
(;) 
0 
= = (4.21) 
Hence, the sensitivity of the ccf receiver to pulsed signals is 
B. T.. SNR 
2 1hccj 
(4.22) 
Sensitivity in dBm {Tp = IOOflS, p.r.i. = I ms) Tse 
I ms 
IOms 
-w 
100 ms 
1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz, log scale) 
Figure 4-11. Variation of sensitivity, to pulsed radar signals, with RF noise bandwidth for a 
cross correlation receiver applying threshold detection to the cc/. using different integration 
times. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
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The variation of ccf ESM receiver sensitivity with RF bandwidth, for different ESM 
integration times is shown in figure 4-11. The radar pulse length and p.r.i. are fixed at 
I 00 f.lS and l ms while different ESM integration times capture different numbers of pulses 
for coherent integration: a l ms integration time will include l pulse while a l 00 ms 
integration time will coherently integrate lOO pulses. From equation 4.22, the sensitivity 
advantage of the ccf receiver over the crystal video is given by 
2 
= 
s ... stal 
seccf 
n r;, sustal 
1]. B. T.. SNR,hccf 
(4.23) 
where Sexstat is obtained from the equations [ 18] used to plot figure 4-6. If the ESM 
integration time is very much greater than the radar pulse repetition interval, Tpri then the 
number of radar pulses included in the ESM sample is 
n = 
Then equation 4.23 becomes 
= 
B, SNR,hcct 
Sensitivity advantage in dB (Bn = I GHz) 
tsr---~~--~~----T-----~----------, 
-· 
-s:L-----------------~----------------~ 
I 10 100 
ccf receiver integration time ( ms ) 
(4.24) 
(4.23) 
Bv =100kHz 
Tp = I 0 fl s , Tpri = I 00 fl s 
Bv =10kHz 
Tp =lOO f.! s, Tpri =I m s 
Figure 4-12. Variation with integration time of the sensitivity advantage of a cross correlating 
receiver applying threshold detection to the ccf over a crystal video receiver with video 
bandwidth matched to the pulse length, for different combinations of radar pulse length and 
p.r.i. such that/he duty cycle is IIlO. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
This sensitivity advantage is plotted against ESM receiver integration time, for two 
different combinations of radar pulse length and Tpri· (in both cases the duty cycle, 
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-1
- ) , in figure 4-12. We see that sensitivity advantages in excess of 5 dB are 
10 
quite realistic and, as we shall see, this is sufficient to make the difference between 
detection and non detection of a power managed radar. It should be emphasised that this 
sensitivity advantage is plotted for the case where the video bandwidth of the crystal video 
receiver is matched to the pulse length. Hence figure 4-12 shows the minimum sensitivity 
advantage of the cross correlating system over the crystal video receiver. The higher the 
duty cycle, i.e. the closer the radar signal approaches the CW case, the greater the 
advantage of the ccf receiver. Figure 4-13 shows the effect of reducing Tpri so that the duty 
cycle is changed from Ill 0 to 112. 
Sensitivity advantage in dB (Bn = I GHz) 
20r-----------~----.-----------------, Bv=IOOkHz 
Tp = I 0 J.1S , Tpri = 20 J.1S 
Bv= 10kHz 
Tp = I 00 J.1S , Tpri = 200 J.1S 
0~----------------~----------------~ 
10 100 
ccf receiver integration time ( ms) 
Figure 4-13. Variation with integration time of the sensitivity advantage of a cross correlating 
receiver applying threshold detection to the ccf over a crystal video receiver with video 
bandwidth matched to the pulse length, for different combinations of radar pulse length and 
p.r.i. such that the duty cycle is 112. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
The range advantage of a ccf ESM receiver over a pulsed radar is found by combining 
equations 4.4, 4.12 and 4.22 to give 
= 
R 4n G, n 1J, SNR,hrw~ l )t ' a G, fry, ~ 2 B. 7;. SNR,hccf (4.26) 
Figure 4-14 shows the variation of this range advantage with radar maximum range for 
different ESM RF bandwidths and fixed values of radar pulse length (lOO J.lS) and ESM 
sample length (I ms). We see that, for the wide RF bandwidth that would be desirable, the 
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ccf ESM system still does not offer quite the sensitivity that is required, but this can now 
be improved by using longer ESM integration times, which are quite realistic. 
ESM Range Advantage ( Tp = 100 JlS, ESM sample length= I ms) 
6 
Bn 
100 MHz 
I GHz 
Radar maximum range (km) 
Figure 4-14. Variation, with radar maximum range, of the ESM range advantage of a cross 
correlating receiver applying threshold detection to the ccf, over a pulsed radar, for different 
RF noise bandwidths. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
The minimum detection range for a ccf ESM receiver against a pulsed power managed 
radar is 
I 
= I CJ G, f, TJ, J 2 B. T.. SNRthccf }' l 47t G. n TJ, SNR,11rad 
Minimum detection range (km, Tp = IOOJ.!S, p.r.i. = lms) 
tor-------------------------------------, 
oL-----------------------------------~ 
lOO 1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz , log scale ) 
(4.27) 
Tse 
I ms 
IOms 
100 ms 
Figure 4-15. Variation, with receiver RF noise bandwidth, of the minimum detection range for 
a ccf receiver against a power managed pulsed radar, for different ESM integration times. 
System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
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The variation of this minimum detection range with ESM receiver RF bandwidth is shown 
for different ESM integration times in figure 4-15. We see that, if we use sufficiently long 
integration times we can at last achieve small enough minimum detection ranges, even with 
large RF bandwidths. 
4.7.2 The ccfreceiver and CW radar 
The performance of the ccf receiver is even better for CW signals. Replacing nTP 
in equation 4.22 with Tse gives the sensitivity of the ccfreceiver to CW signals 
~SNR,hccf 
2 T.. 
(4.28) 
The variation of this sensitivity with ESM receiver RF bandwidth is plotted in figure 4-16 
for different ESM integration times. Comparing figure 4-16 with the sensitivity 
requirement, as shown in figure 4-2, we see that with longer integration times (10 ms or 
more) the required sensitivity (better than -110 dBm) can be achieved. The results obtained 
here can be compared with those of Torrieri [4] who also compares the ccf and crystal 
video receiver. Torrieri discusses a radiometer (similar to the crystal video receiver) 
designed to detect CW signals. Instead of a video filter, he talks in terms of an integrator 
integrating over a long period of time, and he presents a very full and rigorous analysis. An 
integrator with an integration time of 100 ms would be equivalent to a video bandwidth of . 
I 0 Hz. Substituting Bn = I GHz and Bv = 10 Hz into the equations for the crystal video 
receiver at appendix F gives, for a system noise temperature of 500 K, a sensitivity of 
-112.6 dB m for a probability of false alarm (P1a) of I 0"5 and probability of detection (P d) of 
0.99. Substituting Bn = I GHz, Tse = I 00 ms and SNR,hccf = 17.53 dB (as required for 
P1a = 10-
7 
and Pd = 0.99 for each sample in the ccf) into equation 4.28 gives a sensitivity 
for the ccf receiver of -114.35 dBm. This is an advantage of 1.65 dB for the ccf receiver. 
Torrieri obtains a value of 1.5 dB ( ..fi) by a different approach which involves considering 
the components of a DFT (discrete Fourier transform). The difference lies in the 
assumptions of how many samples in the ccf need to be considered in specifying P1a for 
each sample. Torrieri considers all the samples in the ccf rather than just those in the 
windowed centre portion. By considering y times fewer samples we can specify a higher 
P1a for each sample and hence achieve the required detection performance with a slightly 
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lower SNR in the ccf output. Hence the sensitivity advantage of the ccf receiver over the 
radiometer will generally exceed 1.5 dB by an amount dependent on y. Calculation of the 
precise value of this advantage is straightforward but it is never more than a few tenths of a 
dB greater than 1.5 dB. 
100 1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz, log scale ) 
Figure 4-16 Variation, with receiver RF noise bandwidth. of the sensitivity of a cross 
correlating ESM receiver applying threshold detection to the ccf to CW LP/ radar signals, for 
different ESM integration times. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
Substituting equations 4.5 and 4.28 into equation 4.12 gives the range advantage of the ccf 
ESM receiver over a CW radar 
1], 
= R ~4trG, 
' aG , 1J. 
T.. SNR,hrcu~ 2 )f 
2 B, T.~ SNR,hccf (4.29) 
The variation of this range advantage with radar maximum range, for two different ESM 
RF bandwidths, is shown in figure 4-17. 
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ESM Range Advantage ( Tsr = I ms, Tse = I ms) 
100 MHz 
I GHz 
Radar maximum range ( kn) 
Figure 4-17. Variation, with radar maximum range, of ESM range advantage of a cross 
correlating ESM receiver applying threshold detection to the ccf over a CW LP/ radar, for 
different ESM integration times. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
By setting the range advantage to one in equation 4.29 we obtain the minimum detection 
range for the ccf ESM receiver against the power managed CW LP! radar. 
= f a G, 17. 1 41r G, 11, 
Minimum detection range (km, Tsr = I ms) 
4.-------------~~~~------~------~ 
oL---------------------------------~ 
100 1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz, Jog scale ) 
(4.30) 
Tse 
I ms 
IOms 
lOOms 
Figure 4-18. Variation, with ESM receiver RF noise bandwidth, of minimum detection range 
for a cross correlating ESM system applying threshold detection to the ccf against a power 
managed CW LP/ radar, for different ESM integration times. System and signal parameters 
are as in table 4-1. 
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The variation of this minimum detection range with ESM receiver RF bandwidth, for 
different ESM integration times, is plotted in figure 4-18. We see that the minimum 
detection ranges are down at 2 km or less, particularly for longer ESM integration times. It 
is interesting to note that when we use a ccf ESM receiver CW signals become easier to 
detect than pulsed signals. 
4.8 The TDFCSD receiver 
4.8.1 The TDFCSD receiver and pulsed radar 
B T 
For the time domain filter, assuming a "zoom factor" of y = -'-' , we have, from 
3 
equation 3.8 
= ( 4.31) 
For small input SNR this approximates to 
(4.32) 
Hence, the sensitivity of the TDFCSD receiver to pulsed radar signals is 
(4.33) 
In figure 4-19 this sensitivity is plotted against receiver RF bandwidth for different 
integration times and fixed values of pulse length TP =lOO J.lS, p.r.i. = I ms and signal 
bandwidth Bs = I 00 MHz. The most obvious feature of figure 4-19 is that the sensitivity is 
independent of RF bandwidth. This means that, in principle, the RF bandwidth can be 
made arbitrarily large without reducing the sensitivity. This is extremely useful if we wish 
to build a relatively low cost ESM system giving wide band coverage with the minimum 
number of RF receivers. In practice we will find that the RF bandwidth that can be realised 
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will be limited by the bandwidth that the initial correlator can process. Figure 4-20 shows 
how this sensitivity varies with signal bandwidth. 
Sensitivity ( dBm, Tp = IOOJ.!S, p.r.i. =I ms, Bs = 100 MHz) 
Tse 
I ms 
IQ{ r- -
IOms 
100 ms 
110 
100 1000 
ESM receiver noise bandwidth ( MHz, log scale) 
Figure 4-19. Variation (or in fact lack of variation!), with receiver RF noise bandwidth, of the 
sensitivity of a cross correlating ESM receiver applying threshold detection to the TDFCSD to 
pulsed LP/ radar signals, for different ESM integration times. System and signal parameters 
are as in table 4-1. 
Sensitivity ( dBm, Tp = IOOJ.!S, p.r.i. = I ms,) Tse 
I ms 
IOms 
lOOms 
10 100 1000 
SIGNAL bandwidth ( MHz, log scale) 
Figure 4-20. Variation, with signal bandwidth, of the sensitivity of a cross correlating ESM 
receiver applying threshold detection to the TDFCSD to pulsed LP/ radar signals, for different 
ESM integration times. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
Substituting equations 4.4 and 4.33 into 4.12 gives the range advantage of the TDFCSD 
ESM receiver over a pulsed radar 
R, = 
R, 
R J 4 n G, n 11, 
' 1 a G, 2 /, TJ, (4.34) 
This variation, with radar maximum range, of the ESM range advantage over a pulsed LPI 
radar, is plotted in figure 4-21 for different ESM integration times. 
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ESM Range Advantage ( Tp = I 00 J!S, p.r.i. = I ms, Bs = I 00 MHz) 
10 
5 
2 4 6 8 10 
Radar maximum range ( km ) 
T,e 
100 ms 
tOms 
I ms 
Figure 4-21. Variation, with radar maximum range, of ESM range advantage of a cross 
correlating ESM receiver over a pulsed LP/ radar, for different ESM integration times. System 
and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
Setting the range advantage to one in equation 4.34 gives the minimum detection range for 
the TDFCSD receiver against a power managed pulsed LPI radar. 
= 
J a G, l 47t G. 2 /, TJ. n T), 
Minimum detection range (km , Tp = I 00 J!S, p.r.i. = I ms, Bs 100 MHz 
0~--------------------~--------------------~ 
10 100 1000 
SIGNAL bandwidth ( MHz, log scale ) 
(4.35) 
Figure 4-22. Variation, with signal bandwidth. of minimum detection range for a cross 
correlating ESM system applying threshold detection to the TDFCSD against a power 
managed pulsed LP/ radar, for different ESM integration times. System and signal parameters 
are as in table 4-1. 
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4.8.2 The TDFCSD receiver and CW radar 
Replacing nTP by T,, in equation 4.33 gives the sensitivity of the TDFCSD to CW signals 
3 B, SNR T thcsd 
se 
(4.36) 
Sensitivity (dBm) 
-locr----~~--~------r-----------------~ 
I ms 
IOms 
lOOms 
10 100 1000 
SIGNAL bandwidth ( MHz , log scale) 
Figure 4-23. Variation, with signal bandwidth, of the sensitivity of a cross correlating ESM 
receiver applying threshold detection to the TDFCSD to CW LP/ radar signals, for different 
ESM integration limes. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
Substituting equations 4.5 and 4.36 into equation 4.12 gives the range advantage of the 
TDFCSD ESM receiver over a CW radar 
R, 
R, 
= 
R J 4n G, 17, 
r l (j G, 17. 
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}
t T.. SNR,,,rod 2 (4.37) 
12 B, T.! SNR,hcw 
ESM Range Advantage ( Tsr =I ms, Bs = 100 MHz) 
10.-------~r-------~---------.---------, Tse 
lOOms 
!Oms 
I ms 
Radar maximum range (km) 
Figure 4-24. Variation, with radar maximum range, of ESM range advantage of a cross 
correlating ESM receiver applying threshold detection to the TDFCSD over a CW LP/ radar, 
for different ESM integration times. System and signal parameters are as in table 4-1. 
Setting the range advantage to one in equation 4.37 gives the minimum detection range for 
a TDFCSD ESM receiver against a power managed CW LPI radar 
= J a G, 11. l 4n G. 7J, 12 B. T,~ SNR,hccf T... SNR,hrad 2 }
t 
Minimum detection range ( Tsr = I ms, Bs= I 00 MHz) 
0~----------------L-----------------~ 
10 100 1000 
SIGNAL bandwidth ( MHz, log scale) 
(4.35) 
Tse 
I ms 
10ms 
lOOms 
Figure 4-25. Variation, with signal bandwidth, of minimum detection range for a cross 
correlating ESM system applying threshold detection to the TDFCSD against a power 
managed CW LP/ radar, for different ESM integration times. System and signal parameters 
are as in table 4-1. 
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4.9 Conclusions 
The cross correlation receiver offers greater ability to counter the future threat of 
the power managed CW, or pulsed, LPI radar than crystal video receiver or radiometer. If 
the receiver noise is assumed to be stationary, the theoretical sensitivity of the cross 
correlation receiver applying threshold detection directly to the ccf is only about 1.5 dB 
better than for the radiometer, as is shown by Torrieri [4] and confirmed here. However the 
assumption of stationarity is a major one that will not be valid in many real situations. The 
internal receiver noise may well be stationary, but the external noise picked up by the 
antenna may vary significantly. The total noise at the receiver input is kTsysB •. The system 
noise temperature Tsys = TA + T R where TA is the antenna noise temperature and T R the 
internal receiver noise temperature. If a low noise high gain front end preamplifier is used 
its noise temperature forms the major part of the total internal receiver noise temperature. 
At 10 GHz, broad band low noise amplifiers with noise temperatures better than 170 K 
(equivalent to a noise figure of 2 dB) can be seen to be readily available by consulting the 
commercial adverts in, e.g., any recent issue of "Microwaves and RF". Antenna noise 
temperature varies with elevation. Blake [18] plots the noise temperature for an idealized 
antenna. He shows that, at 10 GHz the minimum antenna noise temperature varies from 
about 150 Kat 0° elevation through 35 Kat 5° elevation to 6 Kat 90° elevation. For a real 
antenna mounted in close proximity to many other metal structures the noise temperatures 
will be somewhat larger. Hence we can expect antenna noise to account for about half the 
total receiver noise, at 0° elevation. The variation in noise power will be considerable for a 
system mounted on a mobile platform. For a ship, e.g., a roll of 10° or more is quite normal 
and there are many nearby structures incuding other antennas, some of them rotating. The 
total receiver noise temperature can be expected to be in the region of 400 to 500 K and to 
vary by more than 100 K over time periods of the order of a few seconds. Under these 
conditions, a radiometer attempting to detect CW signals by looking for changes in total 
input signal power level cannot be expected to detect a signal at a negative input SNR 
causing an apparent change in receiver noise temperature of only a few K. The cross 
correlation receiver does not suffer from this problem. Each sample can be handled without 
any prior knowledge of the input noise level, and a threshold set independently. Variations 
in receiver noise temperature will inevitably cause small variations in sensitivity, of the 
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order of 1 dB, but that is all. The cross correlation receiver detects signals on a totally 
different basis from the radiometer or crystal video receiver. The radiometer measures total 
signal power while the cross correlation receiver picks out coherent point sources from an 
incoherent background. 
We now consider the choice of whether to apply threshold detection to the ccf or 
the TDFCSD. From equations 4.22 and 4.33, which give sensitivities to pulsed signals, we 
can obtain the sensitivity advantage of the TDFCSD over the ccf 
= 
B. SNR,hccf 
6 B, SNR,hcsa 
= J 0.3 B. 
B, 
(4.36) 
where the required SNRs at the threshold detector for the ccf and the TDFCSD are 
17.53 dB and 14.98 dB respectively. The same result can be obtained by considering 
equations 4.28 and 4.36, which give sensitivities to CW signals. It can also be obtained 
from equation 3.16. In section 3.3, relatively short integration times were considered and it 
was shown that, for FMCW signals, use of the TDFCSD could provide greater sensitivity 
because of the narrow signal bandwidth within the sample taken. In the case where 
maximum sensitivity is required, however, ESM integration times will be much longer and 
the fine detail discussed in section 3.3 ceases to be relevant. Only when the signal power 
reaches a relatively large level will it be worth switching the system into a mode where it 
takes short samples in order to characterise the frequency sweeping characteristics of the 
signal in detail. Whether the ccf or the TDFCSD provides the greater sensitivity simply 
depends on the relationship between the signal bandwidth and the RF noise bandwidth of 
the cross correlating receiver. If B, is greater than 0.3B. the ccf offers the greater 
sensitivity, otherwise the TDFCSD offers the greater sensitivity. If a channellised ESM 
system using a large number of narrow RF channels is considered affordable and desirable, 
then direct threshold detection applied to the ccf could lead to the most sensitive system 
possible. However, a rather more realistic and cheaper approach is to opt for a much 
smaller number of broadband RF receivers applying threshold detection to the TDFCSD. 
Since the sensitivity is independent of RF noise bandwidth, large bandwidths offer no 
disadvantage. There are two great advantages of using the TDFCSD. The LPI signal can be 
characterised spectrally within the RF bandwidth (the frequency resolution is _r_ ), and as 
r:. 
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will be discussed in detail in chapter 5, high resolution direction finding becomes possible. 
In short, use of the TDFCSD offers the possibility of obtaining much more information 
while only being less sensitive in the case of an expensive system comprising many narrow 
RF channels, or in the case of a signal with such a wide spectrum that it occupies most or 
all of the receiver bandwidth. 
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5. Direction Finding 
5.1 Introduction 
The angle of arrival (AOA) is obtained by estimating the time difference of arrival 
(TDA) of the LPI signal at the two receivers. The AOA is calculated simply as 
ll . -J(cld) u = Sin -
d 
(5.1) 
where c is the speed of light, d is the spatial separation of the two receiver antennas, Id is 
the TDA and (J is the AOA measured from the normal to the line joining the two antennas. 
The TDA is estimated from the phase slope of the TDFCSD. A time shift in the time 
domain corresponds to a linear phase slope in the frequency domain given by 
d(J 
- = 2n Id 
df (5.2) 
If the TDFCSD has been obtained in digital form, the phase slope can be estimated by 
using a least squares algorithm to fit a straight line to the set of points representing the 
phase terms of the complex TDFCSD. The decision as to which part or parts of the 
TDFCSD should be considered is made by applying a threshold to the magnitude terms. If 
there is one CW signal then a single block ofTDFCSD elements must be considered. For a 
frequency hopping signal the components containing signal and those containing just noise 
will be mixed up - there will be many components we do not wish to include in the phase 
slope estimation, mixed in with those we do wish to consider, within the total signal 
bandwidth. If a threshold is applied separately to each component of the TDFCSD then 
direction finding can be carried out on frequency hopping signals by taking all those 
components for which the magnitude exceeds the threshold and fitting a straight line to 
them. If there are more than one signal then two or more separate or overlapping blocks 
will have to be considered, and more than one straight line will have to be fitted to the 
phase data. 
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5.2 Effect of noise on the phase of the TDFCSD 
Any small error in the AOA measurement is given by 
~e = c ~td 
d cose 
(5.2) 
Where tJ.td is the error in the TDA estimation. To estimate the error in the AOA 
measurement we must therefore estimate the error in the TDA measured from the phase 
slope of the TDFCSD. To determine the error in this phase slope we proceed in two stages. 
First we must obtain the statistics of the noise induced errors in the values of the phase of 
each data point in the TDFCSD, and then we must determine the effect that these phase 
errors have on the process of fitting a straight line to the points. 
Implicit in the process is the requirement to phase unwrap the phase values held 
digitally for the TDFCSD. The FFT process used to obtain the TDFCSD from the 
windowed ccf will have produced wrapped phase values between -7t and +71:. To fit a 
straight line to the phase values, within the signal bandwidth, requires that we first unwrap 
the phase. Clearly, this can only be done if the errors in the phase values are small enough 
not to cause the phase unwrap algorithm to fail. As we shall see, this translates into a 
requirement for an adequate SNR in the TDFCSD - a condition which will be shown to be 
satisfied whenever the SNR in the TDFCSD is sufficient to enable detection in the first 
place. i.e. if an LPI signal can be detected then the direction finding process will always be 
possible, even though it may not always be particularly accurate. 
To estimate the error in the phase of each sample in the TDFCSD we consider the 
effect of the noise on the phase. The kth sample in the TDFCSD can be written as 
(5.3) 
where Ak and nk are both complex and Ak represents the signal, nk the noise. The SNR in 
the TDFCSD can then be written as 
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( !) TDFCSD = (5.4) 
The complex value nk can be written, using the standard representation for narrowband 
noise, as 
(5.5) 
where rk , the magnitude of nk , has a Rayleigh pdf of the form 
(5.6) 
and tf> has a uniform pdf equal to l/27t between -7t and +7t. nk can alternatively be 
represented, in the quadrature form, as 
(5.7) 
ck and sk are real and have Gaussian pdfs of the form 
PG (x) = (5.8) 
where er is the same for ck, sk and rk. The power of the noise in the TDFCSD, N, is given 
by 
.... 
N = E{lnkl 2 } = E{r/} = Jr 2 PR(r)dr = 2cr 2 (5.9) 
The error in phase caused by this noise is shown by figure 5-1. 
~k rk 
""' 
-j 
Ak 
Figure 5-1. Vector representation ofkth component ofTDFCSD plus noise represented in quadratureform. 
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If the signal to noise ratio in the TDFCSD is greater than 14 dB, which it must be to allow 
signal detection in the first place, then the phase error caused by the noise in each sample is 
approximately 
(5.10) 
and has a Gaussian pdf. The validity of this approximation is proved in appendix F, where 
it is shown that if the signal to noise ratio is greater than 14 dB, the error incurred by this 
approximation is less than 2.2%. The mean of ifJk is zero but its variance is given by 
2 
0'~ = (5.11) 
For a TDFCSD derived from a ccf obtained using a FFT based or true continuous 
correlator, and a CW signal, we have, from equation 3.9 
(~) TDFCSD (5.12) 
Hence we have 
= (5.13) 
This theoretical prediction has been compared against values extracted from the Mathcad 
simulation. The Mathcad program used to generate these results is at appendix E. The 
integration time T5 was 500 J.LS, the receiver noise bandwidth was lOO MHz and the signal 
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was a FMCW signal with a sawtooth frequency scan ramping up through 50 MHz in 
500 jlS. A range of values of input signal to noise ratios were used from -17 dB to + 30 dB, 
with several different values of "zoom factor" for each value of input signal to noise ratio. 
The direction of arrival was set to zero so that all phase values should be zero. The 
standard deviation of the phases of the data points were calculated, as were the values 
predicted by equation 5.13 above. The results are tabulated it appendix E, and plotted 
graphically in figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-2. Phase errors measured in Mathcad simulation against theoretical prediction. 
At very low phase errors, when the signal to noise ratio is high, rounding/quantisation 
errors within the Mathcad simulation will become relatively more important and the 
measured errors can be expected to be greater than the predicted errors, as is seen to be the 
case. The area of interest is where the input signal to noise ratio is relatively low and phase 
errors are relatively large. In this area the results of the Mathcad simulation are seen to be 
in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction. 
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5.3 Condition for phase unwrap without error 
The phase unwrap process examines the phase of each sample relative to the 
previous one and decides whether a wrap has occurred. If the change is more than ±1t (e.g. 
from greater than rt/2 to less than -rt/2) then 2rt is added to or subtracted from the phase of 
that sample and all subsequent samples. If the phase change that should occur between 
samples is small, then a phase difference of 1t caused by noise is sufficient to cause an error 
in the unwrap process and hence a discontinuity in the "unwrapped" phase plot. If there is a 
signal phase difference of Lli/J,, then an additional phase difference of rt - ~~s will be 
enough to cause an error in the unwrap process. 
The phase difference between two adjacent samples due to noise is equal to the 
phase error in one sample minus the phase error in the other. The phase difference due to 
noise will be Gaussian and have variance given by 
(5.14) 
The probability that the phase difference due to noise, ~~n. exceeds rt - ~~s is given by 
P(M. (5.15) 
But 2 2 cr~ = and so we have 
P (M. > rt - ~~, ) = Q ( ( rt - ~~, ) rrs) ) V \N TDFCSD (5.16) 
Now ~~s = 2 1t ~~ td where td is the TDA and ~~is the frequency spacing between 
samples in the TDFCSD given by ~ f = y Hence 
(5.17) 
There is a limit on the size of the zoom factory of: y ::;; (5.18) 
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Hence (5.19) 
If it is assumed that the SNR in the TDFCSD is greater than 13 dB, as it must be if reliable 
detection of the signal is to occur in the first place, then 
(5.20) 
and hence 
(7t-6~.) (!...) 
N mFCSD 
(5.21) 
Q ( ( 1t - 6 ~ s ) ( §_) ~ Q ( 7.02 ) 
N mFCSD 
(5.22) 
or P(6~n > 1t-M.) ~ 10-n (5.23) 
i.e. if the signal can be detected, the probability of an error in the phase unwrap process is 
negligible. 
5.4 Error in estimation of phase slope 
It has been shown (equation 5.13) that the phase error in each sample can be 
adequately approximated as having variance 
= (5.24) 
where the phase error has Gaussian statistics. In this section we determine the effect that 
these errors have on the slope of the straight line fitted to the points. If the straight line is 
fitted, by a least mean squares approximation, to N points with coordinates ( X; , Y; ) the 
slope, m, of the line is given by 
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m = 
L (x; -x)(Y; -.Y) 
L (x; -xt (5.25) 
If the values X; are assumed not to have significant errors and the values Y; have errors Oy; 
causing an error, 8m, in m, then we have 
m+om = 
= 
I.e. 
L (x; -x)(Y; +OY; -.Y) 
i 
I(x;-x)(Y;-.Y) 
L (x; -x Y + 
om = 
L ( x; -x) By; 
L (x; -x t 
L (x; -x) oy; 
L (x; -x Y 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
If 8y; are zero mean random Gaussian variables with variance cr/, then 8m IS a zero mean 
random Gaussian variable with variance 
L(x;-xY cr~; 
2 
am = 
i (5.28) 
2 
am = (5.29) 
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In this application, the x axis is the frequency axis and the y axis represents phase. O'y is the 
standard deviation of the phase errors. 
Now, if the number of points, N, is odd 
N -l N-l 
2 
2L(it1JY 
i =I 
N-l 
2 
= 2 412 L;2 
i=l 
where !1/ X;+ I -x; 
for large N 
The same result is obtained for even N. Hence, for N > I 0, we have 
= 
The number of points used, N = 
B, 
!lf 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
(5.32) 
where 8 5 is the signal bandwidth as estimated from the magnitude of the TDFCSD. llf, 
the separation between samples on the frequency axis is given by 
!lf y = r.. 
(5.33) 
and hence we obtain 2 
12 y 
cr2 cr., = B; r .. ~ (5.34) 
Substituting for a/ from equation 5.13 gives, after simplification 
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6( 1 + 2 S; ) 
2 TJ, Bn 
cr., = (~:r B. T.. 
5.5 Accuracy of direction finding 
Since m = 2 1C td where td is the TDA, and from equation 5.2 we have 
= 
we obtain the variance in the AOA estimation as 
= 
For small inputs SNR, where 2 ~ « 1 , this simplifies to 
Tie Bn 
= 
For d = 1 m and 8 = 0 (broadside), this can be simplified to give 
~(CTJ,) 
= {2s:T: 1t S1 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
This error in AOA estimation is plotted against receiver input signal power in figures 5-3 
and 5-4. In figure 5-3 the signal bandwidth is kept constant and the effect of varying the 
ESM integration time is shown, in figure 5-4 the ESM integration time is kept constant and 
the effect of varying the signal bandwidth is shown. In both figures the points where the 
plots go vertical as input signal power decreases indicate the sensitivity of the system. For 
input signal powers below the sensitivity reliable detection cannot be achieved by a 
threshold detector applied to the magnitude of the TDFCSD, and hence the information 
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necessary to select the correct part of the TDFCSD for phase slope estimation 1s not 
available. All parameter values not explicitly stated here and for the remainder of this 
section are as given in table 4-1. Values of error in AOA estimation for antenna spacings, 
d, other than one metre and non zero AOA can be obtained simply by dividing the values 
plotted by d cos e. 
Error in angle of arrival estimation (degrees) (Signal bandwidth= 100 MHz) 
IOOr--r----r-;--,-------r--------~---------,,---------, 
I ms 
IOms 
oL-------~~------~--------~--------~--------~ 
-120 -110 -100 -<JO -so -?0 lOOms 
Signal power at ESM receiver input (dB m) 
Figure 5-3. AOA estimation error as a function of ESM receiver input signal power for afv:ed 
signal bandwidth of 100 MHz and different ESM integration limes. Parameter values not 
explicitly stated here are as in table 4-1. (The points where the plots go vertical as input signal 
power decreases indicate the sensitivity of the system. For input signal powers below the 
sensitivity reliable detection cannot be achieved by a threshold detector applied to the 
magnitude of the TDFCSD, and hence the information necessary to select the correct part of 
the TDFCSD for phase slope estimation is not available.) 
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Error in angle of arrival estimation (degrees ) (ESM integration time= I 0 ms) 
Bs 
lOMHz 
100 MHz 
0~------~--------~---------L--------~--------~ I GHz 
-120 -tOo -<)0 -so -?0 
Signal power at ESM receiver input (dBm) 
Figure 5-4. AOA estimation error as a function ofESM receiver input signal power for afu:ed 
ESM integration time oflO ms and different signal bandwidths. Parameter values not explicitly 
stated here are as in table 4-1. 
Combining equation 5.39 with equation 4.8, which gives the ESM system input signal 
power from a power managed CW LPI radar, gives us an expression for the AOA 
estimation error as a function of the distance such a radar is from the ESM platform. 
(5.40) 
This AOA estimation error is plotted as a function of range of radar from ESM platform in 
figures 5-5 to 5-8. Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show the effects of varying the ESM integration 
time and varying the signal bandwidth respectively, for a fixed radar integration time of 
I ms. The effect shown by figure 5-6 represents something of a dilemma for the radar 
designer. Increasing the signal bandwidth does reduce the probability of intercept, as is 
well known, but it does make direction finding on the signal significantly more accurate, 
once the signal has been detected. 
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Error in angle of arrival estimation ( degrees) (Bs = I 00 MHz, Tsr = I ms) 
IOOr--r-,---.,----------,---------,----------r---------, 
0.01 L_ ________ _L __________ L_ ________ _L __________ L_ ________ _J 
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Figure 5-5. AOA estimation error as afonction of range of radar from ESM platform, against 
a power managed CW LP/ radar with a radar integration time of 1 ms and faed signal 
bandwidth /00 MHz, for different ESM integration times. Parameter values not explicitly 
stated here are as in table 4-/. 
Error in angle of arrival estimation (degrees) (Tse = I 0 ms, Tsr = I ms) Bs 
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Figure 5-6. AOA estimation error as a function of range of radar from ESM platform, against 
a power managed CW LP/ radar with a radar integration time of I ms for a faed ESM 
integration time of I 0 ms and different radar signal bandwidths. Parameter values not 
explicitly stated here are as in table 4-1. 
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Figures 5-7 and 5-8 are simply repeats of 5-5 and 5-6, but with a longer radar integration 
time of 10 ms. Comparison of figures 5-7 and 5-8 with figures 5-5 and 5-6 very clearly 
shows the impact of increasing the radar integration time, both in increasing the all 
important minimum ESM detection range and in increasing the AOA estimation error. 
Error in angle of arrival estimation (degrees) (Bs = I 00 MHz, Tsr = I 0 ms) T5e 
Joo.--------..------.---.--------.. ---------,.---------. 
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Range of radar from ESM platfom1 (km) 
Figure 5-7. AOA estimation error as a function of range of radar from ESM platform, against 
a power managed CW LP! radar with a radar integration time of 10 ms and fzxed signal 
bandwidth 100 MHz, for different ESM integration times. Parameter values not explicitly 
stated here are as in table 4-1. 
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Error in angle of arrival estimation (degrees) (Tse = 10 ms, Tsr = 10 ms) Bs 
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Figure 5-8. AOA estimation error as a function of range of radar from ESM platform, against a power 
managed CW LP! radar with a radar integration time of 10 msfor aftxed ESM integration time of 10 ms and 
different radar signal bandwidths. Parameter values not explicitly stated here are as in table 4-1. 
5.6 Simulation 
The Mathcad simulation, described in sections 2.6 and 3.5 and shown in full in 
appendix A, includes estimation of the phase slope of the TDFCSD. Results are shown 
here for the following input parameters 
Ts Bn Bs SNRi 
5QQ JlS 100 MHz 20MHz -15 B 
Threshold detection applied to the magnitude of the TDFCSD (see figure 3.10) tells us that 
the portion that should have a straight line fitted to its phase terms lies between 50 and 
70 MHz. The phase terms for the whole receiver bandwidth are shown in figure 5-9. With a 
sample time of 500 JlS, the frequency separation between elements in the unfiltered CSD is 
2 kHz. However, after time domain filtering with a "zoom factor" of 2048, the frequency 
separation between elements in the TDFCSD is 4.096 MHz. This means that there will 
only be 5 data points in the TDFCSD within the signal bandwidth of 20 MHz. Figure 5-9 
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shows that the phase terms of the TDFCSD lie approximately on a straight line within the 
signal bandwidth while being more random elsewhere. Figure 5-l 0 shows just the phase 
terms lying within the signal bandwidth, enabling a closer view of how well the terms fit a 
straight line. 
Phase ( radians ) 
l( l( l( l( 
l( l( l( 
l( l( 
-I 
-1 5~----~----~----~----~----~----~------~----~----~----~ 
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Phase ( radians ) 
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Frequency ( MHz) 
Figure 5-9. Phase terms for whole receiver bandwidth, showing 
straight line fitted to terms within signal bandwidth 
-7~----~----~~----~----~~----~----~~----~------~----~ 
52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66 68 70 
Figure 5-10. Phase terms for just the signal bandwidth, 
showing fitting of straight line. 
Frequency ( MHz) 
The fitting of a straight line to the phase terms shown in figure 5-l 0 gives a phase slope of 
0.1295 radians MHz-1, corresponding to a time delay of 20.61 ns (see appendix A for full 
details). The time delay between the original signal inputs was 20 ns, corresponding to an 
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AOA of 36.9 degrees for a 10 m antenna separation. The error in TDA estimation is 
therefore 0.61 ns. The AOA estimation is 38.19 degrees - an error of 1.32 degrees which is 
well within the AOA estimation standard deviation error of 3.14 degrees given by equation 
5.38. 
5.7 Separation of multiple sources 
This thesis concentrates on the detection and direction finding of a single spread 
spectrum signal source. It would obviously be useful to be able to detect and direction find 
on a number of sources simultaneously. There are two ways of separating multiple signals. 
If a large enough antenna separation can be used then, rather than extracting just one small 
central section of the ccf, a number of small contiguous, or even overlapping, sections can 
be extracted, each one corresponding to an arc of the antenna pair's field of view. Signals 
detected in different sections of the ccf will then be identified as separate and subsequent 
TDFCSD phase slope measurement will provide a finer estimate of AOA within the 
corresponding arc. A land based system with a large baseline (maybe of the order of km) 
could obviously detect and direction find on a large number of sources simultaneously. 
Achieving the required baseline for this on a mobile platform is unlikely to be feasible. 
Even if signals cannot be separated in the time domain, however, it may still be possible to 
separate them in the frequency domain, provided that they do not overlap in frequency. If . 
the signals do not overlap in frequency, they can be identified as different blocks in the 
magnitude of the TDFCSD, and as giving different slopes in the phase of the TDFCSD. 
This is demonstrated in the Mathcad simulation in appendix C. The simulation in appendix 
C considers two simultaneous low power FMCW signals, chirping up from 15 to 35 MHz 
and from 60 to 70 MHz in 50 f.LS, and a high power I f.LS interfering pulse at 30 MHz. The 
receiver bandwidth is 80 MHz and the input SNRs are -7 dB and -10 dB for the FMCW 
signals and + 30 dB for the interfering pulse. The pulse is detected by a crystal video 
system and its frequency obtained by FFT analysis. A notch filter is then programmed and 
applied to the input signals for the duration of the pulse. After clipping at three times the 
noise standard deviation to eliminate the remaining "rabbit's ears" 1, the large pulse has 
1 
"Rabbit's ears" are remnants of the pulse occurring at either end where the sharp leading and trailing edges 
of the pulse lead to brief periods when the spectrum is spread outside the range of the notch filter. The 
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been effectively removed. Cross correlation and time domain filtering then continue as 
normal to produce the TDFCSD whose magnitude and phase terms are shown in figures 
5-11 and 5-12. It is quite clearly possible to identify the two signals, to determine their 
spectra and to direction find on them independently and simultaneously. Predicting the 
accuracy of this direction fmding is clearly more complicated than for single sources. 
There is obvoiously considerable scope for further work in the investigation of system 
performance for multiple signals. 
TDFCSD magnitude ( arbitary scale ) 
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Frequency ( MHz ) 
Figure 5-11. Magnitude ofTDFCSD for two simultaneous FMCW signals. 
Phase ( radians ) 
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Figure 5-12. Phase ofTDFCSD for two simultaneous FMCW signals 
notch filter cannot filter out all the pulse energy at the start and fmish of the pulse, and so two short pulses 
of energy are left which look, in the time domain, a little like a rabbit's ears. 
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6. Implementation using acousto-optic correlators 
6.1 Introduction 
To sample the signals from the two receivers and perform the necessary cross 
correlations digitally in real time may not be feasible, especially if we wish to design a 
system with large channel bandwidths and long sample lengths. For example: a channel 
bandwidth of l GHz and a sample length of 50 J.tS would require analogue to digital 
conversion at a sampling frequency of 2 GHz and data sets of 50,000 points. Acousto-optic 
correlators may provide the answer to the problem of forming the initial cross correlation 
function. The fact that we then only want to sample a relatively small centre portion of the 
cross correlation function is then very convenient since this means that the number of data 
points we have to extract for further processing is very much reduced. One commonly quoted 
disadvantage of acousto-optic signal processing systems is that they have a limited dynamic 
range. This need not be a problem here. Since we are looking for signals below the noise 
level, the system would be set up with RF and IF gains such that the standard deviation of the 
noise is approximately one third of the amplitude range of the correlator inputs. Short high 
power pulses will be severely clipped. This goes some way towards eliminating the non LPI 
pulses that would be detected by a conventional system, although they would of course be 
better excluded by the use of notch filters to block known signals as demonstrated in 
appendix D. There are three main types of acousto-optic correlator: space integrating, time 
integrating and joint transform. 
6.2 Space integrating correlation 
There are many forms of space integrating correlator, producing the correlation 
function as a time domain signal from a single photodetector which spatially integrates all the 
light diffracted by an acousto-optic cell. Some do not produce a true correlation function. 
Rather than producing the true ccf of the form 
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-J s1 (t- 't) s2 (t + 't) dt (6.1) 
they produce functions of the form 
-
+CO 2 
Jjs1 (t- 't) s2 (t + 't f dt or Js1{t- 't)s2 (t + 't)dt (6.2) 
This is useful if we are simply looking for a correlation peak in the time domain, but useless 
if we wish to form the CSD, since all the phase information is lost. Heterodyning correlators 
which produce the true correlation function are described by Rhodes[9], but these are more 
complicated in both their optical architecture and the processing required to extract the 
correlation function from the photodetector output. Non heterodyning correlators which also 
produce the true correlation function employing a simpler optical architecture have been built 
at RNEC[lO, 20]. Unfortunately, space-integrating correlators still suffer from a number of 
disadvantages. One of the signal inputs must be time reversed. This requires that the input 
signals be broken up into frames and cross correlated one frame at a time. The time reversal 
can be done, either by the use of digital RF memory or by an analogue technique, involving 
mixing with a chirp signal and using dispersive delay lines, known as "Stretch"[21 ], but any 
such time reversal introduces an additional time delay into the system and adds considerably 
to the complexity of the system. Another problem is that as the input signal bandwidth is 
increased the angular spread of the diffracted light from the acousto-optic cell increases. The 
photodetector is normally positioned in the Fourier transform plane of an acousto-optic cell. 
As the signal bandwidth increases then the active area required of the photodetector increases. 
However, as the bandwidth increases the speed at which the photodetector must be able to 
respond increases, requiring that the active area of the photodetector be made smaller to 
reduce the junction capacitance (assuming the detector is a photodiode). These two 
requirements are clearly incompatible. It may be possible to extend the bandwidths at which a 
space-integrating correlator can be used up to a useful value by the use of imaging optics to 
focus the required diffracted light onto a small active area photodiode, but even if diffraction 
limits do not make this totally impossible the cost, size and complexity of the system make it 
very impractical. 
The work discussed in this thesis started with the zeroth order space-integrating 
correlator. Subsequent work, on the application of cross correlation receivers to the detection 
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of spread sectrum signals, led in another direction. Considerable work was carried out, 
however, leading to a unified general theory of space-integrating correlators. This general 
theory succesfully explains the operation of some new architectures as well as those already 
described in the literature. This work is presented in the next two chapters. 
6.3 Time-integrating correlation 
The time-integrating correlator seems to be ideally suited to use in a cross correlation 
receiver. Both input signals can be inserted without reversal, a true correlation can be 
extracted and very long integration times are possible. The time-integrating correlator due to 
Sprague and Koliopoulos [19], shown in figure 6-1, is described by Vanderlugt [22] 
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Figure 6-1. Time-integrating correlator. 
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V anderLugt shows that the time-integrated light intensity at the plane of the photodetector 
array contains a spatially invariant term which is proportional to the integration time and the 
cross correlation function of the two input signals imposed as double sideband suppressed 
carrier modulation of a spatial carrier. This correlator gives itself ideally to the required 
process of windowing the centre portion of the cross correlation function. The spatial 
dimensions of the cross correlation function are controlled by adjustment of the imaging 
optics so that the required centre portion falls on to the photodetector array. The spatial 
function is then sampled by the array and all further processing performed digitally, including 
demodulating the spatial signal to recover the correlation function from the carrier. This is a 
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particularly elegant system in that it combines and makes the best use of both optical and 
digital signal processing techniques. It takes advantage of the speed of optical signal 
processing for the correlation and the flexibility of digital signal processing once the sets of 
data points has been reduced to manageable numbers. Since this time-integrating correlator, 
and a variant known as the electronic reference correlator can perform the required signal 
processing, it is discussed in detail in chapter 9. A demonstrator correlator has been built 
using a Fairchild 2048 element CCD linescan camera controlled by, and delivering its data to, 
a TMS320C30 based framegrabber and digital signal processing board mounted in a host PC. 
Results from experiments with this correlator are presented in chapter 10. 
6.4 Joint transform correlation 
The joint transform correlator, which combines space-integrating and time-
integrating attributes, does not suffer from the main drawbacks of either. Time-integrating 
correlators do not require time reversal of signals but they suffer from unwanted bias terms 
which tend to saturate the detector array and limit integration time. For the joint transform 
correlator no time reversal is required and unwanted terms are easily separated from the 
required correlation. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in figure 6-2. [23, 24] 
L1 
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LCLV 
AOC2 
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BEAMSPLITTER L2 
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ARRAY 
Figure 6-2. Schematic diagram of a joint transform correlator. AOC = Acousto-optic cell, L = Lens, 
LCLV = Liquid Crystal Light Valve (Spatial Light Modulator) 
This is a standard joint transform correlator in which the inputs are provided by the first 
order diffracted light from two identical acousto-optic cells. The lenses and spatial filters 
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required to extract the first order light from the cells have been omitted in order to keep the 
diagram simple and concentrate on the features specific to this correlator. The input 
function for a joint transform correlator, with two input acousto-optic cells separated by a 
distance 2a, is of the form 
(6.3) 
where V is the acoustic velocity in the cells. It is straightforward to show that if, at any 
given time, the Fourier transforms of s 1(x) and s2(x) are written as IS1 (u)i exp{j4J1 (u)} and 
IS2 (u)exp{j4J2 (u)} respectively then the response of the square law detector of the spatial 
light modulator (liquid crystal light valve) will be 
The final term in equation 6.4 represents a set of sinusoidal fringes of spatial frequency 2a, 
amplitude modulated by the amplitude of the cross spectral density of s1(x) and s2(x) and 
phase modulated by the phase of the cross spectral density. The Fourier transform of this 
function is formed by lens L2 and contains the required cross correlation function spatially 
shifted by an amount corresponding to the spatial frequency of the final term in equation 
6.4, which in turn depends purely on the spatial separation of the input acousto-optic cells 
plus any relative time shift. The only other component is the sum of the autocorrelation 
functions of the input signals which are not spatially shifted. The fact that the cross 
correlation function is spatially shifted, whereas the autocorrelation functions are not 
makes it very easy to extract by straightforward spatial filtering. The photodetector array is 
a square law device and hence the output of this correlator is the square of the cross 
correlation function. The advantages of this correlator are that it requires no time reversal 
of the input signals, can use long integration times and the output cross correlation function 
is not cluttered by other terms. There are two significant disadvantages. The joint transform 
correlator is more complex and expensive than the time-integrating correlator. Secondly, 
and more importantly, since the output is the square of the cross correlation function the 
phase information, crucial for accurate direction finding, is lost. In view of these 
disadvantages and the promise offered by the time-integrating correlator, the joint 
transform correlator will not be considered further. 
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7. The acousto-optic interaction 
7.1 Introduction 
The central component of acousto-optic signal processing systems is the acousto-
optic cell, sometimes referred to as a Bragg cell. A piezoelectric transducer is used to convert 
an electronic signal into an acoustic one and launch it as a bulk or surface wave into a crystal, 
typically of lead molybdate, tellurium dioxide, lithium niobate or gallium phosphide. A 
collimated light beam illuminates the acousto-optic cell as shown in figure 7-1 . 
Incident 
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Electronic input to 
piezoelectric transducer 
Figure 7-1. Acousto-optic cell showing directions of optic and acoustic waves 
The acousto-optic interaction has been the subject of an enormous amount of investigation, 
both experimental and theoretical. Early work considered the acousto-optic interaction in 
fluids and started in 1921 with Brillouin's theoretical description ofwhat is generally referred 
to as the Bragg mode of interaction [25, 26]. In 1932 Debye and Sears tested Brillouin's 
predictions and discovered that diffraction occurs under wider conditions than the strict 
Bragg condition, and observed higher diffraction orders, but were unable to give a 
satisfactory explanation. In 1935/36 Raman and Nath published a series of papers based 
initially on considering the acoustic wave as a thin non-movmg phase grating 
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[27 ,28,29 ,30,31]. Many further papers [25] have analysed the acousto-optic interaction in 
more detail, clarifying the distinction between the Raman-Nath and Bragg modes of 
interaction, and developing techniques for the analysis of the general case which is neither. In 
spite of the more detailed descriptions available, most descriptions of acousto-optic 
correlators start by considering operation of the acousto-optic cell in either the Raman-Nath 
or the Bragg mode. In general, the assumption of Raman -Nath operation is particularly 
suspect, but the approximation is a very useful one in that it does enable a very good 
qualitative prediction of correlator operation, and will usually enable an approximate 
prediction of output signal levels. Unfortunately, some papers approximate the Raman-Nath 
mode (an approximation of an approximation!) to a point that does not even lead to a 
qualitative description of some correlator architectures [9, 32]. The mathematical treatment 
involves an approximation leading to the assumption that the zeroth diffraction order contains 
no information. This suggests that the zeroth order cannot be used in creating a correlator. 
After an explanation of the difference between Raman-Nath and Bragg diffraction, 
this chapter develops the equations for Raman-Nath diffraction from fust principles. The 
purpose of this is to provide a clear description of the fine structure of the diffraction orders. 
When the input to the acousto-optic cell is a modulated carrier even the zeroth order has 
sub-orders that carry information and can be used in a correlator. After the development of 
this theory it will be possible to develop a general unified theory of space integrating 
correlators, and in particular to explain the operation of the zeroth order correlator described 
by Houghton and Reeve [14] 
7.2 Bragg diffraction 
There are two fundamental differences between pure Raman-Nath and pure Bragg 
diffraction. Pure Raman-Nath diffraction requires that the directions of propagation of the 
optical wave is normal to the axis of the acousto-optic cell and that Q<<1. (The value Q will 
be discussed in more detail below.) For pure Bragg diffraction, the light must be incident on 
the cell at the "Bragg angle", typically one or two degrees from normal, and Q>> 1. Bragg 
diffraction is, as the name suggests, much the same as used in X-ray crystallography and can 
be analysed in a number of ways. A simple geometric argument, treating wavefronts as 
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reflecting surfaces and considering interference between reflections in sufficient to calculate 
the Bragg angle, but does not account for the doppler shift observed in the diffracted light. A 
common approach, used by many authors (see e.g. Vanderlugt [11], page 292) is to consider 
the diffraction as being caused by a photon-phonon interaction as shown in figure 7-2. 
~ Kacoustic 
..• ..  . • ..  
(a) (b) 
Figure 7-2. Bragg diffraction: (a) upshift mode and (b) downshifl mode 
If we note that the energy of a photon or phonon is given by liw , and apply energy 
conservation to the interaction, we have, for the upshift and downshift modes shown in 
figure 7-2, 
(7.la) 
and 
(7.1 b) 
where ro .,.1 I ro _1 and ro o are the angular frequencies of the diffracted and incident photons and 
w A is the angular frequency of the phonon. Equations 7 .I a and 7.1 b describe Doppler shifts, 
whch are important in heterodyning acousto-optic systems. Applying ro = cikj to equation 
7.1a gives 
(7.2) 
where VA and care the acoustic and optical velocities, 141 and ko are the wave vectors of the 
diffracted and incident photons and KA is the wave vector of the phonon. Since VA < < c, 
we have lk ... 11 ~ lkol and the momentum diagrams in figure 7-2 can be treated as isoceles 
triangles. We therefore obtain the optimum illumination angle, the Bragg angle given by 
(7.3) 
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where A. and A are the optical and acoustic wavelengths respectively. This analysis of the 
acousto-optic interaction is only valid if the active thickness, d, of the acousto-optic cell is 
large enough for the incident optical wave to be deflected sideways by at least one acoustic 
wavelength as it passes through. This condition is generally described in terms of the 
parameter Q given by [33] 
Q = (7.4) 
where n0 is the refractive index of the interaction medium. Opinions as to the precise value of 
Q at which the Bragg and Raman-Nath regions start vary, as discussed by Klein and Cook 
[34]. Klein and Cook conclude that the equations describing Bragg diffraction are valid for 
Q > 10, and that equations describing Raman-Nath diffraction are valid for Q < 0.5. 
7.3 Raman-Nath diffraction 
For Raman-Nath diffraction we assume that the acousto-optic cell, carrying the 
acoustic wave, acts as a moving phase grating. That is, we assume that the optical path length 
across the cell is short enough to neglect any deviations in the direction of propagation of the 
light from its incident direction, and so the cell simply imposes a phase term, 8(x,t), onto 
the incident plane wave, cos(kz - W0 t) , where k is the wave vector of the incident light, W0 
is the angular frequency of the incident light, and x and z represent distances along the axis 
of the co-ordinate frame shown in figure 7-1. If a signal, v(T- t) = v(~- t) , where W 
is the length of the acousto-optic cell and V is the acoustic velocity, is applied to the 
piezoelectric transducer of the acousto-optic cell, this will give rise to a strain wave travelling 
up through the cell crystal proportional to v(x-Vt), where V is the acoustic velocity. If v(t) 
is a simple unrnodulated carrier of the form sin(wJ), then v(x- Vt) takes the form 
sin(Kc;X- mJ), where Kc is the acoustic wave vector of amplitude w c . If an optical plane 
V 
wave, of the form cos(kz- w0t}, is incident on this cell, then the light experiences a phase 
delay dependent on the refractive index and the thickness of the cell. The refractive index, n, 
will depend on the strength of the strain field, S(x,t) . For small amplitude signals we assume 
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that this relationship is linear (it is not linear for large signals). If we also assume that n has 
no z dependence we have: 
n( x,t) = no + 11 n(x ,t) = n0 + cons/ x v(x - Vt) (7.5) 
and the phase delay 
8(x,t) = e o + t18(x ,t) = (no + t1n (x,t J)k d (7.6) 
where d is the thickness of the acousto-optic cell. Hence we have: 
t1 8 (X, I ) = {3 V (x - V t ) (7.7) 
where f3 is a constant that can be thought of as a modulation index. 
Therefore, if the optical plane wave incident on the acousto-optic cell is described by the 
function cos(kz- w0 t) , then the optical wave leaving the acousto-optic cell on the "output" 
side can be expressed as 
u(x, I) = cos(kz - Wo t + 8(x, t)) rect( if) (7.8) 
where W is the width of the acousto-optic cell window, or, in analytic complex form, the 
incident plane wave can be written as 
Re { fl(kz · w. t) } (7.9) 
and the output wave can be described by 
u(x, t) = Re { fl(kz - w. t) f!M(x.t) } 
(7.10) 
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7.4 Derivation of diffraction orders 
We now need to consider the form of v(t) in more detail. The electrical signal applied to the 
acousto-optic cell must occupy a frequency band to which it will respond. The usual 
technique for placing a signal of interest onto the acousto-optic cell is to insert it as 
modulation of a carrier sinusoid at its centre frequency. Both amplitude and angle modulation 
techniques are used. We will concentrate on amplitude modulation. Under the heading of 
amplitude modulation we have double sideband suppressed carrier (DSBSC) modulation and 
double sideband large carrier (DSBLC) modulation. Rhodes [9] assumes DSBSC, and this 
seems to be a fairly common assumption. Work at RNEC has concentrated on the use of 
DSBLC. If we use DSBSC, then v(t) takes the form a(t)sin(wcf) where a(t) is the modulating 
signal of interest. If we use DSBLC modulation, then v(t) takes the form [1 + m a(lj]sin(wcf) 
where m is the AM modulation index, and a(t) is suitably normalised. In the following 
development v(t) will be taken to be s(t)sin( w cl) where s(t) is equal to a(t) for DSBSC and 
[1 +m a(t)] for DSBLC. We therefore have 
u(x,t) = Re { e;(Tc·OJ.I} eJ{Js(z-VI}sin(K,z·OJciJ} rect(;t) (7.11) 
Using the Fourier series expansion, in terms ofBessel functions, 
+«> 
ejC,sin (~) = I J, (C) ~~~~ (7.12) 
this expression becomes 
u(x,l} = Re { ,Jfh·w,•J 't. J, (/3 s(x - Vt)) eM K,>·w,'} } reel ( ;j;) 
(7.13) 
ao 
= L J, (f3 s(x- Vt)) cos[ (kz + nKc x) - ( W o + n (lJc)t ] re et( (v) 
/1 =-00 
This represents a set of plane waves that can be focused into diffraction orders such that the 
nth diffraction order has coefficient 
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J" (/3 s(x- Vt)) (7.14) 
and propagates at an angle to the z direction given by 
q> -J(nKc) =tan -
11 k (7.15) 
with a Doppler shifted optical frequency given by 
W o + n W e (7.16) 
The direction of propagation of these plane waves, that will focus into diffraction orders, are 
illustrated in figure 7-3. A positive diffraction order is taken as one in which the Doppler shift 
is positive. For an acoustic wave propagating in the negative x direction a positive diffraction 
order will, therefore, involve deflection in the negative x direction. 
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Figure 7-3. Acousto-optic cell showing directions of propagation of diffraction orders. 
The approximation mentioned in the introduction is to use the expansion: 
1 
ejx = 1 + jx - X + 
2! 
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(7.17) 
and disregard second and higher order terms. This leads to the result: 
u(x,t) = Re{ eJ(k:·w.l) ( 1 + J/3 s(x- Vt)sin( KcX- WctJ)} 
= cos(kz - W o t) (7.18) 
+ % s(x- VtJ[cos(kz + Kc X- ( (00 + Wc)t) - cos(kz- Kc X- ( (00 - OJc)t)] 
On first inspection the three terms in this expression appear to describe the zeroth, + 1 and -1 
diffraction orders, and the zeroth order appears to have a constant amplitude independent of 
s(x-Vt). However, when the form of s(x-Vt) is taken into account and the expression expanded 
further it can be seen that the true picture is not so simple and that parts of what appears to be 
the first diffraction orders actually make a contribution to the zeroth order. Inclusion of the 
second and higher order terms of the original exponential expansion will also alter the zeroth 
order terms. The full picture can, of course, be arrived at by writing down the full (infinite) 
exponential expansion and then expanding out all the terms that arise. When all the terms 
belonging to each diffraction order are gathered together, the result is the expansion as a 
series ofBessel functions used in equation 13. 
7.5 Focusing of the diffraction pattern 
If a lens is placed so that the acousto-optic cell lies in its front focal plane, then it can 
be shown that the Fourier transform ofu(x,t) will be formed in its back focal plane, as shown 
in figure 7-4. i.e. U(x',t) in this back focal plane is given by 
U(x',t) = const x J u(x,t) exp( -j k x 'x) dx 
·<Xl J 
(7.19) 
where f is the focal length of the lens and x' is the x co-ordinate in the FT (Fourier transform) 
plane. 
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u(x,t) U(x ',t) 
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Figure 7-4. Formation of the Fourier transform by a lens 
In practical terms, all the light propagating away from the acousto-optic cell at a given angle 
to the optic axis will be focused onto the same point in the FT plane, as shown in figure 7-5. 
fsin ~ 
~ .......................... .... -- ....... .. . 
.... . ...... ........ ............ . .. ~ 
u(x, t) 
f 
Figure 7-5. Focusing of a diffraction order in the FT plane 
A plane wave with an x component kx in its wave vector, propagating away from the 
acousto-optic cell at an angle to the optic axis given by 
J.. -- kx fi 11 J.. 
'I' or sma 'I' 
k 
(7.20) 
will be focused to a point in the FT plane, the position of this point being given by 
x' for small~ (7.21) 
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The effect of the aperture function in u(x,t) is, of course, that the diffraction orders will not be 
perfect points, but have a sine 2 (x ')type intensity profile. If we examine this in more detail 
we see that, because of the Gaussian profile of the original laser beam, the intensity profile is 
actually a sinc2 (x') function convolved with a Gaussian function. The important point here 
is that we can place a spatial filter in the FT plane to select whatever terms in u(x, t) we want. 
A second lens placed one focal length beyond this filter will transform the selected term back 
into the image plane. Because this whole process involves taking the Fourier transform twice, 
rather than the Fourier transform followed by the inverse Fourier transform, the result is a 
spatially reversed version of the selected component(s) of u(x,t). 
7.6 Fine structure of the principal diffraction orders 
When the carrier injected into the acousto-optic cell is modulated, the diffraction orders have 
a fme structure. We can gain a feel for the form of this fme structure by considering the case 
of simple sinusoidal modulation. Both DSBSC and DSBLC modulation will be considered. 
Taking DSBSC first, the zeroth diffraction order is 
o u(x, t) = J o {f3a(x- VtJ) cos(kz- m o t} re et(:,) 
if a(t) = cos(wmtJ then this becomes 
using the approximation, valid for ~ < 1, 
we obtain 
~2 
~ 1 -
4 
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(7.22) 
(7.23) 
(7.24) 
~ - ~1 ) cos(kz - (1)0 t) 
= :; [ cos(kz + 2 K, x- ( (1)0 + 2 m,)t) ] rec{ ;) 
These three terms represent the 0,0, the 0,+ 1, and the 0,-1 diffraction sub-orders. 
Similarly, the first diffraction order is 
which, using the approximation 
for small ~ 
becomes 
(7.25) 
(7.26) 
(7.27) 
(7.28) 
These two terms represent the + 1 ,+ 1 and the + 1,-1 diffraction sub-orders. From this we can 
see that, when we use DSBSC modulation, the fust diffraction order will focus in the FT 
plane to give the Fourier transform of the modulating signal centred on the position of the 
first diffraction order due to the unmodulated carrier. It is worth noting that small Doppler 
shifts are associated with these diffraction sub-orders just as for the principle orders. If we 
consider DSBLC modulation, then for the zeroth diffraction order we have 
(7.29) 
For a(t) = cos(wmtJ, this becomes 
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(7.30) 
= rec{~) (7.31) 
~1 1 
- 1; [ cos(lcz+2Kmx -(roo+2romJt) + cos(kz-2Kmx-(ro 0 -2romJt)] 
These terms represent the diffraction sub-orders O,n where n = 0, ±1, ±2 as shown in 
figure 7-6. 
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Figure 7-6. Fine structure of principal diffraction orders for sinusoidal 
modulation of carrier injected into acousto-optic cell. 
The angle to the optic axis at which these sub-orders propagate is given by 
n Km 
k 
If we return to considering the structure ofthe zeroth order for a general a(t) , we have 
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(7.32) 
(7.33) 
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;'
1 
a2 (x- Vt) }cos(kz- (J)0 t) re et(:,) 
and we can see that the zeroth order contains three significant terms that can be spatially 
separated provided a(t) contains no zero frequency component and has a frequency spectrum 
extending over less than one octave. (The i (x- Vt) term gives rise to de and double frequency 
components.) If these conditions are satisfied, then a spatial filter in the FF plane can, in 
principal, isolate the Fourier transform of a(t) . The ability of the spatial filter to isolate this 
term in any real system is limited by the spatial spreading in the Fourier transform plane 
caused by spatial windowing at the acousto-optic cell. 
7.7 Experimental evidence 
To test the predictions of the preceding sections an experiment was carried out to 
demonstrate that the power spectral density of a chirp pulse can be formed in the 0,+ 1 
diffraction order. The experimental set -up is shown in figure 7-7. A chirp pulse was 
generated using an Analogic D2045 polynomial waveform synthesiser. This was then used 
to apply double sideband large carrier modulation to a 45 MHz carrier in an Isomet 
acousto-optic modulator driver (model no. 231A-1-45). Modulation depth can be set using 
gain and bias adjustments on the modulator module or by altering the programming of the 
D2045. Using the D2045 to set the modulation depth gives more accurate and consistent 
results. This modulate~ signal was then applied to an Isomet OPT1 Te02 acousto-optic 
cell. The input signal power was approximately 0.5 W. A lens, placed one focal length 
from the a-o cell was then used to focus the diffraction pattern onto a K series Reticon 256 
element photodiode array placed in the focal plane of the lens. The output of the 
photodiode array was captured using an Analogic Data 6100 Waveform Analyser (digital 
oscilloscope with internal signal processing capability) and plotted out using an HP plotter. 
Outputs were obtained for a range of different parameters and results are shown here, 
alongside the predictions created in using the equation (obtained from equation 7.33) 
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u(x) = Jo(l3[1 +m a(xJD rect(;) (7.34) 
In both cases the input signal was a chirp pulse of length 20 J.l.S. Figure 7-8 shows the 
results for the ftrst set, in which a very large amplitude modulation index of m= 0.9. With 
this large value of m, the 0,+2 diffraction sub-order just become sigruficant enough to be 
seen. This second order term is more pronounced in the experimental results than in the 
simulation. Since the acousto-optic cell used has a value of Q of the order of 60, it comes 
as no surprise to observe that the theoretical predictions based on the Raman-Nath 
approximation, while giving a good qualitative indication of what to expect, underestimate 
second order terms. Figure 7-9 shows the 0,+1 diffraction sub-order in greater detrul for a 
more moderate modulation index. Figure 7-10 illustrates the absence of diffraction 
sub-orders when double sideband suppressed carrier modulation (DSB.S.C) is used. 
7.8 Conclusions 
Some recent literature makes the assumption that the zeroth diffraction order, from an 
acousto-optic cell operating in the Rarnan-Nath mode, contains no information and is 
therefore of little use in optical signal processing systems such as correlators. Tills view is 
neither true nor supported by the papers offering a more rigorous analysis of the acousto-
optic interaction. The reality is that the zeroth diffraction order contains as much fine 
structure and information, available in its sub-orders, as all the other orders put together. Tills 
can be seen to be obviously true by noting that any light diffracted into the first and higher 
orders must be removed from the zeroth order; a reduction in light intensity contains as much 
information as an increase. Although the 0,0 order cannot usually be directed usefully onto a 
photodetector because of the probability of driving it into saturation, the sub-orders of the 
zeroth order can be detected to extract the information they contain. This means that it is 
possible to use the zeroth order in systems such as acousto-optic correlators. Obvious 
advantages are that such systems should be easier to set up since the optical signal being used 
will be on the optical axis of the system, and that more optical power is available. 
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Figure 7-8. Actual output from photodiode array (top) and theoretical prediction (bollom)- large m. 
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Figure 7-9. Actual output from photodiode array (top) and theoretical prediction (bottom)- moderate m. 
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Figure 7-10. Actual output from photodiode array {top) and theoretical prediction (bottom)- moderate m. 
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8. Space integrating acousto-optic correlators 
8.1 Introduction 
Many different space integrating acousto-optic correlators have been described in the 
literature since the basic concept was first suggested by Cutrona in 1960 [32]. The one 
dimensional architectures tried have fallen into 3 main categories: heterodyning, non-
heterodyning and chirp. Then heterodyning and non-heterodyning structures are similar and it 
will be shown that they are related as special cases of a generalised correlator. The chirp 
correlator is a separate highly specific device designed to detect one specific chirp signal and 
requires separate analysis. 
For the general acousto-optic correlator the two signal inputs are inserted either by 
two acousto-optic "Bragg" cells or by one acousto-optic cell and one transparency. Electronic 
temporal input signals sJ(t) and s2(t) appear as spatial signals of the form sJ(x-Vt) and 
s2(x+ Vt) when applied via acousto-optic cells. Permanently stored signals can appear in the 
form s(x) if applied via a transparency. In the acousto-optic cell the signal usually appears as 
modulation of a higher frequency carrier. In either case the resulting spatial input signal 
causes modulation of an optical wavefront, either in amplitude (transparency) or in phase 
(acousto-optic cell). 
Various architectures for correlating two signals have been investigated. All involve 
creating a collimated beam of monochromatic light and using one input device to impose one 
of the signals as modulation of the wavefront. The optical output, after spatial filtering in the 
Fourier transform plane, is imaged onto the second input device. Correlation is performed by 
integrating light diffracted from all parts of the signals which are simultaneously present in 
the input devices. The desired correlation function is of the form 
+ eo 
(8.1) 
_.., 
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. .., 
or f s1 (x - Vt) s2 (x) dx (8.2) 
_.., 
However, some correlators lose phase information and give outputs of the form 
. .., f !s1 (x- Vt)s2 (x+ Vtf dx (8.3) 
_.., 
or 
. .., 2 f s1(x-Vt)s2 (x+Vt)dx (8.4) 
_.., 
The correlation, or pseudo correlation, function appears as a time varying signal at a 
photodetector output. 
All early correlator designs seem to involve blocking the zeroth diffraction order from 
the fust acousto-optic cell on the assumption that it contains no information. If a signal v(t) is 
injected into an acousto-optic cell then the optical wave function at the cell output, assuming 
Raman-Nath diffraction, takes the form (equation 7.10) 
(8.5) 
where k is the optical wave vector, z is distance along the optic axis, ro0 is the optical angular 
frequency, f3 is a constant that can be thought of as a modulation index, x is distance in the 
direction of acoustic propagation, and V is the velocity of acoustic propagation. The 
commonly offered mathematical analysis, eg. [9], approximates this as 
u(x, t) = Re { ej(la-m.tJ [1 + j~ v(x- VtJ] } 
(8.6) 
= cos(kz- root) - j v(x- Vt) sin(kz- ro ot) 
representing a zeroth undiffracted and a diffracted term. This approximation leads to the 
assumption that the zeroth order contains no information and should be rejected by a block in 
the Fourier transform plane to leave the Fourier transform of v(x-Vt). If v(t) is a simple 
sinusoidal test tone, then this gives rise to + 1 and -1 diffraction orders. Thus this analysis 
describes the optical output of the acousto-optic cell as comprising no more than a zeroth 
order containing no information and + 1 and -1 diffraction orders containing all the 
information. As was shown in chapter 7, this model is very misleading. In the Raman-Nath 
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mode we can expect to observe 2nd and 3rd diffraction orders; higher orders will be too faint 
to observe easily. Also, there is as much information in the zeroth order, albeit in sub-orders 
of the zeroth order, as in all the other diffraction orders put together. Indeed the zeroth order 
can be used to produce a very effective correlator. The approximation described above can be 
used to justify the operation of some correlator architectures: see for example Rhodes [9]. It 
does not, however, explain the operation of the zeroth order correlator. 
The analysis will start with a general all order space integrating correlator in which no 
spatial filtering whatsoever is carried out in the Fourier transform plane of the fust of two 
acousto-optic cells. This will be followed by an analysis of how adjusting the acousto-optic 
cells to operate in the Bragg mode can be accounted for. Several other architectures, both 
heterodyning and non-heterodyning will then be described as special cases of this general 
correlator in which different diffraction orders are selected at the Fourier transform plane. 
8.2 The general all order space integrating correlator 
Consider the correlator shown in figure 8-1 . 
Beam 
ea: pander 
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Figure 8-1 . General all order space-integrating acousto-optic correlator. 
8.2.1 Analysis based on Raman-Nath diffraction theory 
Spatial 
rtlter and 
photodlode 
To perform a correlation the signals in the two acousto-optic cells must counter 
propagate. The imaging process spatially reverses the first signal and so if the second signal 
is injected from the same direction as the fust the counter propagation is achieved. However 
for this counter propagation to occur with the signal in the correct orientation one of the 
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signals must be time reversed before injecting into the acousto-optic cell. This requirement 
for time reversal adds an extra complication to the space integrating correlator, not present in 
time integrating correlators. If the first signal, vJ(t), is time reversed so that the signal actually 
delivered to the transducer of the acousto-optic cell is v1(T-t) where T = ~ and W is the 
acoustic length of the acousto-optic cell and V is the acoustic velocity, then if the x axis is 
defmed as having its origin at the transducer and having its positive sense in the direction of 
acoustic propagation, the traveling wave in the first acousto-optic cell can be described as 
proportional to vJ(x-Vt). Ifthe second signal, v2(t), is not time reversed, but the sense of the x 
axis is reversed while maintaining its origin at the transducer of the second cell, then the 
travelling wave in the second acousto-optic cell can be described as proportional to v2(x+ Vt). 
The optical wave incident on the first acousto-optic cell has the function 
Re{ ej(lcz·oo.l} } (8.7) 
The output from the first cell can, assuming Raman-Nath diffraction, be written as 
(8.8) 
This is imaged onto the second acousto-optic cell. The optical output from the second cell is 
therefore 
U 1 (x, t) = Re { ej(lcz-m.l} ej {J v!fx-VI) ej{J vz(x +Vt) } re et( -ij;) (8.9) 
If the signals v(t) are generated by imposing signals of interest a(t) by means of double 
sideband large carrier (DSBLC) or double sideband suppressed carrier (DSBSC) amplitude 
modulation then we have 
v r(x- Vt) = sr(x- Vt) sin(Kc x- Wet) 
vdx + Vt) = sdx + Vt) sin(Ke x + We I) 
(8.1 0) 
(8.11) 
where roe is the angular frequency and Kc is the acoustic wave vector of the carrier. 
s(t) = a(t) for DSBSC and s(t) = [1 + ma(t)] for DSBLC modulation, where a(t) is the 
information signal. The optical output of the second acousto-optic cell is then 
(8.12) 
Expanding this out in terms ofBessel functions (see equation 7.13) gives 
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(8.13) 
(8.14) 
f f J p(Psdx-VtJ) Jq(Psdx +Vt)) cos{kz+(p+q)Kcx- [ro o+fP-q)roclt} rect(;) 
p•-«J q•-oo 
(8.15) 
All the p terms relate to the flrst input and the q terms relate to the second input. A spatial 
filter at the Fourier transform plane of the first acousto-optic cell effectively limits the 
allowed values of p. A spatial filter in the Fourier transform plane of the second cell, the 
photodetector plane, limits the allowed values of p +q. Almost all practical correlators 
described in the literature, and analysed later in this paper, do involve spatial filtering at the 
first Fourier transform plane. Equation 8.15 provides a common starting point for the analysis 
of all these correlators. However, with certain limitations, a correlator with no spatial filtering 
in the first Fourier transform plane can operate very effectively and has the advantage of 
simplicity. An analysis of this "all order" correlator, in which all values of p are allowed, is 
therefore presented first, before returning to the range of correlators in which p is restricted to 
specific values. If the fmal spatial filter before the photodetector selects the zeroth order 
components of this function then the only terms of interest are those for which the x 
component of the wave vector is zero. i.e. we are only interested in those terms for which 
p = -q (8.16) 
If DSBLC modulation is used so that s(t) = [1 + ma(t)] , the relevant part of the wave 
function simplifies to 
+OD 
0 uJ(x,t) = L (-1 )" J,(/3[l + madx-Vt)J)J, (/3[I + madx +Vt)j)cos(2nwc l) cos(kz-wo t)rectC~) 
n •-oo 
(8. 17) 
If the spatial filter were to pass the whole of this zeroth order then the output of the 
photodetector would take the form 
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+eo 
J I o uJ(x, lj j1 rect(Ji) dx (8.18) 
-eo 
In reality the whole of the zeroth order is not usually used in this form. The zeroth order 
breaks down into a number of sub orders. The 0,0 sub order in this expression is very bright 
and even if it does not saturate the photodetector, the temporal variation in intensity will be so 
small in comparison to the average optical power that the signal to noise ratio of the 
electronic signal at the photodetector output will be very low. The sensible practice is to 
avoid using this 0,0 order either by spatial filtering at the photodetector to use one of the sub 
orders or by spatial filtering in the Fourier transform plane of the first acousto-optic cell to 
block diffraction orders including the zeroth order. All terms other than the n = 0 term 
produce temporal electronic outputs which are modulations of a cos2(2nro,J) carrier. If a low 
pass filter is used to eliminate these terms, then only the n = 0 term is relevant. There is a 
limitation here: the highest frequency in the correlation function at the photodetector output 
must be significantly less than twice the carrier frequency roe. If this is the case and a low pass 
filter is used, then the zeroth order is effectively 
0 uz{x,t) = ] 0 ({3[1 +m adx-VtJJ) ] 0 ({3[1 + m az(x+VtJJ) cos[ kz- CrJ0 f ]rect(w) (8.19) 
using the approximation, valid for x < I, 
(8.20) 
equation 8.19 becomes 
0
uz{x,t) = { 1 - ~1 {1 + m adx-Vt)/ } { 1 - ~1 {1 + m adx +Vt)/} (8.21) 
x cos[ kz- CrJ 0 f ]rect(w) 
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16 
(8.22) 
i.e. 0u2(x,t) contains a d.c. term plus the first order terms aJ(x-Vt) and a2(x+ Vt) , plus higher 
order terms. The third lens in the system forms the Fourier transform of oulx,t) in the 
photodetector plane where the final spatial filter is used to isolate the required sub diffraction 
order terms. If we look at the optical intensity of the whole zeroth diffraction order in the 
fmal spatial filter plane, it will take the form shown in figure 8-2, assuming that aJ(t) and a2(t) 
have no d.c. components and that signal bandwidths occupy less than 1 octave, and ignoring 
for the moment the effect ofthe limited aperture of the acousto-optic cells. 
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Figure 8-2. Form ofzeroth diffraction order at photodetector plane 
The effect of the limited aperture of the Bragg cell, described in the above equations by the 
term rect( ~) , is to cause the above intensity profile to be convolved with a sinc2 function. 
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We will observe a strong central spot with extended sidelobes containing considerable fine 
structure. A simple spatial filter (i.e. a slit or hole) can be used to select one of the first order 
sidelobes. If the photodiode placed behind this filter is of sufficient area to receive the whole 
of this sidelobe, then the spatially integrated intensity of the light incident on the photodiode 
will be 
+a> 2 
l(t) = f J (P:"') I adx-Vt) + adx+Vt) 12 rect(: ) dx (8.23) 
_.., 
Equation 8.23 represents a major approximation. The spatial windowing term, rect(w), at 
the second acousto-optic cell (see figure 8-1) will cause spreading of all the terms in equation 
8.22 in the photodetector plane, by convolution with a sine function. This effect can be seen 
by comparing figure 8-2, which ignores it, with figure 7-8, which shows the light intensity 
distribution that can be expected at the photodetector plane in reality. The dimensions of the 
spatial filter being used in the photodetector plane, to select out the second term in equation 
8.22, are clearly very important. The aim of this filter is to include most of the required 0,± 1 
diffraction sub-order while excluding as much of the other terms as possible. Unfortunately, 
it is inevitable that all the diffraction sub-orders will be spread so that they suffer some degree 
of overlap. Hence, equation 8.23 should contain all the other terms in equation 8.22, 
multiplied by small weighting factors. The higher order terms will have a relatively small 
effect, but the first, zeroth order, term will have a major effect. Examination of figure 7-8 
makes it clear that the amount of light that will pass through the spatial filter at the 
photodetector due to the zeroth order is of the same order of magnitude as, and may, for small 
input signal powers, be much greater than, the amount due to the required first order terms. 
This background light, even though it may vary very little, will cause shot noise in the 
photodetector so that the dynamic range of the correlator will be severely limited. The 
dynamic range will depend on the values of {3 and m, the dimensions of the spatial filter at the 
photodetector, the size, W, of the acousto-optic cell window, and the frequency band 
occupied by the correlator input signals. The higher the frequency of the signals, the further 
out from the central zeroth order the required first order terms are in the photodetector plane, 
and the smaller the amount of light from the central zeroth order passing through the spatial 
filter at the photodetector. If the signal frequency range occupies more than one octave, then 
the higher order terms will overlap the first order terms, even without spreading due to 
windowing. It is tempting to attempt a prediction of the dynamic range from a more detailed 
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analysis of equation 8.22, but it should be remembered that the whole of the analysis leading 
up to equation 8.22 is based on the Raman-Nath approximation in the first place and does not 
give us a reliable quantitative guide to the amplitudes of the various diffraction orders. As 
was pointed out in section 7.7, the approximations used here lead to a useful qualitative 
indication of what to expect from a practical system. Having noted that equation 8.23 is a 
major approximation, we proceed on the basis that it is a useful one that leads to a prediction 
of correlator output that is borne out by experiment. 
Expanding equation 8.23 gives 
[ 
2 ]2 +eo 
l(t) = 1 p 
4
m _[ [a~ (x- Vt) + a; (x + Vt) + 2a1 (x- Vt)a2 (x + Vt) ]rect(~) dx 
(8.24) 
+eo +eo 
2 J a~ (x - Vt) rect(fv) dx + 
w:m] -· J a; (x + Vt) rect(fv) dx -eo +eo 
+ 2 J a 1 (x- Vt) adx + Vt) rect(fv )dx 
-eo 
Provided that the lengths of the pulses aJ(t) and a2(t) are less than the time window of the 
acousto-optic cells (this is an essential requirement for the space integrating correlator 
anyway) the f a2 (x ± Vt) rect( fv) dx terms will give a time varying fimction of the form 
shown in figure 8-3. 
optical intensity due to a' terms 
time 
Figure 8-3. Component ofphotodetector output due to a1 terms. 
Once the fimction a(x ± Vt) is totally within the acousto-optic cell window described by 
re et(-;$-) the integral of a2 (x ± Vt) will remain at a constant positive value. As it enters and 
leaves the window, the integral will rise and fall as shown. The width of the flat part of this 
function depends on the relative lengths of the signals a(t) and the time window of the Bragg 
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cells. This slowly varying or constant function at the output of the photodiode can be 
removed by a high pass filter to leave the desired cross correlation function 
2 +oo 
( 13:"') J adx-Vt) adx+Vt) rect( ; ) dx (8.25) 
There are a few points to note about this cross correlation function. Because both signals are 
moving, we are obtaining a correlation function of the form 
+oo 
r,J(r.) = J adt -t) adt +t) dt (8.26) 
· 00 
rather than the usual 
+ oo 
r12(t) = J adt) aJ(t+t) dt (8.27) 
· 00 
The time axis of the output correlation function will be compressed by a factor of two. 
Because of the windowing term, rect(;) , the correlation function can only be formed if the 
functions aJ(t) and a2(t) are shorter than the time window of the acousto-optic cells, so that all 
the overlap between aJ(t) and a2(t) will lie within the time window at all times. As mentioned 
earlier, this system can only operate in the ideal way described if the input signals have 
bandwidths of less than one octave and no de compo~ent, and the highest frequency 
component of the correlation function is significantly less than twice the carrier frequency 
used in the acousto-optic cells. Subject to these conditions, this system produces the complete 
correlation function giving both amplitude and phase. 
8.2.2 Bragg diffraction 
The assumption of Raman-Nath diffraction is only valid if the Q factor of the 
acousto-optic cell is less than 1 [35]. The Q factor is given by equation 7.4, which can be 
rewritten as 
Q = (8.28) 
where K is the acoustic wave vector, d is the thickness of the cell, n is the refractive index and 
k is the optical wave vector. Q is often greater than 1. Indeed, the Te02 cells used in the 
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experimental work have a Q of the order of 100. If Q > 10, then the cell is usually considered 
to operate in the Bragg mode [35]. A cell with a high Q factor operating in a pseudo Raman-
Nath mode will exhibit something approximating to true Raman-Nath diffraction for very 
low input RF power, but as the power is turned up the amplitudes of the diffraction orders 
will very rapidly cease to be given by the Bessel functions as described above. A proper 
prediction of the performance of an acousto-optic correlator using cells operating in this 
pseudo Raman-Nath mode would more realistically be based on empirical measurements of 
the characteristics of the cells being used. (This is analogous to basing the design of an 
amplifier on the actual characteristics of the transistors rather than h-parameter models.) 
Where possible, it is more efficient to use high Q cells operating in the Bragg mode. 
Clearly, the all order correlator relies upon a symmetry in its diffraction that requires the cells 
to be operated in the Raman-Nath or pseudo Raman-Nath mode. Other correlators, such as a 
heterodyning correlator using both + 1 and -1 diffraction orders, have the same requirement. 
However, for many correlators the slight adjustment to operate in the Bragg mode is very 
easy and can be shown to offer very considerable advantages. Korpel [33] gives expressions 
for the amplitudes of the zeroth and first diffraction orders, for pure Bragg diffraction. that 
can be rewritten as 
0 U(x, t) = cos[%s(x-Vt)] cos(kz-root) 
±lu(x,t) = sin[%s(x-Vt)] sin(kz±Kcx -(roo±rocJt) 
(8.29) 
(8.30) 
where ~ is the same quantity as used in describing Raman-Nath diffraction. If s(t) is 
normalised so that its peak value is I , ~ represents the peak variation in optical phase shift 
caused by the acousto-optic cell. These expressions can be compared directly with the 
equivalent terms for Raman-Nath diffraction 
0 U(x, t) = Jo[l3s(x-VtJ] cos(kz-root) 
±
1 u(x, t) = l t1 (13s(x-VtJ] cos(kz±Kcx- (roo±rocJt) 
(8.31) 
(8.32) 
Comparing the approximations for the diffraction order amplitudes given by these two sets of 
expressions, we compare 
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Jo (~} 
~2 
with cos(~) 
~2 
~ 1-- ~ 1--
4 2 
and (8.33) 
JJ(~) ~ with sin(~) ~ ~ ~ 
2 
where ~ = p s(x-Vt) for Raman-Nath diffraction and ~ = % s(x -Vt) for Bragg diffraction. 
Clearly the results from expanding out the appropriate expressions using these 
approximations will be very similar and all the results obtained using Raman-Nath diffraction 
theory can, where applicable, be adjusted to give the result to be expected in the case of 
Bragg diffraction simply by replacing ~ by ~ for zeroth order diffraction terms. For 
frrst order diffraction terms the approximation remains unchanged. 
In the analysis of the following correlators, the photodetector output will first be 
predicted on the assumption of Raman-Nath diffraction and then the results adjusted by the 
above substitution, if required, to give the prediction based on Bragg diffraction. In some 
cases the output signal will appear to be smaller when Bragg diffraction is assumed. However 
it should be remembered that p, the peak variation in phase shift across the acousto-optic cell 
is proportional to the thickness of the cell. A high Q cell, designed for use in the Bragg mode 
will therefore be able to achieve much higher values of p than a thin cell designed for Raman-
Nath diffraction. Although photodetector output levels are often lower in terms of p, they are 
generally higher in absolute terms when the acousto-optic cells are operated in the Bragg 
mode. The approximations for the amplitudes of the diffraction orders given above for Bragg 
diffraction hold for p < 2. 
8.3 Zeroth order non-heterodyning correlator 
The zeroth order correlator is very similar to the all order correlator and its analysis 
has effectively been covered already. Consider the architecture shown in figure 8-4. 
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Figure 8-4. Zeroth order, non-heterodyning, space integrating correlator 
8.3.1 Operation in the Raman-Nath mode 
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The effect of the first spatial filter on equation 8.15 is to restrict p to taking one value: 
zero. The second filter restricts p+q similarly to being zero and therefore q can only be zero. 
This leads directly to the relevant output from the second acousto-optic cell being given by 
equation 8.19, the spatially integrated intensity of the light incident on the photodetector 
being given by equation 8.25. The analysis therefore continues exactly as for the all order 
correlator. The difference is that, whereas the all order correlator required a low pass filter on 
the photodetector output to eliminate signal components comprising modulated carrier 
multiples, in the zeroth order correlator these terms are prevented from arising by the first 
spatial filter. No low pass filter is required and the restriction on the highest frequency 
component of the output correlation function is therefore removed. The zeroth order 
correlator can therefore, for example, be used to generate the autocorrelation functions of 
pulses with much higher time bandwidth products. 
8.3.2 Operation in the Bragg mode 
Since the zeroth diffraction order is used at each stage, equation 8.25, which 
effectively gives the photodetector output for Raman-Nath diffraction, is modified by 
replacing ~ by ~ to give 
(p:nrr +f adx-vr; adx+vo rect(;) c1x (8.34) 
-ao 
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This appears to be one quarter of the amplitude of the output when the acousto-optic cells are 
operated in the Raman-Nath mode, but it should be remembered that much larger values of p 
are possible in high Q cells which are designed to be operated in the Bragg mode. 
8.4 Experimental results for a zeroth order non-heterodyning correlator 
The work discussed in this thesis started with a study of the zeroth order non 
heterodyning space integrating correlator (ZOSIAC). All the other correlators discussed in 
this chapter have been previously described in the literature, but the zeroth order correlator 
was not described prior to presentation by Houghton and Reeve [14]. Results of experimental 
work, confirming the predicted operation, are therefore presented here. 
The arrangement for experiments with the ZOSIAC is shown in figure 8-5. This 
correlator was used to generate the acf of a number of different chirp pulses and results for 
15 IJ.S pulses of BT products of 22.5, 45, 67.5 and 90 are shown in figures 8-6 to 8-9. One 
polynomial waveform synthesiser was programmed to produce the chirp pulse and the other 
to produce a time reversed version of the same pulse. Both synthesisers were triggered 
externally by a pulse generator which also supplied the trigger for the digital oscilloscope. 
The results displayed in figures 8-6 to 8-9 show that this correlator clearly produces 
the predicted ccf for limited signal bandwidths. For higher bandwidths the performance is 
limited by the performance of the photodiode. Unfortunately the requirements of this 
correlator put conflicting pressures on the choice of photodiode, as discussed in section 6.2, 
and this type of correlator is therefore not appropriate for the processing of signals with wide 
bandwidths. 
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of the acf for a chirp pulse from 3 to 6 MHz in 15 J1S . (BT = 45) 
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Figure 8-8. Experimental corre/ator output and theoretical form of 
the acffor a chirp pulse from 3 to 7. 5 MHz in 15 J1S . (BT = 67. 5) 
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Chirp from 2 to 8 MHz in 15 J.lS . (Bandwidth= 6 MHz, BT product= 90) 
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8.5 Zeroth order non-heterodyning correlator using a photographic 
mask for second input 
8.5.1 Operation in the Raman-Nath mode 
If the second cell is replaced by a photographic mask, or transparency of power 
transmittance 
(8.35) 
then the optical wave function at the output of this mask is, assuming DSBLC modulation of 
the signal inserted into the acousto-optic cell, obtained by modifying equation 8.19 to give 
(8.36) 
Actually, this system can be greatly simplified: the architecture shown in figure 8-10 will 
produce exactly the same result. 
Spatial 
Beam ruter and 
expander Bra11 photodiode 
cell 
La a er 
lo--. I 
Photoaraphic v1(t) m a ale 
Figure 8-1 0. Zeroth order correlator using photographic mask for one input. 
Expanding the Bessel function term in equation 8.36 gives 
(8.37) 
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{I- P4
1 
[I+ 2m a1 (x- Vt)+ m2 af (x- Vt)] }{I + a2 (x)} cos(kz -root) rect(w) (8.38) 
= (8.39) 
The terms of interest are the ftrst order terms - P~m a 1 (x - Vt) + ~ - P: )a2 (x) . If either 
the 0,+ I or the 0,-I sub order is selected by the spatial filter at the photodetector, then the 
spatially integrated intensity of the light incident on the photodetector is given by 
I(t) = r Jl ~- ~1 )a2 (x)- P~m a 1 (x- Vt)/ 2 rect{W) dx (8.40) 
-eo 
I(t) = 
I 1]1 +eo + 11- ~ .[ a}(x) rect(w) dx (8.4I) 
p4 m] +eo 
+ 8 J afrx- Vt) rect(i}) dx 
·CO 
The first term in equation 8.4I is the required correlation function, the second term is a 
constant term, and the third term produces a temporal plinth similar to that shown in figure 
8-3. This correlator is simple and relatively easy to set up and use. There is no need for time 
reversal of one input signal. However, it is obviously limited to comparing an input signal 
with a fixed reference, performing the function of a matched filter. Clearly there are other 
ways of doing this, such as with a SAW matched filter. A possible use could be found by 
stacking a series of masks on top of each other (i.e. separated in the y direction), and using 
cylindrical optics to focus the light onto an array of photodetectors, also distributed in the y 
direction. This could provide a compact system for comparing an input signal with several 
references simultaneously. 
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8.5.2 Operation in the Bragg mode 
Replacing ~ by ~ in the first term in equation 8.41 gives 
I(t) = Jl:m ( 1- ~1J +j adx-Vt) az(x) rect(:,) dx (8.42) 
-ao 
8.6 First order non-heterodyning correlator 
If we take the + 1 diffraction order at the ftrst cell and the on-axis diffraction order at the 
second Bragg cell we have the correlator, built at RNEC, described by Reeve and Wombwell 
[1 0], and shown in figure 8-11. As far as the whole system is concerned this on axis 
diffraction order is a zeroth order; as far as the second cell is concerned it is the -1 diffraction 
order, and this is how it is usually described. 
B•am 
e11:pander 
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Figure 8-11 . First order, non-heterodyning, space integrating correlator. 
8.6.1 Operation using DSBLC modulation and Raman-Nath diffraction 
Spatial 
rnter and 
photodlode 
In equation 8.15 the allowed value of p is + 1, the allowed value of p +q is 0, and so the 
allowed value of q is -1. Equation 8.15 therefore simplifies to 
uJ(x, t) = J 1{f3[1+m alx-Vt)J) J .1{f3[J + m aJ(x+Vt)J) cos(kz- (wo+ 2wc)t) rect(w) (8.43) 
To a first approximation the first order Bessel function term is simply 
% [1 +m a(x - Vt)] (8.44) 
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The effective optical output from the second acousto-optic cell therefore approximates to 
u;(x, t) = !}; [l+madx-VtJ][l+ma;(x+Vt)] cos(kz-co otJrect(w) 
= 1}4
1 {I + ma1 (x- Vt) + ma2 (x + Vt) + m2 a1 (x- Vt) a2 (x + Vt) }cos(kz- coo t) rect( :V) (8.45) 
As in the zeroth order correlator, this expression includes terms in a1 (x- VI) and a2 (x + VI). 
These terms can be spatially selected at a photodiode placed in the Fourier transform plane of 
the second acousto-optic cell and the cross correlation function can be produced. However, it 
should be noticed that these terms are multiplied by ~: rather than ~~m as in the case of 
the zeroth order correlator. Squaring by the photodiode will therefore produce an output 
correlation function with an amplitude which is four times smaller than that produced by the 
zeroth order correlator. The spatially integrated intensity of the light incident on the 
photodetector will be given by 
I(t) = (J};·'f ] adx-Vt) a;(x+Vt) rect(w) dx (8.46) 
-cc 
8.6.2 Operation in the Bragg mode 
Since it is the first diffraction order being used at each cell, and from equation 8.33 
we know that the approximation in terms of ~ is the same for both Raman-Nath and Bragg 
modes, the expression for !(t), given in equation 8.46, remains unchanged. 
8.6.3 Operation using DSBSC modulation and Raman-Nath diffraction 
The first order non-heterodyning space integrating correlator is described by Rhodes 
[9]. The architecture of the optical system described by Rhodes is similar to that shown in 
figure 8-6, except that Rhodes uses just one acousto-optic cell, the second signal input being 
provided by a reference mask, or transparency, generated photographically. This limits the 
correlator to comparing an input signal with one reference signal, which may, in some 
applications be more appropriate. However the use of two Bragg cells offers a system of 
more general flexibility and is therefore analysed here. The following analysis can easily be 
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adapted for the replacement of the second cell by a photographic mask. A much more 
important difference is that Rhodes assumes the use of double sideband suppressed carrier 
modulation for imposing the signal of interest onto the carrier to be injected into the acousto-
optic cell. 
If the form of modulation used to insert the electronic signals is DSBSC then, in equations 
8.15 and 8.43, the expressions [1 + ma1 (x- Vt)] and [1 + ma2 (x + Vt)] are replaced by 
adx-Vt) and az(x+ Vt) . Equation 8.43 therefore becomes 
(8.47) 
If we then use the approximation 
(8.48) 
the on axis diffraction order from the second acousto-optic cell approximates to 
uJ(x, t) = P; adx- Vt) adx + Vt) cos[kz - ( 0) 0 + 2 roc)t] rect( ;,) (8.49) 
If all of this diffraction order is passed onto the photodetector by the second spatial filter then 
the output of the photodetector will be a current of instantaneous amplitude proportional to 
the integrated intensity of the light incident on the photodetector given by 
J(t) = f 
cell 
f I P; adx -Vt) ad x + Vt) I 1 rect(if) dx (8.50) 
This term is different from that obtained by Rhodes. The difference is that the above assumes 
that the whole of the on axis diffraction order is collected and spatially integrated by the 
photodetector whereas Rhodes uses a pinhole. To understand the effect of using a pinhole, we 
need to consider the spatial structure of the propagating wave at the photodetector plane. The 
optical wave function at the photodetector plane is the Fourier transform of the wave function 
at the output of the second Bragg cell. Therefore, considering the on axis diffraction order 
only, the wave function at the photodetector is given by 
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+oo 
f k;r';r uJ(x', t') = const x uJ(x, t) e-JT dx 
·00 
(8.51) 
+oo 
f 
k;r~ 
= const x aJ(x-Vt) adx+Vt) cos(kz-rootJ Rect( :,) e-JT dx 
·00 
If we use a pinhole on the optical axis we are only interested in the value of this function at 
x'= 0, where 
+oo 
u1 (0,t') = const x J aJ(x-Vt) aJ(x+Vt) rect(;V) dx cos{kz-ro0 1) (8.52) 
·00 
If we assume that the pinhole is small enough to treat u3(x~t) as constant across the width of 
the pinhole, then the intensity of the light passing through the pinhole is 
+oo 1 
l(t) const x J aJ(x- Vt) adx + Vt) rect(;V) dx (8.53) 
·00 
Comparing this with the term obtained with a large hole, passing all of the on axis diffraction 
order 
00 
l(t) const x J J aJ(x- Vt) adx + Vt) J 1 rect(w) dx (8.54) 
· 00 
we see how crucial the size of the spatial filter, at the photodetector, is. It is, of course, 
impossible to achieve the pinhole result exactly. If the hole was made small enough for the 
approximation used to be totally valid then the amount of light incident on the photodiode 
would become too small for a detectable electronic signal to be produced. 
Clearly, neither of these outputs is a true correlation function. The true correlation 
function contains both amplitude and phase information. In both variations of this correlator 
the phase information is totally lost. In the limit as the spatial filter at the photodetector tends 
to a pinhole the output is the amplitude squared of the correlation function. As the hole 
becomes larger the function becomes something quite different. This correlator enables us to 
compare two signal in order to find out if they are the same but does not give us the wealth of 
information available from a true correlation function. To obtain the true correlation function 
other architectures must be used. 
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8.6.4 Operation in Bragg mode 
It was shown earlier that for the first diffraction order the approximations for Raman-
Nath and Bragg diffraction give rise to exactly the same expressions. The result of using 
Bragg diffraction and passing the whole of the on axis diffraction order from the second cell 
onto the photodetector is therefore given by equation 8.50. Again, the output will be larger 
when Bragg diffraction is used because of the larger value of p. 
8.7 Heterodyning correlator using 0 and +1 diffraction orders 
As the name suggests, the heterodyning correlator achieves its purpose by mixing two 
light waves of different frequencies. The two light waves are diffraction orders that are at 
different optical frequencies due to their Doppler shifts. The arrangement of the Bragg cells 
and lenses is basically the same as for the non-heterodyning correlator: the difference lies in 
the spatial filters used at the Fourier transform planes. Rhodes describes two such correlators. 
For the first heterodyning correlator, the 0 and + 1 diffraction orders from the first cell are 
passed to the second cell. The -1 and 0 diffraction orders from the second cell due to the 0 
and + 1 diffraction orders respectively, from the first cell, will coincide and are selected in 
their entirety (i.e. the spatial filter used is not a pinhole) for spatial integration by the 
photodetector. This arrangement is shown in figure 8-12. 
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Figure 8- 12. Heterodyning correlator/convo/ver using 0 and + 1 diffraction orders from first Bragg cell. 
There are some minor differences between the system depicted in figure 8-12 and that 
described by Rhodes. Rhodes introduces a 90° phase shift into the + 1 diffraction order "for 
analytic convenience". We do not find this necessary. Rhodes uses just one Bragg cell, the 
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second signal input being provided by a reference mask generated photographically. As 
before, we analyse a two Bragg cell system. 
8.7.1 Operation in the Raman-Nath mode using DSBSC modulation 
Referring to equation 8.15, the allowed value of p+q is +I (remembering the reversal of the 
positive x direction defined at the second acousto-optic cell). The allowed values of p and q 
are therefore p=+ 1, q=O and p=O, q=+ 1. Hence, selecting the appropriate terms from equation 
8.15, the wave function at the optical output of the second acousto-optic cell is given by 
uJ(x,t) = Jt(l3sdx-Vt)) J.(l3sdx+Vt)) cos(kz+ Kcx-(ro.+roc)t) 
(8.55) 
The optical signal incident on the photodetector is the sum of these two terms, which are at 
different optical frequencies due to their opposite Doppler shifts. To see how these two terms 
add, consider 
A cos( Wo + We)l + B cos( Wo- We}! = {A+ B) cos( We I) cos( Wo 1) - (A- B) sin( We I} sin( Wu I) 
= R(l) cos( Wo I + 8(1)) 
(8.56) 
where R1 (1) = (A+ B / cos1 (We 1) + (A-B/ sin1 (We I} 
A1 + B1 + 2AB cos(2 we I) 
Using this result, and recalling that the photodetector will perform a spatial integration of the 
intensity of the incident light, we obtain the output current from the photodetector as 
proportional to 
1(1) = f J [ J,(fJsJx-VI)) Jo(fJsz(x+VI)) r reel(;}) dx 
+~ 
+ t f [ Jo(fJsdx-VI)) ;,(fJsz(x+ VI)) r reel(;}) dx 
·~ 
+ [l J,(fJs,(x-Vt)) Jo(fJsz(x+VI)) Jo(f3s,(x-Vt)) J 1(fJsz(x+VI))rect(;V) dx] cos(2wet) 
(8.57) 
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The third term in this expression contains the required information as DSBSC modulation of 
a carrier which is twice the frequency of the carriers used in the acousto-optic cells. It can 
therefore be separated out using a bandpass filter and then demodulated to give 
+OJ 
J J1 (13 sdx- Vij) J. (13 sdx + Vt)) J. (13 sdx- VtJ) J1 (13 sdx + Vt)) rect(w) (8.58) 
. ., 
using the approximations 
~· ~ J.(~) ~ 1 - 7 and JJ(~) ~ 2 
and, in order to avoid the expressions becoming too cluttered, writing s(x-Vt) simply ass, this 
term approximates to 
. .,
J ~I' (1 - ~;l)(1 - ~;1) ~;' rect(w) dx 
. ., 
£ .f., [ ~1 3 3 ~4 3 3 ] [ l 
4 SJS2 - -:t(SJ S2+ SJS2) + 70 s1 S2 reel W dx 
. ., 
. ., 
~ ~ J slx-Vt) slx+Vt) rect(w) dx 
. ., 
lfDSBSC modulation is used, so that s(t) = a(t) , then the output of the system is 
~· 
4 
. ., 
J a1(x-Vt) aJ(x+Vt) rect(w) dx 
. ., 
(8.59) 
(8.60) 
which is the true correlation function of the input signals in both amplitude and phase. 
However this correlator suffers from the disadvantages of requiring very accurate alignment 
to ensure full coincidence of the two wave functions at the photodetector and additional 
electronic circuitry to extract the correlation function. The zeroth order non-heterodyning 
correlator produces this true correlation function much more easily. 
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8.7.2 Operation in the Bragg mode 
The Bragg mode equivalent to expression 8.58 is 
+ro J sin(%sdx-VtJ) co~%sdx+VtJ] co~%sdx-VtJ] sin(%sdx+VtJ] rect[~) 
. ., 
using the approximations 
~2 
cos(~) "' 1 - -
2 
and 
and again writing s(x-Vt) simply ass, this becomes 
+ro 
sin(~) "' ~ 
J p;, (1 - P:rl) (1 - P;i) p;, rect(~) dx 
. ., 
+ro 
"' P4' J sdx-Vt) sdx+Vt)rect(~)dx 
. ., 
i.e. the expression is exactly the same as for the Raman-Nath mode. 
8.8 Heterodyning correlator using both first diffraction orders 
(8.61) 
(8.62) 
The second heterodyning correlator described by Rhodes (derived from a description by 
Sprague [32] ) makes use of the + 1 and -1 diffraction orders from the first cell, and uses a 
pinhole at the photodetector. The optical output, selected by a spatial filter on the system axis, 
is the -1 order from the 2nd cell due to the +I order from the first cell pi us the + 1 order from 
the second cell due to the -I order from the first cell. (Remember the reversal of the x axis 
due to the imaging process from the first to the second cell.) Since this correlator uses both 
the +I and -I diffraction orders at each stage, the acousto-optic cells will be adjusted normal 
to the optical axis so as to make them equal in amplitudes. The cells can therefore only be 
operated in Raman-Nath mode. 
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Referring to equation 8.15, the allowed value of p+q is 0. The allowed values of p and q are 
p = + 1 , q = -1 and p = -1, q = + 1. Hence, selecting the appropriate terms from equation 
8.15, the component of u2(x,l) propagating along the optical axis is 
{
[ J 1 (j3 s1 (x -VI)) J 1 (j3 s2 (x +VI)) ] cos(kz - ( roo + 2 ro,)l) ) 
reel (Jt) 
+ [ J1{13s1(x-Vlj) J1(j3sz(x+V1))] cos(kz- (roo-2ro,lj) (8.63) 
How this signal can then be used depends on the type of modulation used in generating the 
input signals. 
8.8.1 Operation using DSBLC modulation 
lfwe use double sideband large carrier modulation ( s(t) = [l+ma(t)]) and use a spatial filter 
that passes a whole diffraction sub order (i.e. not a pinhole), then equation 8.63 becomes 
u1 {x,t) 
{3' 
--- [1 + madx- Vt)][I + madx +VI)] cos(2 ro, t) cos(kz- (J) 0 1) 2 
{3' T{l + m(adx-Vt)+ adx+Vt)] + m'adx-Vt)adx+Vt)} cos(2ro,t) cos(kz-root) 
(8.64) 
A spatial filter can then select the appropriate sub-order of this zeroth diffraction order to 
leave 
p'm r ] 7 La,(x-VI)+ az(x+Vt) cos(2ro,l) cos(kz-roolj (8.65) 
Spatial integration at the photodetector then gives an expression similar to equation 8.23 
+., ] 
1(1) = t J (P:"') I adx-VI) + az(x+VI) 12 cos2 (2ro,l)rec1(-ij;.) (8.66) 
_., 
the difference being the cos2 (2 ro, I) term which can be written as t {I + cos( 4 ro, 1) . Just as 
with the general all order correlator and the zeroth order non-heterodyning correlator, this can 
be low pass filtered to leave the true correlation function 
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I(t) = f (P>r 7 adx- Vt) adx + Vt) rect(i$-) dx (8.67) 
. ., 
8.8.2 Operation using DSBSC modulation 
Rhodes assumes the use of double sideband suppressed carrier modulation and a pinhole at 
the photodetector. The wave function at the photodetector plane is the Fourier transform of 
u2(x,t), given by 
. ., 
u3 (x', t) const x I uJ(x, t) e-J''; dx (8.68) 
_., 
Then, making the same approximations for sampling of this by the pinhole as before, we find 
that the output current from the photodetector is given by 
2 
I(t) I 2 J1(13sdx-Vt)) J 1(13sz(x+Vt))dx cos2 (2roct) 
cell 
(8.69) 
2 
"" (p:)2 I 
- • sdx-Vt) sz(x+Vt) dx (! + cos(4roctJ) 
cell 
and by use of a low pass filter we can extract the term 
2 I sdx- Vt) sz(x + Vt) dx (8.70) 
cell 
This contains the amplitude information present in the correlation function but, unlike the 
first heterodyning correlator described above, it contains no phase information. 
8.9 Summary 
There are many different space-integrating correlators described in the literature and 
differing accounts have been offered to explain their operation. This chapter has developed a 
general framework for the analysis of any one dimensional space-integrating correlator for 
which the diffraction process at the acousto-optic cell(s) can be described by Raman-Nath or 
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Bragg diffraction. The most important expression in this chapter is equation 8.15, from which 
the operation of all the various possible correlators can be derived as special cases. This has 
been illustrated by applying equation 8.15 to a representative, though not exhaustive, 
selection of different correlators. The analysis offered here is significantly different from that 
offered by some papers, such as [9,32]. These more recent papers made approximations that 
lead to ignoring the zeroth diffraction order and a theoretical model that could not explain the 
operation of all possible correlators. The experimental work presented clearly demonstrates 
that a zeroth order correlator does produce the true correlation function as predicted, although 
the signal bandwidth is limited by the speed of response of the large area photodiode required 
to capture all of the diffraction sub-orders containing the signal information. 
As far as the correlator output is concerned, the difference between Raman-Nath and 
Bragg diffraction is simply one of output signal amplitude, and hence output signal to noise 
ratio. Where possible, using high Q cells operating in the Bragg mode can be expected to give 
better results than operating low Q cells in the Raman-Nath mode. The type of modulation 
used to impose the information signal onto the carrier input to the acousto-optic cells is more 
critical. The results achieved when double sideband large carrier (DSBLC) modulation is 
used will not be obtained when double sideband suppressed carrier (DSBSC) modulation is 
used and vice versa. The zeroth order correlator, for example, only works if DSBLC 
modulation is used. Rhodes [9] describes only heterodyning correlators as ·giving the true 
correlation function. This is because he assumes DSBS.C modulation throughout his paper. 
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9. Time-integrating correlators -theory 
9.1 Introduction 
Time-integrating acousto-optic correlators can form the true correlation function 
without the requirement for time reversal of one of the input signals that is such a drawback 
in space integrating correlators. In time-integrating systems, the correlation function is 
formed as a spatial function at a photodetector array which integrates the light incident on it 
over a period of time. If the time taken to transfer the information off the array and clear the 
integrating elements is short relative to the integration time then successive integrations can 
be added to give longer effective integration times. It can give a true continuous correlation 
function over an indefinitely long integration time. This is an extremely important advantage 
over both space integrating acousto-optic and FFT based digital correlators, as discussed in 
section 2.2. 
A number of different time-integrating correlators have been described in the 
literature. This chapter discusses three different correlators. The material presented here is 
based mainly on Vanderlugt's descriptions ([11] -chapter 14), but with some significant 
additions and with some differences of approach to the analysis introduced in order to bring 
out points important to the concluding discussion. 
9.2 Correlator due to Montgomery 
The first time-integrating correlator described was due to Montgomery [9, 11 ,36]. This 
uses either two acousto-optic cells positioned one after the other (optical sequence) as close 
together as possible, or one cell with two transducers causing acoustic waves propagating in 
opposite directions so that a broad collimated laser beam interacts with first one acoustic 
signal and then the other, as shown in figure 9-1. It can be shown [32] that the required cross 
correlation function is formed by time integration at the photodetector array as the amplitude 
modulation (DSBSC) envelope of a spatial carrier. It is possible to filter out this modulated 
carrier and then recover the required correlation function by demodulation. However, this 
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makes the system more complicated and requires a larger number of elements in the array to 
sample the modulated carrier rather than just the baseband ccf. 
Laser 
Beam 
expander v.(t) 
v,(t) 
Spatial 
filter 
Figure 9-1. Time-integrating correlator due to Montgomery. 
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filler and 
photodlade 
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Another disadvantage is that the acousto-optic cells must be aligned normal to the incident 
light, in the Raman-Nath mode, since the correlator works by summing the composite plus 
one and minus one diffractions orders from the acousto-optic cell combination. This offers 
much lower diffraction efficiency than the Bragg mode. 
9.3 Correlator due to Sprague and Koliopoulos 
The second time-integrating correlator architecture described is that due to Sprague 
and Koliopoulos [ 19 ] and also described by V anderLugt [ 11] and Rhodes [9]. It is shown in 
figure 9-2. 
Directly 
modulated 
I st signal liP 
Beam 
expander 
carrier 
Bias 
Bragg 
cell 
2nd signal 1/P 
Spatial 
filter 
Figure 9-2. Time-integrating corre/ator due to Sprague and Koliopoulos. 
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9.3.1 Use of an acousto-optic cell for the first signal input 
The original description given by Sprague and Koliopoulos uses an acousto-optic cell 
for the first signal input as shown in figure 9-3. 
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Figure 9-3. Use ofBraggcel/for first signal input. 
The signal bandwidth is severely limited if this method is used. For this method to be 
effective the width of the laser and the acoustic wavelength in the acousto-optic interaction 
medium must be such that the laser beam is sampling a small part of a cycle of the baseband 
signal. Young and Yao ( [35] - figure 4) give a theoretically derived graph of normalised 
output intensity in the first diffraction order against modulation frequency. This graph shows 
the 3 dB modulation bandwidth to be such that f 3d8 r"" 0.75, where f 3d8 is the modulation 
bandwidth and t is the transit time of the acoustic signal through the Gaussian optical beam, 
found by dividing the intensity diameter of the optical beam by the acoustic velocity. For 
e2 
a HeNe laser with a ~ intensity diameter of 0.75 mm and a Te02 acousto-optic cell with 
e 
an acoustic velocity of 617 m/s this gives a modulation bandwidth of 617 kHz. Brooks [3 7 ] 
plots experimental results for the modulation frequency response of a Te02 cell showing a 3 
dB modulation bandwidth of 800 kHz, using a slightly narrower laser beam with a ~ 
e 
intensity diameter of 0.5 mm. This bandwidth can be improved by focusing the laser to a 
smaller spot size and by using an acousto-optic interaction medium with a higher acousto-
optic velocity. However, the narrowness of the spot to which the laser beam can be focused is 
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limited by diffraction, especially since it is the average spot size over the full thickness of the 
active part of the acousto-optic cell that is important. Using a GaP cell, with an acoustic 
velocity of 6320 ms -I could, in principle, increase the bandwidth by a factor of l 0, but, as will 
be shown later, the limited diffraction efficiency of GaP cells is such that it may not be 
possible to impose the correct type of modulation (intensity modulation as opposed to 
amplitude modulation) onto the laser beam. It is therefore clear that this technique cannot 
provide for the bandwidths of the order of l GHz that we ultimately need to achieve. Further 
disadvantages are waste of the laser output due to the limited diffraction efficiency of the 
acousto-optic cell and the considerable increase in complexity size and cost of attempts to 
increase the bandwidth. Introducing the first signal by means of an acousto-optic cell is not a 
viable option. It is not surprising that, as laser diodes capable of direct intensity modulation 
have become available, VanderLugt and Rhodes both describe much simpler and cheaper 
systems using direct intensity modulation of the laser. 
9.3.2 Analysis of operation 
We now demonstrate that the correlator shown in figure 9-2 will produce the required 
ccf of two signal s1(t) and sJ(t). The laser is intensity modulated and so its output intensity is 
(9.1) 
where B1 is a bias term and a is a gain term. This modulated beam is expanded out and forms 
the input to the acousto-optic cell. At the acousto-optic cell, adjusted to operate in the Bragg 
mode, we use the first diffraction order. The amplitude of this first diffraction order is given 
by [11 ,33] 
A,(x,t) (9.2) 
where B1 is a bias term and P is a gain term or modulation index, x is measured from the 
centre of the illuminated portion of the acousto-optic cell, V is the acoustic velocity and W(x) 
is an intensity window function due principally to the profile of the laser beam. It is assumed 
that the signal to the laser has been delayed by the time taken by s1(t) to propagate across the 
acousto-optic cell to the centre of the illuminated portion. The intensity of the first diffraction 
order is therefore 
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(9.3) 
To achieve the required correlation we need 12(1) to be a linear function of s,( t- ;) . i.e. we 
need the first diffraction order to be intensity modulated by the acousto-optic cell. The d.c. 
bias must be adjusted so that sin2(/3 [ B2 + s,(t- ;) ] is a linear function of s,(t- ;) . If we 
consider the d.c. bias condition, in the absence of the ac signal, we have, omitting the 
spatial windowing term for the sake of clarity 
(9.4) 
By considering the shape of the sin2 function we see that 12 is a linear function of the input 
signal amplitude at 50% diffraction efficiency, when J3 B2 = !!.. . 50% diffraction 4 
efficiency is usually the most that can be achieved in practice. (Taking the drive power to 
the acousto-optic cell above this point will usually destroy the cell.) This means that, in 
practice, we want to drive the cell at its maximum power rating, obtaining the highest 
available diffraction efficiency. This is easy to set up as, at 50% diffraction efficiency the 
intensity of the first diffraction order is the same as that of the zeroth order. Now, equation 
9.3 can be rewritten as 
(9.5) 
Expanding out further 
(9.6) 
Now, if J3 B, =!!.. , then 2/3 B2 =!!.. , cos(2/3 8 2 } = 0 , sin(2/3 82)= I , and 4 2 
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(9.7) 
Substituting equation 9.1 into equation 9.7 
l,(x,t) (9.8) 
or 
l,(x,t) (9.9) 
This fust diffraction order is imaged onto the photodetector array. The sense of x is reversed 
and the scale of x is changed according to the ratio of the focal lengths of the two imaging 
lenses. The incident light intensity is integrated over a period of time ~ T by the array. The 
total light energy stored by the array in time ~ T is 
E&r(x) = fl,(x,t)dt (9.10) 
&T 
Now, the first of the four terms in the large brackets on the right hand side of equation 9, B 1, 
integrates over time to give a spatially invariant term 
f 81 dt 
&T 
81 tlT (9.11) 
The second and third terms integrate to zero, if ~T contains many cycles of s1(t) and sz(t) and 
they have zero means. Hence 
~aB,tlTW(x) + ~aW(x)Js,(t)sin(2{3s,(t-;))dt (9.12) 
&T 
If {3s2(t) is small relative to {3B2 , so that variations in the intensity of the first diffraction 
order stay in the linear part of the sin2 curve, then 
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sin( 2/3 s,(t- ;) ) 
"' 
2/3s,(t-;) (9.13) 
and 
E6r(x) I a J3 W(x) Js,(t) s,(t- ~) dt (9.14) = -a 81 D.T W(x) + 2 
AT 
The first tenn is a spatially invariant d.c. level proportional to the integration time, that can 
easily be subtracted in post processing. The second tenn is the required ccf. 
9.4 The electronic reference correlator 
One disadvantage of the correlator due to Sprague and Koliopoulos is that if the two 
received signal are reduced to baseband, then two correlators are required to handle the I (in 
phase) and Q (quadrature) channels. A variant is possible, however, in which both signals are 
left on low frequency carriers, preserving both amplitude and phase infonnation in both 
signals. One electronic reference correlator can then perfonn a single complex correlation, the 
output of which is the same as that achieved by summing the outputs of the I and Q baseband 
correlator outputs. Consider the signal arriving at one receiver input. If the receiver 
bandwidth is small relative to its centre frequency then it can be shown (see e.g. [13]) that the 
received signal can be described as 
(9.15) 
where sJt) and sQ(t) are baseband signals and ro, is the centre angular frequency. If two 
baseband correlators are to be used, then splitting the signal and multiplying by cos(ro, t) in 
the I channel and sin(ro, t) in the Q channel will yield the baseband signals sJt) and sQ(t). 
If one electronic reference correlator is to be used then the received signal, which can also be 
expressed as s(!) cos [ro, t + El(!)] , can be downconverted to some IF frequency, ro0 , by 
multiplying by COS (ro L ( ), Where (J) L = (J) r - (J) 0 , and IOW pasS filtering tO give 
s(!) cos [ro., t + El (!) . For the electronic reference correlator, the IF frequencies used for the 
two inputs differ by a frequency roe. If the IF frequency used for the laser input is ro0 , the IF 
frequency used for the acousto-optic cell input is ro0 + roe. A d.c. bias is added to the laser 
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input and a carrier tone bias component, at frequency roe is added to the acousto-optic cell 
input. Hence the input to the laser is 
(9.16) 
and the input to the acousto-optic cell is 
(9.17) 
A second major difference between the baseband correlator and this correlator lies in the 
signal power input to the acousto-optic cell. For the baseband correlator the acousto-optic 
cell must be intensity modulated by the input signal, requiring that it be operated at 50% 
diffraction efficiency. For the electronic reference correlator the acousto-optic cell must be 
amplitude modulated, requiring operation at 10 to 20% diffraction efficiency. Following 
the operation of the correlator through as before, we obtain the intensity of the laser output 
(9.18) 
The expression given above for the input to the acousto-optic cell can be expanded out to 
(9.19) 
The amplitude of the first diffraction order from the acousto-optic cell is therefore 
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For low diffraction efficiency (smalll3) this approximates to 
Hence, the intensity of the first diffraction order output from the acousto-optic cell is 
= a {3 2 W(x) {s, + s,(t)cos[wo I+ 9,(t)]} 
12 (x, t) a {3 2 w(x) 
2 8 1 82 
+ 8 s 2 (/- ~) I 2 V 
+ 822 s, (t)cos[wo I+ 9, ~)] 
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(9.20) 
(9.21) 
(9.22) 
(9.23) 
/ 1(x,t) is then integrated over a period of time ~T at the photodetector array. This time 
integration has different effects on the six terms making up the above expression. The first 
term will give a "d.c." spatially invariant term proportional to ~T . The second will also 
produce a spatially invariant term proportional to the power of s1(1) as well as ~T. The third, 
fourth and fifth terms are sinusoidal functions of time and will integrate to zero. The final 
term expands out to give 
the second part of which will again integrate to zero. Hence, the photodetector array output is 
fa {3 2 W(x){ 81 822 + 81 s/ (1- ;) + 82 s,(t)s2 (1-;) cos[ w; x + 01 (t)-0 2 (1- ;) ] } dt 
~T 
(9.25) 
or 
C w(x)b.T + a {3 2 82 W(x) f s,(th (1- f) cos[ w; x + o, (t)-02 (1- ;) ] dt 
~T 
(9.26) 
where C is a constant. Hence, the required complex correlation function, the second term in 
the above expression, appears as DSBSC amplitude modulation of a spatial carrier of spatial 
angular frequency w" . This can be separated from the constant background terms by 
V 
band pass filtering. Demodulation, by multiplication by cos( w ~ x) and low pass filtering, 
then yields 
(9.27) 
By considering the complex signals 
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we have 
SI (t) = SI (t )ej6,(1) 
s2(t) = s2(t)eja,(') 
Re{s 1 (t)s;~-f)} = Ref1(t)e1ll,(l) s2 ~-f)e-ja+;;) 
= Re{ s1 (t)s2 ~ -f)e-j~,(,)-e,E-;;)]} 
Hence, the complex correlation function (equation 9.27) can also be written as 
By writing s(t) = s1 (t) + j sQ(t ), so that 
Re{s 1 (t)s; ~-f)} = Re{~n (t)+ jsQ1 (t))(sn ~-f)- jsQ2 ~-f))} 
= s11 (t)s12 ~-f) + sQI(t)sQ2 ~-f) 
(9.28) 
(9.29) 
(9.30) 
(9.31) 
we see that the real part of this complex correlation function is equal to the s·um of the I and 
Q correlations obtained in a system using 2 baseband correlators. 
9.5 Discussion 
The use of a time-integrating acousto-optic correlator for detecting and analysing 
wide bandwidth spread spectrum signals has recently been described by an American team 
working jointly in the Electro-optics Department, Dynetics, Inc., Hunstville, AL, USA and 
the US Army Research Laboratory (The Harry Diamond Laboratory), Adelphi, MD, USA. 
[39,40,41] This team describes a system in which a time-integrating acousto-optic correlator 
is used to generate the acf of a single receiver channel. They have not, so far, considered 
cross correlation of two receiver outputs or the signal processing involving the TDFCSD 
described here. However, the correlator described is exactly what is required to generate the 
initial time windowed ccf. The correlator described is the electronic reference correlator and 
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while neither this American team nor VanderLugt spell them out, there are a number of very 
good reasons why the electronic reference correlator is preferable to the baseband correlator. 
It has already been pointed out that, since it performs a complex correlation, one 
electronic reference correlator can be used where two baseband time-integrating correlators 
would be required. The electronic reference correlator is a little more complicated and 
requires more sophisticated post detection processing but the baseband correlator system 
requires two channels. In terms of complexity the two systems do not differ greatly. A much 
more important advantage lies in the achievable bandwidth. For the baseband correlator, the 
acousto-optic cell must be intensity modulated - it must be operated at around 50% diffraction 
efficiency. This can readily be achieved with Te02 cells, but these only have bandwidths of 
the order of a few tens of MHz. To achieve wider bandwidths we need to consider other 
materials such as GaP. GaP cells with bandwidths of the order of 2 GHz are advertised, but 
even the most optimistic of manufacturers claims for diffraction efficiency do not exceed 
30%. A good baseband time-integrating acousto-optic correlator cannot therefore be built 
using GaP cells. The electronic reference correlator, however, relies on amplitude modulation 
and IO to 20% diffraction efficiency is therefore perfectly acceptable. It is therefore possible 
to build an electronic reference correlator with a bandwidth of the order of I GHz. Anderson 
et. al. [39,40,4I] give a detailed description of the system to be built with specifications of the 
various components, but no practical results. The design presented is for· a "brass board" 
system with a bandwidth of 500 MHz and the specifications are very high. The acousto-optic 
cell, a shear GaP cell with a bandwidth of I GHz has been custom designed and fabricated, 
and a high laser power of I 00 m W is required because of the low diffraction efficiency of the 
acousto-optic cell. The team's I994 [ 4I] paper states that "an acousto-optic correlator has 
been designed and will be fabricated." An interim proof-of-concept demonstration of the 
correlator was planned for summer I994 with a modularised demonstration scheduled for 
I995. No results have been published to date, but they will be of considerable interest when 
they are. The work of this American team clearly compliments the work described in this 
thesis. 
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10. Experimental results from a time-integrating 
acousto-optic correlator 
10.1 Introduction 
Two similar time-integrating correlators, of the type described in section 9.3, were 
built. They are shown in figures 10-1 and 10-2. They both used the same Te02 Optilas 
OPT! acousto-optic cell with a centre frequency of 45 MHz and a bandwidth of 
approximately 30 MHz. Since double sideband modulation is used in the acousto-optic cell 
this limits the effective bandwidth of the correlator to approximately 15 MHz. The input 
signals were generated using 2 Analogic D2045 polynomial waveform synthesisers, one 
triggered off the other. They generated identical FMCW signals, by repeating an up chirp, but 
with the signal fed to the laser delayed by the time taken for the signal fed to the acousto-
optic cell to travel across the acousto-optic cell to the centre of the laser beam. This delay was 
achieved by using a marker pulse from the D2045 driving the acousto-optic cell to trigger the 
D2045 driving the laser. Noise was added to both input signals using the D2045 software 
noise generator. By selecting different noise seeds the two sets of noise at the correlator 
inputs can be made different and independent. The repeat time for both signals and noise was 
I 00 I.!S. The actual integration time of the CCD array was somewhat longer, at 2.5 to 5 ms, 
taking in 25 to 50 repeats of the input, but since the noise in the synthesiser outputs repeated 
every 100 I.!S, then the effective integration time of the correlator is still 100 I.!S. This is 
discussed further in section 10.4 
Both correlators used a directly modulated diode laser for one signal input, but the 
lasers used were different. Principles were first tested using a Uniphase diode laser with a 
modulation bandwidth of approximately 20 MHz. This diode has a narrow output beam, 
with a l/e2 diameter of 0.37 mm, and therefore a beam expansion stage had to be included. 
This correlator is shown in figure 10-1. A second correlator was then built using fewer, but 
higher quality, lenses and a Spectra Diode Laboratory laser supplied by Melles Griot. 
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Figure 10-3. Photographs of the time-integrating co"e/ator using laser with internal beam expansion 
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This laser has a modulation bandwidth of approximately 300 MHz and was supplied in a 
package including controllable thermoelectric cooling, de current or output power control and 
beam cicularisation and expansion. The output beam has a maximum power of 15 m W and a 
lle2 diameter of 7 mm. Hence further beam expansion was not required, enabling a simpler 
system with fewer lenses. This correlator is shown in figures 10-2 and 10-3. The lenses were 
chosen with focal lengths of 200 and 600 mm to give a magnification of 3, so that the beam 
diameter at the CCD array was 21 mm. 
The CCD array, and all the other components, were the same for both correlators. The 
CCD array comprises 2048 elements with a pitch of 10 Jlm. Hence, the beam diameter at the 
array (21 mm) just exceeds the array length of 20.48 mm. Since the acoustic velocity in the 
acousto-optic cell is 617 ms-1, the time shift range covered by the array can readily calculated 
to be nominally 11.06 JlS. Signals with bandwidths of the order of 1 MHz will have acfs of 
the order of 1 JlS wide and hence this range of 11 JlS will comfortably include such acfs, with 
some scope for further zooming in if wider bandwidth signals are used. 
The CCD array camera was controlled by the PC via the installed Dipix P360F 
framegrabber board. This enabled the CCD array to be "read" at fixed, software controllable, 
integration periods. A programme written in the framegrabber system interpreter language 
grabbed and stored a number of frames from the CCD array on demand. A qbasic programme 
was then used to convert the data so that it could be imported into a Mathcad file for 
presentation and analysis. A sample printout of the Mathcad file is shown in appendix G. It is 
the results from the second correlator, using the higher modulation bandwidth laser with 
integral beam expansion, which are presented here, and in appendix H. 
10.2 Removal of background from ccf 
Equation 9.14 shows that the CCD array output is a spatially invariant de. level, 
proportional to the integration time plus the required ccf. This assumed uniform illumination 
of the acousto-optic cell. The laser beam incident on the acousto-optic cell has a Gaussian 
profile and hence this background level has a Guassian profile. In order to subtract it, this 
background was recorded before inserting test signals into the correlator. This is illustrated in 
figure 10-4. The upper and middle plots shows a ccf and the pre-recorded background, as 
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taken in by the Mathcad file. The lower plot shows the ccf after subsequent subtraction of the 
background. (The "wobbly" nature of this plot is a function of the print quality of the 
Mathcad output, rather than the data.) 
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Figure 10-4. A ccf(top) and pre-recorded background(middle) as taken in by Mathcadfile 
and the ccf after subtraction of the background (bottom). 
In order to ensure that the power levels were approximately the same while recording the 
background, signals were inserted with the same power levels as for the subsequent test 
signals. The signal part of the D2045 outputs were replaced by two non-harmonically related 
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tones and two different noise seeds were chosen, which were different from those used for the 
subsequent test signals. The tones would not correlate, but the noise inputs did create a noise-
noise cross correlation term equal in power to the noise-noise correlation in the subsequent 
correlation of test signals. When the background is subtracted from the ccfthis means that the 
noise-noise correlation power in the output is effectively doubled. For this experiment, 
equation 3.9, which gives the SNR at the TDFCSD output in terms of the correlator input 
SNR, must be modified to give 
(10.1) 
Clearly, this doubling of the noise-noise cross correlation power is undesirable. In a 
production system the background would be obtained by averaging over a large number of 
frames making the noise-noise cross correlation term in the recorded background as small as 
required. 
There was considerable spatial noise in the background, as can be seen from the 
centre plot of figure 10-4. This spatial noise is time invariant and arises from the 
imperfections of the optical components of the correlator. The output of the laser assembly 
itself had considerable spatial noise, possibly introduced by the anamorphic prism pair used 
to expand the beam. The lenses introduced very little noise. The largest source of spatial 
noise was the acousto-optic cell. This spatial noise varied significantly with the position of 
the cell, and the horizontal and vertical position of the cell was adjusted to minimise it. In 
principle, since this spatial noise is time invariant it will be removed completely when the 
background is subtracted. However, the experimental correlator described here was a little 
temperamental. It was constructed on an optical table and its physical length was such that it 
overhung the table at both ends (see figure 10-3). The mounts used for all the components 
had some "play" in them. In order to get sufficient power onto the CCD array a cylindrical 
lens was used to focus the laser beam onto the array. Since the array pixel size is 10 Jlm this 
tended to make the output extremely sensitive to the slightest movement or drift in the 
parameters of any component in the system. Care and continual adjustment were required to 
obtain consistent results. Hence, any recording of the background had to be made just before 
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recording the ccf with test signals. A more compact and robust brassboard version should not 
suffer these problems. 
10.3 Frequency response 
1 0.3.1 Calibration of time and frequency scales in the output 
Each data set pulled into the Mathcad file comprises a sampled time domain signal of 
2048 points. Both time and frequency scales can be established from the temporal length of 
this data set. This time was calculated above at I I .06 J.lS. This value was checked by 
inserting a I 0 MHz test tone into the correlator and adjusting the scale in the Mathcad file so 
that the peak in the TDFCSD did indeed occur at I 0 MHz. This calibration was also checked 
at a range of other frequencies from I MHz to I 6 MHz. As a result of this calibration process 
the temporal length of the captured signal was estimated to be I I .00 J.lS, a difference of 0.5% 
from the value calculated above. 
10.3.2 Measurement offrequency response 
The frequency response of the correlator was obtained by measuring the rms. 
amplitude of the output ccf for input tones, from 2 to 2 I MHz. The ccf output was processed 
using a slightly modified version of the Mathcad file shown in appendix G. The output was 
bandpass filtered using a brickwall filter with a bandwidth of 2 MHz centred on the 
frequency of the input tone, and the rms. value of the whole, I I J.lS long, ccf was then 
calculated. The results are shown in figure 10-5. The 3 dB bandwidth was approximately 16 
MHz. The quoted, double sided, bandwidth of the acousto-optic cell is 30 MHz, and so it 
would seem that the limiting component as regards bandwidth is the acousto-optic cell, as 
expected. 
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Figure 10-5. Frequency response of experimental time-integrating correlator. 
10.4 Quantisation noise at the framegrabber 
There are a number of points at which noise is added by the correlator itself, so that 
the final output SNRs will be less than those predicted for a perfect correlator in chapters 2 
and 3. The amount of temporal noise introduced by the laser and the acousto-optic cell is 
negligible, for a receiver system that includes sufficient gain to be front end noise limited. 
Noise can be expected at the CCD array itself but if the array approaches saturation before 
being read, the SNR at the CCD is quoted as 70 dB (see appendix I). This condition was 
ensured by integrating over sufficient repeats of the basic 100 1-1s outputs from the waveform 
synthesiser. The actual integration time used for the CCD array varied between 2.5 and 5 ms, 
including 25 to 50 repeats of the input. Integrating over a longer period of time reduced the 
effect of background light in the laboratory entering the array, and ensured that the array 
approached saturation before reading. This made the making of adjustments and 
measurements easier since some laboratory lights could be left on, and ensured that the SNR 
at the array output approached its quoted value of 70 dB. In a brassboard version, outside 
light would be eliminated by enclosing the correlator in a lightproof box, and the laser and 
optics would be chosen to ensure that the CCD array approached saturation after the required 
integration time. Hence, the CCD array is not a major source of noise in either the 
experimental correlator described here or in a brass board version. 
One significant source of noise in the experimental correlator described here arises 
from the time invariant spatial noise introduced by the optical components of the system. As 
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discussed earlier, perfect elimination of this spatial noise was not possible. The amount of 
noise this introduced into the output could not be quantified and was variable. Fortunately, it 
was obvious, from inspection of the ccf output after subtraction of the background, when drift 
in the correlator had led to a very poor subtraction. Results badly affected in this way could 
then be rejected. In a brassboard version, this type of noise should be negligible. 
By far the largest source of noise in the correlator is that arising from the quantisation 
involved in digitising the video signal from the CCD array in the framegrabber. The video 
signal is quantised into 256 levels, but because of the large background light level the output 
ccf signal spans no more than 50 levels (and often less). Thus, the effect of quantisation noise 
is considerable and dominates all other noise sources in the correlator. The expressions for 
the SNRs in the correlator output and in the TDFCSD can be modified to account for this. 
Signal values are passed out from the framegrabber and imported into a Mathcad worksheet 
for processing in digital form, such that the difference between quantisation levels (the 
significance of the least significant bit) is one (arbitrary) quantisation unit. The peak to peak 
range of the system is 256 quantisation units. It is readily shown that the mean square value 
(variance) of the random error due to quantisation is 1:!.
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quantisation unit. The SNR depends on the size of the output signal. The theoretical peak 
output signal power of a perfect correlator with unit gain is ( S; T. Y . If the peak amplitude 
of the output ccf as measured in the Mathcad worksheet is measured as S" qauntisation 
units, then the power gain of the correlator can be defined as 
G = (10. 2) 
We know that for a perfect correlator of unit gain the total energy of the noise-noise and 
signal-noise correlation terms (from equations 2.23 and 2.29) is, for a CW signal, 
(I 0.3) 
The total energy in a correlation section of length T. m the actual time-integrating 
y 
correlator output is 
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The energy of the quantisation noise contribution in the same ccfsection is 
r. 
12 y 
(10.4) 
(10.5) 
Following the approach taken at the start of chapter 3, we obtain the mean power of the noise 
terms in the TDFCSD by dividing by 2 Bn , to give 
+ 
24y B, 
(10.6) 
while the mean power of the signal terms in the TDFCSD is given by 
(10.7) 
so that the SNR in the TDFCSD is 
+ 
24y B, 
(1 0.8) 
= 
1 + 
Now B, (10.9) 
and hence we have 
( !) TDFCSD = 
y (B,J2 ( ~r 
B, N I 
1 + 
(10.10) 
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where S0 is obtained by measurement of the output ccf. If we take into account the 
doubling of the power of the noise-noise cross correlation discussed earlier, this becomes 
( ~) 7VFCSD = (10.11) 
2 + 
The variation in output SNR with the height of the signal acf peak, measured in number of 
quantisation levels, is shown in figure 10-6. The noise and signal bandwidths, sample length 
and zoom factor, used in figure 10-6 are as used in the experimental work. (B0 = 16 MHz, 
B5 = 4 MHz, T5 = 100 J.LS and y = 32) 
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Figure 10-6. Variation ofSNR in output TDFCSD with number ofquantisation levels 
spanned by the correlation peak, for a range of input SNRs 
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The framegrabber used, in the experimental work, to quantise the video signal from the 
CCD array used 8-bit quantisation (256 levels). Since the ccf lies on top of a large 
background level this means that the number of quantisation levels spanned by the signal 
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acf peak may be fairly small. Experimentation showed that the largest acf peak amplitude 
that could realistically be obtained, even when the inputs contained no noise, is about one 
fifth of the full quantisation range. i.e. the number of qauntisation levels spanned by the 
signal acf peak generally less than 50 and less than I 0 for lower input SNRs. Quantisation 
noise can therefore be expected to reduce the output SNR in the TDFCSD be an amount of 
the order of I dB 
10.5 Results: variation ofSNRa with SNRi 
10.5.1 Generation of inputs with specified SNR 
The Analogic D2045 arbitrary waveform generators used to generate the correlator 
inputs, have the facility to add noise of specified power and bandwidth to the output signal. 
(The settings required are explained in detail on page D-4 of the user's manual.) The 
spectrum of the noise is not flat and takes the form 
ENBW 
(10.12) = 
where V,ms is therms amplitude, ENBW is the "effective noise bandwidth", T is the sample 
period of the generator, and D is an integer constant. Setting T, V,ms and the noise bandwidth 
(NBW - different from ENBW) automatically fixes the other v~ues including D. A noise 
bandwidth of 22 MHz was used ( D = 2, ENBW = 23.2 MHz) and values of V,ms were 
calculated so as to give the same noise power spectral density, at the centre frequency of the 
signal, as would arise from bandpass white noise with a bandwidth of 16 MHz. In practice 
this meant that for (e.g.) an effective input SNR of 0 dB the value of V,ms was set so that the 
total SNR 
= 0.686 = - 1.63 7 dB (I 0.13) 
where A is the signal amplitude. 1.e. since some of the noise fell outside the correlator 
bandwidth, the synthesisers were programmed to produce more noise than required so that 
the correct amount would fall within the correlator bandwidth. 
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10.5.2 Measurements taken 
In total 25 sets of data were recorded, using the time-integrating correlator shown in 
figure I 0-2, each set enabling a measurement of the SNR in the output TDFCSD. Input SNRs 
used were I 0, 6, 3, 0, -3, and -6 dB, with 4 sets of data taken at each value (and an extra set 
obtained for SNRi = 0 dB) The laser de drive current was 45 mA, and the input signals were 
based on a repeated up chirp rising in frequency from 6 to 10 MHz in 100 I!S (BT product= 
400). The signal amplitudes set on the D2045 waveform generators were set to the maximum 
values that could be used to drive the correlator without being significantly distorted in the 
input devices (laser and acousto-optic cell). For example, the levels used to provide an input 
SNR of l 0 dB were: to the laser, a signal amplitude of I V peak and an r.m.s. noise voltage of 
0.27 V and, to the RF modulator driving the acousto-optic cell, a signal amplitude of 0.1 V 
and an r.m.s. noise voltage of 0.027 V. The CCD integration time (line sync. period) was 2.5 
ms when the input SNR was I 0 dB and 4 ms for all other values of input SNR. In all 
measurements taken 2 successive frames were added so that the effective integration times of 
the CCD array were 5 and 8 ms. 
One set of graphical results is shown in appendix H for each value of input SNR - 6 
sets in all. One set is shown here for an input SNR of I 0 dB. Each data set comprised 3 pairs 
of 2048 point frames "grabbed" from the array. First the background CCD array output was 
recorded (ccfD) with the waveform generators set to produce noise using different noise 
seeds. Then the generators were set to produce the repeated up chirp, with a different pair of 
different noise seeds, and the CCD array output recorded ( ccfl ). Then the noise seeds were 
changed again, a length of coaxial cable causing a delay of approximately 60 ns was inserted 
into the acousto-optic cell input, and the CCD array output recorded again (ccf2). The two 
recorded ccfs should then have a 60 ns difference in their positions, which should be 
measurable from the slope of the differences between the phase terms of their associated 
TDFCSDs. All three pairs of CCD output frames were then converted into ASCII format and 
imported into the Mathcad file shown in appendix G. A typical set of outputs, as imported 
into the Mathcad file is shown in figure 10-7. 
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Figure 10-7. Raw outputsfromframegrabber as imported into Mathcadfi/e. 
The background (ccfO) was subtracted from the two ccfs (ccfl and ccf2). The two ccfs were 
already windowed but were windowed further to achieve a zoom factor of y = 32. The 
results of these two stages are shown in figures 10-8 and 10-9. 
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Figure 10-8. CCD array outputs after subtraction of background. 
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Figure I 0-9. ccfs after further windowing. 
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The TDFCSDs were then obtained by FFT and bandpass filtered between I and 20 MHz. The 
magnitudes ofthese TDFCSDs are illustrated in figure 10-10. 
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Figure 10-10. Magnilude ofTDFCSDs 
The SNR in the TDFCSDs were then estimated by comparing the mean square values of the 
magnitude terms of the TDFCSDs within the signal bandwidth of 6 to I 0 MHz and the 
adjacent 4 MHz band from I 0 to I4 MHz. The differences in the phase terms of the 
TDFCSDs were then calculated and a straight line fitted to the resulting phase difference 
terms in the range 6 to IO MHz, as illustrated in figure 10-Il. The time delay caused by the 
coaxial delay line was then estimated from the slope of this line. 
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10.5.3 Results: variation of SNR, with SNRi 
The results from the 25 sets of measurements of the output SNR and estimated time 
delay for the 6 different input SNRs are given in table H-1 in appendix H. Predicted values 
of output SNRs are also tabulated, calculated using equation I 0.11 to allow for 
quantisation noise. The mean measured values of output SNR, for each value of input 
SNR, are then compared with these predicted values in figure 10-12. The predicted values 
are plotted as a line, the mean measured values as points. The close agreement shown by 
figure I 0-12 gives considerable confidence in all the analysis presented here. The 
difference between measured and predicted output SNR is generally less than I dB. In the 
estimation of output SNR in the Mathcad simulation, described in detail in appendix D, the 
output SNR was seen to vary with noise seed used and to have a standard deviation of 
approximately I dB. The agreement is therefore well within the expected random 
deviation. 
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Figure I 0-12. Measured and predicted output SNRs in the TDFCSD for a range of input SN Rs 
10.6 Accuracy of time delay measurement 
Each of the 25 sets of measurements described above was used to estimate the length 
of the delay line. Table H-1 includes these measured delays. As was shown in chapter 5, the 
accuracy of estimate of this delay, or time difference of arrival (TDA), depends on the SNR 
in the TDFCSD. Equation 5.11 gives the variance of the phase errors for one TDFCSD 
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I (10.14) 
where ( ~) is the SNR in the TDFCSD. The phase terms used to estimate the time delay in 
N. 
this experiment were obtained from the phase differences between 2 TDFCSDs and hence 
their variance is doubled 
0"2 
= ~ (~) 0 (10.15) 
Using equation 5.34, 
0"2 12 y 2 
= --a m B 3 T ~ 
5 5 
(10.16) 
and noting that the phase slope m = 2 1r Id, where Id is the TDA, we obtain the variance of the 
time delay 
2 
a,J = 
3y (10.16) 
For the parameters used in this experimental work ( y = 32, B, = 4 MHz, T, = I 00 J.lS ), this 
gives the standard deviation in the time delay estimation as 
= 
1.52 X JO-IS 
(10.17) 
Substituting the measured values of ( ~) (see table H-1) into equation 10.17 gives the 
N o 
predicted standard deviation of the time delay estimation for each value of SNR at the 
correlator input. Figure I 0.13 shows the measured values of time delay plotted against the 
values of correlator input SNR used when they were obtained. The two curved lines show the 
mean estimate of time delay ( 61.1 ns ) plus and minus one predicted standard deviation of 
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the estimation. Statistically, we would expect 32% of the measured values to fall outside the 
plus or minus one standard deviation limits. 11 out of the 25 measurements ( 44 % ) do 
actually fall outside these limits, but 25 measurements is not a large enough number upon 
which to base any strong conclusions. Without obtaining a very much larger number of 
estimates, we cannot state categorically that the predicted accuracy of the TDA estimation, 
derived in chapter 5, is confirmed experimentally, but the results displayed in figure 10-13 do 
give some confidence in the analysis. 
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Figure 10-13. Estimates of delay line length plo//ed against the correlator input SNR used when the estimates 
were obtained The two curved lines show the predicted plus or minus one standard deviation in the estimates. 
10.7 Conclusions 
The experimental correlator described here was not mechanically robust but, with 
care and continual adjustment, did yield results which clearly showed that a time-
integrating acousto-optic correlator can be used to generate both the amplitude and phase 
terms of the TDFCSD. Both measurements of the SNR in the TDFCSD and the estimates 
of time delay between ccfs showed very close agreement with the predictions, once 
quantisation noise at the framegrabber had been taken into account. 
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Quantisation noise at the framegrabber was the dominant source of noise in the 
correlator and its effect was shown to be very much as predicted. It can have a significant 
effect on the SNR in the ccf and the TDFCSD and, if we want a high performance system, 
8-bit quantisation is clearly not good enough. Examination of figure I 0-6 shows that we 
need to ensure that the correlation peak spans at least 40 quantisation levels. 1 O-bit 
quantisation is the absolute minimum requirement for this, and 12-bit quantisation would 
be desirable. 12-bit quantisation would also be compatible with the 70 dB SNR at 
saturation offered by the CCD array. 
The process of getting results was slow and laborious because the waveform 
generators took some time to recompute the input signals before each ccf could be recorded 
and the signal processing was not automated. The processing of the data from the CCD 
array was carried out using Mathcad since this made the processing very easy to modify. In 
a production system, in which no further changes to the processing is required, the 
processing could be done by a real time DSP system. 
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11. Conclusions and recommendations for further work 
11.1 Conclusions 
The increasing incidence of LPI radars and communication systems using spread 
spectrum techniques presents a serious problem for existing surveillance receivers and 
ESM systems. CW signals, or pulsed signals with a high duty cycle, enable the use of low 
transmitter powers and can be very difficult to detect, particularly when power 
management techniques are employed. Crystal video receivers or radiometers cannot be 
expected to offer the required sensitivity, which is of the order of -110 dB m. The rapidly 
varying low antenna elevations of ESM systems on mobile platforms will create 
fluctuations in received noise power that will mask the weakest signals (In a receiver of 
bandwidth 500 MHz, a -110 dBm signal is equivalent to a noise temperature of 1.5 K). A 
cross correlation receiver, applying threshold detection to the ccf or TDFCSD derived from 
the outputs of two adjacent receivers, can provide the required sensitivity and the TDFCSD 
offers the additional benefits of spectral information and high resolution direction finding. 
The signals arriving at two adjacent receivers from a single point source will be 
spatially coherent, while the signals due to a uniformly distributed incoherent noise source 
will not. Hence, in a cross correlation receiver, the two sets of receiver system noise will be 
uncorrelated and the output of the correlator will contain a uniformly distributed noise 
signal made up of noise-noise, signal-noise and noise-signal cross correlations. If the input 
signal to noise ratio is not too low, the narrow time shifted acf of a signal from a point 
source can be detected against the noise background by a threshold detector. Reliable 
detection (e.g. P1a = 10-
5
, Pd = 0.99) requires a correlator output SNR of approximately 
17.5 dB. The required system sensitivity of around -110 dBm can be achieved in a system 
with a bandwidth of 1 GHz using an integration time of 10 ms. The equations for output 
SNR in the ccf are independent of the form of the spread spectrum signal and Mathcad 
simulation produces results in very close agreement with these predictions. Even in the 
absence of antenna noise fluctuations, a ccf receiver has a sensitivity advantage over the 
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radiometer of at least 1.5 dB, for CW signals. For pulsed signals a ccf receiver can obtain 
an advantage over a crystal video receiver by coherently integrating over a number of 
pulses before applying threshold detection. 
The TDFCSD, formed by windowing a small central portion of the ccf and taking 
the Fourier transform (by FFT), is the central and most important feature described in this 
work. Its use allows determination of the signal spectrum and can give better sensitivity 
than the ccf. By windowing, or applying a low pass time domain filter to the ccf, most of 
the noise is removed. This gives rise to enormous improvements in the SNR in the 
TDFCSD in comparison to the CSD derived directly from the ccf before windowing. The 
improvement is equal to the zoom factor, i.e. a zoom factor of 1 000 gives an improvement 
of 30 dB in the output SNR. The wide bandwidths (hundreds of MHz or more) of spread 
spectrum signals causes their acfs to be very narrow (of the order of 10 ns or less). 
Receiver separations of the order of a few metres may be used so that the TDA is of the 
order of a few nanoseconds at most. Hence, the narrow acf peak is not displaced far from 
the centre of the ccf and very large zoom factors, typically 1000 or more, can be used. The 
relative bandwidths of the signal and the receiver determine whether use of the TDFCSD is 
more or less sensitive than use of the ccf. In wider bandwidth systems, where B3 < 0.3 Bn, 
the TDFCSD offers greater sensitivity. The statistics of the magnitude terms in the 
TDFCSD follow Rayleigh!Ricean statistics and the output SNR required for reliable 
detection performance is 15 dB. The sensitivity offered by the TDFCSD is independent of 
receiver bandwidth. For example, a system using an integration time of 10 ms and a 
bandwidth of several GHz would have a sensitivity of approximately -112 dB m to a signal 
with a bandwidth of 100 MHz. 
Useful AOA estimation can be achieved with a receiver antenna separation of only 
one metre. Errors of the order of 5 to 10 degrees can be expected at the absolute limits of 
detection, but rapid improvements to resolutions of a small fraction of a degree can be 
expected with a modest increase in signal strength. For a signal bandwidth of 100 MHz and 
a power of -70 dBm at the surveillance receiver inputs, a 1 m baseline and an integration 
time of 10 ms can give a theoretical bearing accuracy of one thousandth of a degree! 
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The signal processing operations required to produce the TDFCSD in real time for 
wide receiver bandwidths cannot be achieved using digital electronics, but are possible 
using acousto-optic correlation. Two types of acousto-optic correlator have been 
considered in detail. An analysis of Raman-Nath diffraction, from first principles, 
demonstrates the presence of information in the zeroth diffraction order of an acousto-optic 
cell. This leads to a general theory of space-integrating acousto-optic correlators which 
explains the operation of a zeroth order correlator not explained by the analysis usually 
offered in previous work on space integrating correlators. Experimental work confirms the 
predictions made by this theory. Unfortunately, the space-integrating correlator suffers 
from a number of disadvantages making it unsuitable for use in a cross correlation 
surveillance receiver. 
The time-integrating acousto-optic correlator is ideally suited to the task of forming 
a windowed ccf in real time. It forms a true continuous correlation function and can handle 
broadband (500 MHz or more) signals. Experimental results clearly show that such a 
correlator does produce the true correlation function, that the TDFCSD can readily be 
derived from its output, and that the output SNR and TDA estimation accuracy are as 
predicted by analysis. The experimental correlator described in this thesis is a baseband 
correlator. Two such correlators are required for the analysis of the I and Q channels from 
an RF signal, and the bandwidth is limited by the Te02 acousto-optic cell used. Digital 
signal processing is carried out in Mathcad and is not real time. The correlator architecture 
that should be employed, in an operational system, is the electronic reference correlator, 
performing a complex correlation on IF signals and using a GaP acousto-optic cell. The 
output should be processed by a real time DSP system. A brassboard version of such a 
correlator, with a bandwidth of 500 MHz, is being built in the USA, though not, at present, 
with the intention of generating the TDFCSD. 
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11.2 Recommendations for further work 
11.2.1 Multiple signal sources 
Section 5.7 and appendix C demonstrated the ability of the TDFCSD to identify 
and direction find independently on two separate FMCW signals in the presence of a single 
large pulse. If a large enough receiver separation is used, it may be possible to separate 
some signals in the ccf before taking the FFT. Indeed, the ccf could be split up into a 
number of windows each one corresponding to a different AOA range. The TDFCSD for 
each window would then provide fine resolution on AOA and the ability to separate signals 
with similar AOAs but different spectra. Clearly, any system operating in a real EW 
scenario can expect to be faced with a number of LPI signals as well as a large number of 
pulses from other radars. Any signal entering the system must degrade the system's ability 
to detect other signals. The work carried out has done no more than demonstrate that it is 
possible to detect and direction find independently for multiple signals. An analysis of the 
performance of the system in the presence of multiple signals would be of considerable 
value. Such an analysis would also include a consideration of how large the separation, in 
AOA and frequency, of the signal sources must be for them to be identified separately. 
The first, and perhaps most difficult, problem would be to devise a meaningful and useful 
way of classifying multiple source performance; signals will vary in spectrum, AOA, 
power, pulse length, repetition interval. Any such evaluation of performance must be 
carried out in the context of realistic scenarios, and the best approach may be via computer 
simulation using real data. 
11.2.2 Complete prototype system 
The experimental time-integrating correlator described here demonstrated the 
principle of using an acousto-optic correlator to generate the TDFCSD. However, it was a 
laboratory base band correlator with a very limited bandwidth. As explained in chapter I 0, 
the correlator used in a real system should be an electronic reference correlator. The 
correlator being built by an American team, Anderson et al. [39,40,41 ], a brass board 
electronic reference correlator with a bandwidth of 500 MHz, is almost exactly what is 
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required. A complete system could readily be built around this correlator and field tested. 
Duplicating the work of Anderson et al. is clearly of little academic value. Anderson et al 
already have a full system that could be adapted to generate the TDFCSD and perform the 
processing described in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. It is probable that they now know 
about these techniques and it seems highly likely that they will use them and field test the 
full system in the next few years. The decision to be made is whether to wait for whatever 
results the American team release, or to commission the construction of a system in the 
UK. It would involve significant expenditure, time and effort to build a complete prototype 
system, including the RF receivers and a real time DSP sub-system. This may be 
justifiable, however, since it would give more direct access to the results and allow control 
over the field testing. 
11.2.3 Digital implementation 
This thesis has concentrated on acousto-optic correlation techniques and not 
considered digital methods. Acousto-optics offers the only current possibility of 
performing the initial cross correlation, for bandwidths of the order of GHz, in real time. 
Digital systems are getting steadily faster, however, and for smaller bandwidths digital 
correlation might be acceptable now. One common digital technique is to use FFT 
processing. Two data sets are assembled and the FFT of one data set is multiplied by the 
complex conjugate of the FFT of the other data set. The inverse FFT of this product is then 
taken to produce the ccf. This approach would require enormous data sets with very little 
prospect of real time processing. It does not produce the true continuous ccf and is also 
wasteful of effort in that it produces the whole ccf rather than just the required central 
portion. The only prospect of real time digital correlation lies in the construction of a 
continuous hardware correlator involving shift registers and digital multipliers and adders. 
Such a system would require a very large number of components. For example, a system 
with an input bandwidth of 500 MHz, a ccf window width of 50 ns and an integration time 
of 1 ms would require a system clocking at 1 GHz comprising a 50 stage shift register and 
50 multipliers to form a ccf every nanosecond and 50 circuits capable of clocking at 1 GHz 
and summing inputs over a period of 1 ms. The feasibility of building such a system 
depends on the number of levels required to quantise the input. A system using single bit 
quantisation is obviously much simpler to build than one using 8-bit quantisation (the 
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multipliers could simply be XOR gates for example). However, quantisation of the input 
can be expected to degrade the performance of the correlator. Further work is required to 
analyse and simulate the effects of using different numbers of quantisation bits. Digital 
correlator architectures could then be investigated in order to establish the optimum 
compromises between output SNR, bandwidth (speed) and complexity. 
11.2.4 Other applications 
The problem tackled in this thesis has been the military one of the detection and 
directing finding of LPI radars and communication systems. However, the techniques 
developed may have other applications. They can be applied to any situation where high 
resolution direction finding on broadband signal sources is useful. Applications might be 
found, for example, in navigation, surveying, medicine and radio astronomy. 
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Appendix A. Mathcad simulations of dual receiver cross 
correlating ESM system - single FMCW signal. 
Set sample parameters 
ie. set length of each sample, sampling frequency, and indexes to use in prosessing the signals. 
Integration time: Ts := 500 ~-ts No. of samples per data set: N := 217 N = 131072 
Sampling frequency: fs = 262.144 MHz i : = 0 .. N - 1 
Note: all times are in ~-ts and all frequencies are in MHz. 
Set receiver system parameters 
Receiver noise bandwidth: B n := 100 MHz 
I. := i 
I 
f :=_!_ 
Ts 
t :=..!. 
fs 
11 := 2 nominal noise power spectral density (this file deals in ratios and not absolute values.) 
n :=o .. N 
2 
Noise power, referred to receiver input: w crn :=~ 
Create band pass filter to simulate bandwidth of receivers 
using a iir low pass filter equivalent to a 10 pole Butterworth 
filter. 
LPF :=iirlow(butter( IO) , :so) 
Create 2 sets of A WGN of specified power and bandwidth 
"' '" gou=(N)·cr -J r, 
n 2·B 
nl :=response(na,LPF,N) 
n 
nb '" 8'"""(N)·cr -J f' 
n 2·B 
n2 :=response( nb, LPF, N) 
n 
Set up time shift between signals due to separation of receivers and direction of arrival of signals 
ta . = 0.02 ~-ts (20 ns) 
For a receiver separation of d : = 10 m, this corresponds to a direction of arrival of 
. (c·ta) 1 8a :=asm d ·deg 8a = 36.9 degrees 
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Create chirp pulses to simulate signals from 1 transmitter arriving at the 2 receivers 
A 500 )..LS chirp sweeping over 20 MHz, which could be part of an FMCW signal, is generated. For this 
simulation it is assumed that this is exactly one cycle of the FMCW signal. First set the parameters. 
Chirp centre frequency: 
Chirp bandwidth: 
Chirp time-bandwidth product: 
fca := 60 MHz 
Bsa :=20 MHz 
4 Bsa·Ts=l·IO 
Then create 2 chirp signals, one without and one with a time delay, band pass filtered as by the receivers 
. . [ [ ( Bsa ) Bsa 2]] cha(x) .= srn 2·7t· fca - T ·X+ 
2
·Ts·x ~ 
chal :=cha(t) 
[ [
2· t - Ts - ta] (2·t - ta ) cha2 := cha(t - ta)·rect + cha(t + Ts- ta)·rect ---
2·(Ts - ta) 2·ta 
cha 1 : = response( cha 1 , LPF , N) cha2 :=response( cha2 , LPF, N) 
Add noise to signals to create receiver input signals with specified SNR 
Signal to noise ratio at receiver input: SNRina :=- 15 dB 
xxxxxxxxx 
Then calculate the signal amplitude required to give this signal to noise ratio and add the signal vectors 
to the noise vectors to generate the inputs to the correlator. 
Signal Amplitude: ( 
SNRina ) 
Aa := 2· 10 10 ·Ni 
Add signals to noise sl :=Aa·chal + nl s2 :=Aa·cha2 + n2 
Display 1 )..ls of the receiver inputs. It is clear that the signals are well "buried in the noise". k :=o .. Ji._- 1 
500 
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Signal in channel! (Units: volts. Scale dependent on system gain) s ·= max(sl )·1.1 
0 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Signal in channel 2 
0 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Time in )ls 
Calculating PSD and ACF of one signal and CSD and CCF of both signals by FFf method 
PSD .=mag(FFT(sl ))2 
CSD .= (FFT(s l )·FFT(s2)J 
acf := l. Re(recenter(IFFT(PSD))) 
fs 
ccf := L Re( recenter(IFFT(CSD))) 
fs 
Estimating the signal to noise ratio in the output correlation function 
Estimate from simulation: 
(
N·max( ccf)2 ) SNRccfe . = 1 O·log 4 Lccf 
SNRccfe = 19.006 dB 
****************** 
Theoretically predicted SNRccfa 
( 
SNRina)2 
2·B ·Ts· 10 10 
= 10·log __ n_(:---SNRina-. ,..-) -
I + 2· 10 10 
SNRccfa=I9.73 dB 
****************** 
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autocorrelation function p := max( act} 1.5 
I I I I I I I I I 
-
I I I I I I I I I 
-250 -200 - 150 -100 -so 0 50 100 150 200 250 
Time shift in J..LS 
cross correlation function (magnified by 10 relative to act) p :=O.i·p 
I I I I I I I I I 
I 
I 
I I I I I I I I I 
-250 -200 - 150 -IOO -so 0 50 100 150 200 250 
Time shift in J..Ls 
Power Spectral Density p :=max(PSD} 1.5 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Frequency in ~ 
Cross Spectral Density 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Frequency in ~ 
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Selecting centraJ portion of ACF and CCF. ie time domain ftltering to reduce noise in PSD and CSD, 
for data set obtained by integration 
Bsa·Ts = 2500 
:xxxxxx 
width : = ceil (~) . ( N width) '( := 2048 start .= floor l- -
2
- : = 0 .. width - 1 
4 xxxxxx 
wac~ : = ac~ +start wee~ : = cc~ +start ._ j+1 Ts length( wacf) = 64 k : = 0 .. ceil ( wi:th) t . . -----J fs 2·'( 
Windowed acf p := max(wacf)· l.2 
I I I I I 
-o.1 -o.05 0 0.05 0.1 
Time shift in )lS 
Windowed ccf p :=0.2·p 
I I I I I 
-
I I I I I 
- 100 - so 0 50 100 
Time shift in ns 
TDFPSD : = CFFT( recenter( wacf)) Rp :=mag(TDFPSD) 
TDFCSD : = CFFT( recenter( wccf)) Re :=mag(TDFCSD) 
f := ky 
k Ts 
Th := max(Rc) ·O.S Bk : = if(R~>Th, 1 ,0) dB :=max(Rc)·B Bn :=B n 
TDFPSD p :=max(Rp)·l.2 
I I I I I I I I I 
- -
- ~ 
I I I I I I I I I 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Frequency in ~ 
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TDFCSD p :=max(Rc)o l.2 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Frequency in ~ 
Signal to noise ratio in the TDFCSD 
Estimating the signal to noise ratio in the TDFCSD 
Separating the sections ofthe TDFCSD containing the signal and just noise 
Nx 0= fca--~f. + f. ~fca+- Re. 0  ~ ( Bsa ) ( Bsa ) J k 2 k k 2 ' -k ' 
Sx : = fca- - :Sf. 0 f. :Sfca + - Re. 0 ~ ( Bsa ) ( Bsa ) J k 2 k k 2 ' le' 
From simulation (L;l B n- Bsa) SNRcsde 0= lOo log ~ o---
" 2 Bsa 
L NX 
SNRcsde = 17 dB 
From theory 
(
Bn)2 ( _s~)2 
Yo- 0 10 
SNRcsda := 10olog ____;_B_sa....:.._ __ _ 
SNRina 
SNRcsda = 1608 dB 
1 + 2°10 10 
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Estimating Phase Slope of the TDFCSD 
P := phasecor(phase(TDFCSD)) - phasecor(phase(TDFPSD)) 
Selecting appropriate part of bandwidth from application of threshold to the TDFCSD 
~ := k width :=l:B 
. ( width) start :=cell centre - -
2
-
~ 
tr 
·- L(B·K) 
cen e . - ~L=-B___e_ 
end :=floor ( centre + wi:th) start= 13 end= 16 
Selecting appropriate part ofTDFCSD and calculating its phase slope (using a-priori knowledge of the signal 
bandwidth). 
. [( Bsa) Ts ] starta : = ce1l fca - 2 ·---; . [( Bsa ) Ts] enda .=floor fca + 2 ·---; starta = 13 
starta·r Fstarta .=--
Ts 
inda : = 0 .. enda - starta 
F d ._ enda·Y en a .- --
Ts 
~ ._ inda·Y la - --inda · Ts 
Fstarta = 53.248 
Da. d :=P. d m a m a+starta 
enda = 17 
Fenda = 69.632 
ma := slope(fa , Da) ea := intercept( fa , Da) P11. :=ea - fstarta·ma + fk·ma painda :=ea + fainda'ma 
Displaying phase slope of Time Domain Filtered Cross Spectral Density, with calculated straight line fit. 
Phase ( radians ) 
20.--~.----.--~---.---.----.---.,---~---.---. 
-IOL---~---L--~---L---~---L--~~--~---L--~ 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Frequency ( MHz ) 
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Phase ( radians ) 
9 .-----~-------r------~------r-----~------~-------r------,-----~ 
52 54 56 58 60 
Calculating TDA from phase slope (and error in TDA): 
tae := ma 
2·7t 
tae = 0.02035 ta =0.02 
Calculating AOA and error in AOA estimation: 
. . (c·tae ) 180 9ae .= asm - d - ·--;- 9ae =37.62 Sa= 36.87 
Predicted standard deviation of angle of arrival error 
crae .= ~-----------c _________ 180 ~~ 7t·d·cos(9a)·B n·fact(SNRina) 1t 
Convert times from l..lS to ns, for summary 
62 64 66 68 70 
Frequency ( MHz ) 
~ta · 103 = 0.35 ns 
~ea := 9ae- Sa ~ea = 0.75 degrees 
crae = 3.137 degrees 
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Summary 
Sample length /)ls Ts =500 
Sampling frequency I MHz fs =262.144 
Number of data points per signal N = 131072 
Noise bandwidth IMHz 
Oversampling factor 
Signal centre frequency fca =60 
Signal bandwidth IMHz Bsa =20 
Input SNR /dB SNRina = - IS 
Estimated SNR in the ccf /dB SNRccfe = 19.006 
Predicted SNR in the ccf /dB SNRccfa = 19.7 
Zoom factor y =2048 
Estimated SNR in TDFCSD /dB SNRcsde = 17 
Predicted SNR in TDFCSD /dB SNRcsda = 16.8 
Receiver separation /m d= 10 
Actual Time Difference of Anival Ins ta =20 
Estimated TDA Ins tae =20.347 
Error in TDA estimation I ns .1ta =0.347 
Actual angle of anival /degrees ea= 36.87 
Estimated angle of arrval /degrees 9ae =37.62 
Error in AOA estimation I degrees .19a = 0.75 
Predicted s.d. of AOA estimation error crae =3. 137 
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Appendix B. Mathcad simulation of dual receiver cross 
correlating ESM system - single biphase signal coded 
by a maximal length sequence 
Set sample parameters 
ie. set length of each sample, sampling frequency, and indexes to use in prosessing the signals. 
Integration time: Ts := 500 j..ls No. of samples per data set: N := 2 17 N = 131072 N fs := -
Ts 
Sampling frequency: fs = 262.144 MHz i :=o .. N - 1 r. :=i 
I 
f :=_!_ 
Ts 
N 
n :=o .. -
Note: all times are in 1-1s and all frequencies are in MHz. 
Set receiver system parameters 
Receiver noise bandwidth: Bn := 100 MHz 
11 := 2 nominal noise power spectral density (this file deals in ratios and not absolute values.) 
Noise power, referred to receiver input: w crn : =~ 
Create band pass filter to simulate bandwidth of receivers 
using a iir low pass filter equivalent to a l 0 pole Butterworth 
filter. 
LPF : = iirlow (butter( 1 0) , ~:) 
Create 2 sets of A WGN of specified power and bandwidth 
na := gaussn(N)·cr ·J fs 
n 2·Bn 
nl ·= response(na, LPF, N) n2 = response( nb , LPF , N) 
Set up time shift between signals due to separation of receivers and direction of arrival of signals 
Approximate time delay ta :=0.02 J..IS ( 20 ns) 
For a receiver separation of d . = l 0 m, this corresponds to a diretion of arrival of 
. (C·'ta) l 
e a :=asm d . deg ea = 36.9 degrees 
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Create a pair of maximal length sequence bipbase coded signals to simulate signal from a transmitter 
arriving at the 2 receivers 
Time delay del : = floor( ta · fs) del =5 Actual time delay 
ActualAOA . . (c·'ta ) l Sa .=asm d ·deg Sa = 34.9 degrees 
Code chip rate re : = 10 No. of samples per chip k : = fs 
Carrier frequency fca : = 50 No. of chips in sample 
Chip index j :=o .. Ts·rc - 1 
re 
3 Ts·rc = 5•10 
. del 
•a .=-
fs 
k = 26.214 
No. of stages in shift register n :=J2 Sequence length 2n- 1 =4095 
Initialise shift registers Xj : = if(j <n, 1 , 0) 
•a =0.019 
Bsa := l ·rc 
Unipolar to bipolar conversion X := (2·X - 1) length( X) = 5000 
T 
X = ( 1 - I I - 1 I I - I 1 - I - I - I I - I I - 1 I -I I 
Generate modulating bipolar signal chip I. : = xn ( i) I oor-
k 
Generate the two signals as received (excluding noise) 
cha I := (chip l ·sin(2·7t·fca·t)) 
cha 1 : = response( cha 1 , LPF , N) 
Display portion of two signals 
2 
0 0.2 0.4 
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cha2i : = if(i <del, 0, cha I i _del) 
cha2 : = response( cha2, LPF, N) 
m :=o .. __!i_- 1 
250 
sig1m := chalm + 1.5 sig2m := cha2m - 1.5 
0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
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Add noise to signals to create receiver input signals with specified SNR 
Signal to noise ratio at receiver input: SNRina :=- 12 dB 
xxxxxxxxx 
Then calculate the signal amplitude required to give this signal to noise ratio and add the signal vectors 
to the noise vectors to generate the inputs to the correlator. 
Signal Amplitude: ( 
SNRina ) 
Aa = 2· 10 10 · N i 
Add signals to noise sl := Aa·chal + nl s2 :=Aa·cha2 + n2 
Display 1 1-LS of the receiver inputs. It is clear that the signals are well "buried in the noise". 
Signal in channel 1 (Units: volts. Scale dependent on system gain) s := max(sl )·1.1 
0 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
Signal in channel 2 
0 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
k :=o .. Ji._- 1 
500 
0.9 
0.9 
Time ( 1-LS) 
Calculating PSD and ACF of one signal and CSD and CCF of both signals by FFf method 
PSD :=mag(FFT(sl))2 
CSD := (FFT(sl )·FFT(s2)) 
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acf := J.. Re(recenter(IFFT(PSD))) 
fs 
ccf : = L Re( recenter( IFFT ( CSD) ) ) 
fs 
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Estimating the signal to noise ratio in the output correlation function 
Estimate from simulation: 
Theoretically predicted 
SNRccfe := 10·log(N·m~ccf)2) 
2::ccf2 
i ( SNRina)2 SNRccfa := 10·1o 2-Bn·Ts· 10 IO ( SNRina) 1 + 2· 10 IO 
autocorrelation function p : = max( act)· 1.2 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I 
--2SO -:zoo -ISO - IOo -so 0 so 
cross correlation function (magnified by 10 relative to act) p := 0.1·p 
I I 
I I 
--2SO -:zoo - ISO 
Power Spectral Density 
0 IO 20 
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I I 
1 l 
-IOO -so 
p := max(PSD)· l.5 
30 40 
., 
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I 
I 
0 
n :=o .. N 
2 
so 
I 
I 
so 
60 
SNRccfe = 25.212 dB 
****************** 
SNRccfa =25.48 dB 
****************** 
I I I 
I I I 
IOO ISO 200 2SO 
Time shift in ~s 
I I I 
I I I 
IOO ISO 200 2SO 
Time shift in ~s 
70 80 90 IOO 
Frequency in ~ 
I2/I5/9S 
Cross Spectral Density 
90 100 
Frequency in ~ 
Selecting central portion of ACF and CCF. ie time domain fdtering to reduce noise in PSD and CSD, 
for data set obtained by integration 
Bsa·Ts = 1250 
4 
Windowed acf 
-1l.2 
Windowed ccf 
xxxxxx 
y := 1024 
xxxxxx 
wee~ : = cc~ + start 
p :=max(wacf} 1.2 
-1J.l5 -o.l 
p :=0.2·p 
TDFPSD := CFFT(recenter(wacf)) 
TDFCSD := CFFT(recenter(wccf)) 
f. := ky 
k Ts 
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Th :=max(Rc)·0.5 
width := ceil(~) . (N width) start .=floor Z- - 2- j : = 0 .. width - 1 
. j + 1 Ts 
't· .=----
) fs 2·Y 
length( wacf) = 128 k : = 0 .. ceil ( wi;th) 
-o.o5 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 
Time shift in )ls 
Time shift in ns 
Rp :=mag(TDFPSD) 
Re :=mag(TDFCSD) 
dB = max(Rc)· B 
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TDFPSD p :=max(Rp)·1.2 
TDFCSD p :=max(Rc)· l.2 
,-
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
70 80 90 100 
Frequency in MHz 
·······························································································/ .................................................................................................................... . 
0 10 20 30 40 
I I 
50 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
60 70 80 90 100 
Frequency in MHz 
Signal to noise ratio in the TDFCSD 
Separating the sections of the TDFCSD containing the signal and just noise 
5000 
s~ 
Nxk 
.··. 0 . ..... 
0 
From simulation 
From theory 
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Sx . = fca - - :5.[ · f. ::>fca + - Re. 0 1 ( Bsa ) ( Bsa) ] k 2 k k 2 , -~.: · 
20 40 60 80 
. (I;! Bn - Bsa ) SNRcsde .= 1 O·log ~·- -
" 2 Bsa 
L NX 
r· ( Bn )2· Co s~ar 
Bsa SNRcsda . = I O·lo 
SNRina 
1 + 2· 10 10 
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100 120 140 
SNRcsde = 19.9 dB 
SNRcsda = 25.6 dB 
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Estimating Phase Slope of the TDFCSD 
P . = phasecor( phase( TDFCSD)) - phasecor( phase( TDFPSD)) 
Selecting appropriate part of bandwidth from application of threshold to the TDFCSD 
width :=L:B 
~ 
L(B·K) 
centre := ~=----"-
LB 
. ( width) start . = cetl centre- -
2
-
. ( width) end . =floor centre + -
2
- start= 22 end =26 
Selecting appropriate part ofTDFCSD and calculating its phase slope (using a-priori knowledge of the signal 
bandwidth). 
. .1[ (fi Bsa) Ts ] starta . = cet ea - 2 ·--:; [ ( Bsa ) Ts] enda .=floor fca + 2 ·--:; starta = 22 
Fstarta = starta·r 
Ts 
inda . = 0 .. enda - starta 
F d _ enda·'Y en a .---
Is 
~ _ inda·'Y la. .---
tnda Ts 
Fstarta = 45.056 
Da. d :=P. d 
rn a m a + starta 
enda =26 
Fenda = 53.248 
m a · = slope( fa, Da) ea : = intercept( fa , Da) P\ :=ea - f5tarta· m a + fk· m a painda : = ea + fainda m a 
Displaying phase slope of Time Domain Filtered Cross Spectral Density, with calculated straight line fit. 
Phase in radians 
20.----------.-l---------.-l---------~-----------r-l---------, 
-~o~-----~~-----~~~-----~~-----~~------~ 
0 20 40 60 80 100 
Frequency in MHz 
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Phase in radians 
6 
5.5 
45 46 47 48 49 50 
Calculating TDA from phase slope (and error in TDA): 
tae := ma 
2·1t 
tae =0.01913 ta=0.01907 
Calculating AOA and error in AOA estimation: 
~ta :=tae - ta 
51 52 53 
Frequency in ~ 
~ta· 103 =0.05 ns 
e ._ . (c·tae ) 180 ae .-asm - - ·-
d 1t 
eae = 35.019 ea = 34.904 ~ea : = eae - ea ~ea = 0.114 degrees 
Predicted standard deviation of angle of arrival error 
·-~ c 180 
crae .- ~~·7t·d· cos(ea) ·Bn·fact(SNRina)·-;- crae = - 1.597 degrees 
Convert times from llS to ns, for summary 
54 
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Summary 
Sample length /j.ls 
Sampling frequency I MHz 
Number of data points per signal 
Noise bandwidth IMHz 
Oversampling factor 
Signal centre frequency 
Signal bandwidth IMHz 
Input SNR /dB 
Estimated SNR in the ccf /dB 
Predicted SNR in the ccf /dB 
Zoom factor 
Estimated SNR in TDFCSD /dB 
Predicted SNR in TDFCSD /dB 
Receiver separation /m 
Actual Time Difference of Arrival I ns 
Estimated TDA/ns 
Error in TDA estimation Ins 
Actual angle of arrival /degrees 
Estimated angle of arrval /degrees 
Error in AOA estimation I degrees 
Predicted s.d. of AOA estimation error 
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Ts = 500 
fs =262.144 
N = 131072 
Bn = 100 
~=1.3 
2·Bn 
fca =50 
Bsa = 10 
SNRina = - 12 
SNRccfe = 25.212 
SNRccfa = 25.5 
y = 1024 
SNRcsde = 19.9 
SNRcsda = 25.6 
d= 10 
t a = 19.073 
tae = 19.128 
~•a =0.055 
ea = 34.904 
eae =35.019 
~ea =0.114 
crae = - 1.597 
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Appendix C. Mathcad simulation of dual receiver cross 
correlating ESM system - 2 FMCW signals with an 
interfering pulse. 
Set sample parameters 
ie. set length of each sample, sampling frequency, and indexes to use in prosessing the signals. 
Integration time: T s : = 50 ~s No. of samples per data set: N : = 2 13 N = 8192 
Sampling frequency: f s = 163.84 MHz i := 0 .. N - 1 I. : = i 
I 
Note: all times are in ~s and all frequencies are in MHz. 
Set receiver system parameters 
Receiver noise bandwidth: B n : = 80 MHz 
f :=-1 
Ts 
t ·- I .--
fs 
ll := 2 nominal noise power spectral density (this file deals in ratios and not absolute values.) 
Noise power, referred to receiver input: 
Create band pass filter to simulate bandv .. idth of receivers 
using a iir low pass filter equivalent to a 10 pole Butterworth 
filter. 
Create 2 sets of A WGN of specified power and bandwidth 
N · = 1 6•108 W I . 
nl = response(na ,LPF , N) n2 : = response( nb , LPF, N) 
ern :=~ 
Set up time shift between signals due to separation of receivers and direction of arrival of signals 
'ta :=0.02 ~s (20 ns) 'tb :=- 0.01 ~s ( -I Ons) 
For a receiver separation of d : = 1 0 m, this corresponds to a diretion of arrival of 
. . (c ·'ta) 1 
e a .= asm d .deg ea= 36.9 degrees . ( C·'tb ) 1 eb :=as m d · deg 8b = - 17.5 degrees 
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Create a set of chirp pulses to simulate signals from 2 transmitters arriving at the 2 receivers 
A 500 jls chirp sweeping over 10 MHz, which could be part of an FMCW signal, is generated. For this 
simulation it is assumed that this is exactly one cycle of the FMCW signal. First set the parameters. 
Chirp centre frequencies: fca : = 25 MHz fcb := 65 MHz 
Chirp bandwidth: Bsa : = 20 MHz Bsb := 10 MHz 
Chirp time-bandwidth product: Bsa · T s = I 000 Bsb·T s =500 
Then create 2 chirp signals, one without and one with a time delay, band pass filtered as by the receivers 
. . [ [ ( Bsa) Bsa 2]] cha(x) .= sm 2·7t· fca- 2 ·x + 2. T s·x ---7 chal :=cha(t) 
[ [
2·t - Ts-ta ] ( ) ( 2·t - 'ta ) 
cha2 := cha(t - 'ta)-rect ( ) + cha t + T s- 'ta ·rect 
2· T s - ta 2·'ta 
. [ [( Bsb) Bsb 2]] chb(x) .=sm 2·7t· fcb - 2 ·x + 2·T s ·x ---7 chbl =chb(t) 
[ [
2·t - Ts - 'tb l (2·t - 'tb) 
chb2 := chb(t - 'tb) ·rect ( ) + chb (t + Ts - 'tb) ·rect 
2· Ts - 'tb 2·'tb 
cha I : = response( cha I , LPF, N) cha2 :=response( cha2, LPF, N) 
chb I := response( chb I , LPF, N) chb2 · = response( chb2, LPF , N) 
Generate interfering pulse, at frequency 30 MHz and 1 jls long 
tla : = 30 wa : = 1 'tla .= O.OI . (x - 0 .25·T s) Inta(x) .=sm(2·7t·fla·x)-rect wa 
------7 
intal := Inta(t) inta2 : = Inta( t - 'tla) 
inta 1 :=response( inta 1 , LPF , N) inta2 : = response( inta2, LPF, N ) 
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Add noise to signals to create receiver input signals with specified SNR 
Signal to noise ratios at receiver input: 
SNRina :=-7 dB 
xxxxxxxxx 
SNRinb :=- 10 dB 
xxxxxxxxx 
SNRla : = 30 dB 
xxxxxxxxx 
Then calculate the signal amplitude required to give this signal to noise ratio and add the signal vectors 
to the noise vectors to generate the inputs to the correlator. 
Signal Amplitudes: ( 
SNRina ) 
Aa := 2· 10 10 ·Ni ( 
SNRinb ) 
Ab := 2· 10 10 ·Ni 
Add signals and interfering pulse to noise 
si := Aa·chal + Ab·chb1 + Ba·intal + nl 
s2 := Aa·cha2 + Ab·chb2 + Ba·inta2 + n2 
Display 1 j.ls of the receiver inputs. It is clear that the signals are well "buried in 
the noise", and that the interfering pulse dommates. k :=o .. N - 1 
I 
Signal in channel I (Units: volts. Scale dependent on system gain) 
0 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Signal in channel 2 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
Time in llS 
Calculating PSD and ACF of one signal and CSD and CCF of both signals by FIT method 
PSD :=mag(FFT(s1 ))2 
CSD := (FFT(s1 ) ·FFT(s2)J 
APP-c.MCD-3 
acf :=_!_.Re( recenter( IFFT( PSD))) 
fs 
ccf := _!_. Re(recenter(IFFT( CSD) ) ) 
fs 
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. . 0 N J .= .. -
2 
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Displaying CSD, dominated by interfering pulse 
4'107 I I I I I I I I 
jCSDjj 2'107 ..... 
0 I I I I I I l 
0 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 
f. 
J 
Pass signal through square law detector and video fdter to locate pulse temporaUy 
Generating video filter and then passing squared signal through that filter. Displaying filter output 
with threshold to be applied. 
VF : = iirlow (butter( 2) , fl J v : = response (~, VF 'N) 
I I I I I I 
f-
0 
0 s 10 IS 20 25 30 
Applying threshold detector: vs i : = if( vi >th , I , 0) 
Estimating width of pulse: ._ L:vs w .--- w = 1.236 
f s·l.2 
Estimating position of centre of pulse delay := 0.3 
-----7 
. L(l·vs) 
cg .= - delay 
f s·Lvs 
I I 
35 40 
cg = 12.469 
-
90 
I 
4S 
Determining time range over . w w vs i : = it[ ( st <tJ ( t; <end) , 1 , 0 J st .=cg-- end := cg+-
which to apply notch filter 2 2 
and displaying 
2 I I I I I I I 
-
~.~~~ ------L-~ ---~'------~~-------~~------~~------1~ 
11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 
( . 
I 
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Separating out sections of input signals to which notch filter should be applied 
sl :=si - pulse I 
pulse2i 
s2. 
I 
10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 
t . 
I 
13 
Calculating spectrwn of interfering pulse and deriving parameters for notch filter 
13.5 
s2 : = s2 - pulse2 
14 14.5 
. . 0 N J .= .. -
2 
J. := j 
J 
P := FFT(pulsel) P := mag(P) TH := 1000 PTj := if(Pj> TH, 1, 0 ) 
Centre frequency: 
p. 
J 
PT.·3·Tii 
J 
Tii 
5000 1-
I 
F = 29_97 Bandwidth: 
I I I I 
Generating notch filter, and displaying its frequency response 
I 
w :=LPT 
Ts 
I 
otc . = 1rrstop utter ) , --,--N hF .. (b (2 F - W F + W) 
fs fs 
x := o.o.ooi.. o.s 
lsain(NotchF, x) l 
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w =2.48 
I 
-
15 
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Filtering section of signals containing pulse and adding back to signals 
si :=si+ (response(pulsel ,NotchF,N)·win) s2 := s2 + (response(pulse2,NotchF ,N}win) 
Clipping to remove "rabbit's ears" . 
clip := 3·cr n 
Signal in channel I (Units: volts. Scale dependent on system gain) s := max(sl ) ·1.5 
0 
10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 
Signal in channel 2 (Units: volts. Scale dependent on system gain) 
0 
10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 
Calculating PSD and ACF of one signal and CSD and CCF of both signals by FIT method 
PSD :=mag(FFT(s l ))2 
CSD := (FFT(sl ) ·FFT(s2 J 
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acf := __!_ . Re(recenter( IFFT(PSD))) 
fs 
ccf : =__!_.Re( recenter( IFFT( CSD))) 
fs 
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Estimating the signal to noise ratio in the output correlation function 
Estimate from simulation: SNR := 10.1 (N·max(ccti) ccfe og -----7 
Lccf2 
Theoretically predicted 
l ( SNRina)2 2·B ·T · 10 IO SNRccfa := IO·lo n s( SNRina) 1 + 2· 10 IO 
l ( SNRinb)2 2·B ·T · 10 IO SNRccfb := IO·lo n s( ) SNRinb 1+2· 10 IO 
Displays p :=max(acf} 1.5 
autocorrelation function 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
-2S --20 - Is -IO -s 0 s 
:= .E p 
5 
cross correlation function (magnified by 5 relative to acf) 
I I I I I I 
.... L ,.J.,L!L 
I .. , 
I I I I I I 
-2s 
--20 - Is - IO - s 0 s 
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I 
I 
IO 
I 
I 
IO 
SNR ccfe =23.879 dB 
****************** 
SNRccfa =23.57 dB 
****************** 
SNRccfb = 18.24 dB 
****************** 
.. 0 N J .= .. -
2 
I I 
I I 
IS 20 2S 
Time shift in J..IS 
I I 
"'' 
" 
I I 
IS 20 25 
Time shift in J..Ls 
I21I5/95 
0 10 20 30 
0 10 20 30 
40 so 
40 so 
60 
60 
70 
Frequency in ~ 
70 
Frequency in ~ 
Selecting central portion of ACF and CCF. ie time domain faltering to reduce noise in PSD and CSD, 
for data set obtained by integration 
XXXXXX . N 
y : = 128 J : = 0 .. - - 1 
xxxxxx y 
. j + 1 T s 
t . . =----
J f s 2·Y 
Windowed acf 
wacf. : = ac( N ( 1) J J+-· 1--
2 .., 
wccf. : = ccf N ( 1) 
J h2· 1 - ~ 
80 
80 
~------~ ------~ --~--~--~~~--~----~---~ --------1 ----_, 
I I I I I I I 
--o.l5 --o.l --o.os 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 
T irne shift in lls 
Windowed ccf 
- 150 - too - so 0 50 lOO 150 
Time shift in ns 
TDFPSD :=FFT(recenter(wacf)) R p := mag( TDFPSD) 
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r 
TDFCSD : = FFT( recent er( wccf)) 
k :=o .. __!:i_ 
2·Y 
TDFPSD 
0 
TDFCSD 
0 
10 
10 
f. ·= ky k " 
Ts 
20 
20 
Signal to noise ratio in the TDFCSD 
Y·- · 10 
R c : = mag( TDFCSD) 
fs 
Th :=mean(R c)· 
2
_B ·1 
n 
30 40 
30 40 
50 
50 
(
B 0)2 ( _s~)2 
SNRcsda : = 1 O·log ___,__B_sa-'--------
SNRina 
SNRcsda = 17.7 
SNRcsdb : = 1 O·lo 
1 +2· 10 10 
( 
B )2 ( SNRinb )2 
Y· ~ . 10 10 
Bsb 
SNRinb 
1 + 2·10 10 
Estimating Phase Slopes in the TDFCSD 
SNRcsdb = 18.3 
P := phasecor(phase(TDFCSD)) - phasecor(phase(TDFPSD)) 
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60 70 80 
Frequency in ~ 
60 70 80 
Frequency in ~ 
dB 
dB 
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Selecting appropriate parts of TDFCSD and calculating its phase slope 
(using a-priori knowledge of the signal bandwidth). 
. . [ ( Bsa) T s ] starta . = cell fca - 2 ·----; . [ ( Bsa) T s] enda . = floor fca + 2 ·----; 
. [ ( Bsb) T s ] startb : = ce1l fcb - 2 ·----; . [ ( Bsb) T s] en db . = floor fcb + 2 ·----; 
starta =6 
startb = 24 
Fstarta := starta·'Y F d ._ enda·'Y en a .--- Fstarta = 15.36 
Ts 
F tartb . _ startb· 'Y s .----
Ts 
inda : = 0 .. end a - starta 
in db : = 0 .. en db - startb 
Ts 
Fendb .= endb·'Y 
Ts 
~ . _ inda·'Y 
lainda . - - T-
S 
fb ·= indb·'Y indb · T 
s 
Fstartb =61.44 
Da. da :=P. d 
10 10 a t- starta 
enda = 13 
endb = 27 
Fenda = 33.28 
Fendb =69.12 
mb := slope(fb ,Db) cb := intercept(fb ,Db) Pbk := cb - fstartb·mb + fk·mb pbindb := cb + fbindb·mb 
Displaying phase slopes of Time Domain Filtered Cross Spectral Density, with calculated straight line fit. 
Phase in radians 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Frequency in MHz 
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in radians 
14 16 18 20 22 
in radians 
2 
6 1 62 63 64 65 
Calculating TDAs from phase slopes (and error in TDAs): 
'tae := ma 
2·1t 
•be := mb 
2·1t 
'tae =0.01542 
•be =-Q.01218 
'ta =0.02 
'tb =-Q.01 
Calculating AOAs and errors in AOA estimation: 
24 
. (c·•ae) 180 
eae :=asm - d- ·-;- eae = 27.562 ea = 36.87 
eb ._ . (c·'tbe) 180 e .-asm -- ·-
d 7t 
ebe=-21.43 1 eb = - 17.458 
Predicted standard deviation of angle of arrival error 
crae := ~------c _____ 180 ~~ 7t·d·cos(ea)·B 0 -fact(SNRina) 1t 
crbe := ~. _____ c _____ 180 
~~ 7t·d·cos(eb)·B n·fact(SNRinb) 1t 
Convert times from 11s to ns, for summary 
26 28 
66 67 
c =300 
~ea : = eae- ea 
~eb =ebe - eb 
crae = 1.965 
crbe = 21.058 
•a :=•a· 103 •ae :=•ae· I03 ~'ta : =~ta- 103 •b :=•b· 103 'tbe :=•be- 103 
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30 32 34 
Frequency in MHz 
68 69 70 
Frequency in MHz 
ns 
ns 
~ea = - 9.308 
~eb = - 3.973 
degrees 
degrees 
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Summary 
Sample length / fls T s =50 
Sampling frequency I MHz f s = 163.84 
Number of data points per signal N =8192 
Noise bandwidth IMHz Bn =80 
Oversampling factor fs 
--= 1 
2·Bn 
Signal bandwidth IMHz Bsa =20 Bsb = 10 
Input SNR /dB SNRina =-7 SNRinb =-10 
Predicted SNR in the ccf /dB SNRccfa = 23.6 SNRcctb = 18.2 
Zoom factor y= 128 
Predicted SNR in TDFCSD /dB SNRcsda = 17.7 SNRcsdb = 18.3 
Receiver separation /m d = 10 
Actual Time Difference of Anival I ns ta =20 tb =-10 
Estimated TDA Ins tae = 15.423 tbe =-12.179 
Error in TDA estimation Ins £\ta = -4.577 £\tb = --2.179 
Actual angle of arrival /degrees 9a = 36.87 9b = - 17.458 
Estimated angle of arrval /degrees 9ae =27.562 Sbe=--21.431 
Error in AOA estimation I degrees t.9a = - 9.308 t.9b = - 3.973 
Predicted s.d. of AOA estimation error crae = 1.965 crbe = 21 .058 
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Appendix D. Estimation of SNR in Mathcad simulation 
Simulation of dual receiver cross correlating ESM system using frequency domain correlation, for one 
FMCW signal. Cut down version repeated many times to obtain output SNRs for different noise seeds 
Set sample parameters 
ie. set length of each sample, sampling frequency, and indexes to use in prosessing the signals. 
Integration time: Ts :=soo J..ls No. of samples per data set: N : = 131072 f : = __!i_ 
s T 
s 
Sampling frequency: f s = 262.144 MHz i : = 0 .. N - I Ii : = i 
Set receiver system parameters 
f :=-I 
Ts 
Receiver centre frequency: f c : = 50 MHz Receiver noise bandwidth: 
n := o .. N 
2 
B n := IOOMHz 
11 := 2 nominal noise power spectral density (this file deals in ratios and not absolute values.) 
Noise power, referred to receiver input: 
Create band pass filter to 
simulate bandwidth of receivers 
Create 2 sets of A WGN of specified power and bandwidth 
cr n :=~ 
Set up time shift between signals due to separation of receivers and direction of arrival of signals 
Choose nominal values, which can easily be changed and calculate the time difference of anival of 
the signal at the two receivers. It is this time difference of anival that the system will attempt to 
determine from the signals, at negative signal to noise ratios, aniving at the receivers. 
Receiver separation d : = I 0 m Direction of anival 9 : = I 0· deg 
T. d 1 ·- d·sin(9) 106 une e ay t d . - · 
c 
!lS 't d = 0.006 
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Create a set of chirp pulses to simulate signal from a transmitter arriving at the 2 receivers 
A 500 ~s chirp sweeping over I 0 MHz, which could be part of an FMCW signal, is generated. 
First we set the parameters. 
Chirp centre frequency: 
Chirp length: T :=T p s 
fo := 50 MHz Chirp bandwidth: B p : = 10 MHz 
Chirp time-bandwidth product: B p · T p = 5000 
Then we create 2 chirp signals, one without and one with a time delay, filtered as by the receivers 
ch(x) =sin[ 2 • [ (ro-82P) x+ 28 ip" ]] chl := Re(IFFT((FFT( ch(t) ) · Fii))) 
Add noise to signals to create receiver input signals with specified SNR 
First specify the signal to noise ratio: Signal to noise ratio at receiver input: SNRin : =- 16 dB 
**************** 
Then calculate the signal amplitude required to give this signal to noise ratio and add the signal vectors 
to the noise vectors to generate the inputs to the correlator. 
Signal Amplitude: ( SNRin ) A := 2· 10 10 ·N i Add signals to noise si := Achl + nl 
s2 := Ach2 + n2 
Calculating CSD and CCF by FFI' method 
CSD := (FFT(sl )·FFT(s2)J ccf : =_!_·Re( recenter( IFFT( CSD))) 
fs 
Estimating the signal to noise ratio in the output correlation function 
Estimate from simulation: 
Theoretically predicted 
signal to noise ratio: 
APP-D.MCD-2 
SNR ccr ·= IO· log(N·m~cf)2) 
Lccf 
SNR ccf := IO·lo 
( SNRin)2 2·B ·T 2 · 10 10 n p 
( SNRin) T s + 2· T p. 10 10 
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****************** 
SNR ccf= 17.79 dB 
****************** 
12115195 
Selecting central portion of ACF and CCF. ie time domain filtering to reduce noise in PSD and CSD, 
for data set obtained by integration 
xxxxxx 
y = 1024 j : = 0 .. N - 1 
xxxxxx y 
._ j + l Ts 
't· .-----
J f s 2·Y wccf : =cc~ N ( 1) J J+-· 1--2 'Y 
p := max(wccf)· 1.2 
Windowed ccf 
-o.2 -o.15 -il.1 -o.os 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 
Time shift ( Jls) 
TDFCSD := (FFT(recenter(wccf))) Re :=mag(TDFCSD) length(Rc) =65 p :=max(Rc) ·1.2 
k :=o .. __!i_ 
2·Y 
TDFCSD 
0 
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f := ky 
k T 
s 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Frequency ( MHz ) 
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Estimating the signal to noise ratio in the TDFCSD 
Separating the sections of the TDFCSD containing the signal and just noise 
Sxk := 1 (fo - 0.45·B p <fk) · (fk <fo + 0.45·B p) ,R ck' 0 J 
Ni xk := 1 (fo - 0.5l ·B p <fk) · (fk <fo + 0.5l·B p ), O,R ck] Nxk := if(fk~B n , Nlxk, O) 
binsk :=if( Sxk>O, I , 0) countS : = Lbins 
binnk := if(Nxk>O, I ,0) countN :=l:binn 
countS =4 
countN =44 
Estimate from simulation: SNR := 10·Io1 (L:~). countN] 
CSD ( ~) countS 
L(Nx2) 
Theoretically predicted value: 
SNR CSD := lO·lo 
APP-D.MCD-4 
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SNRin 
I + 2·10 10 
I 
-
I 
120 
SNR CSD = I5.728 
****************** 
SNR CSD = 17.89 
12/15/95 
The results obtained from 20 repeats of the simulation, using a different "randomize" seed 
each time are shown in table D-1 
Randomize seed SNRcct (dB) SNRroFcso ( dB) SNRTDFCSD ( dB) 
1 17.40 19.36 19.60 
2 18.94 18.14 19.22 
3 17.29 18.12 19.16 
4 18.30 17.21 17.80 
5 16.61 17.10 17.53 
6 18.36 18.19 19.15 
7 18.47 17.42 18.64 
8 17.03 19.30 19.84 
9 17.74 17.90 18.56 
10 17.97 17.14 17.71 
11 17.28 15.36 16.26 
12 17.15 18.02 18.92 
13 18.18 18.13 19.04 
14 17.88 16.91 17.83 
15 17.48 16.25 17.19 
16 17.74 19.06 19.81 
17 17.76 17.12 18.71 
18 18.41 16.74 16.82 
19 16.49 16.72 17.23 
20 16.37 16.91 17.79 
Mean 17.64 17.56 18.34 
Standard Deviation 0.68 0.99 1.01 
Table D-1. Results of20 repeats of the simulation. 
Estimating the SNR in the TDFCSD presents some difficulty, compared to the ccf, because 
of the small number of signal points. The number of points considered as signal as opposed 
to noise depends on the bandwidth specified when making the selection. Columns 3 and 4 
of table E-1 come from two slightly different specifications of bandwidth (column 3 
corresponding to the wider specified bandwidth) If we combine the results of columns 3 
and 4 we obtain: 
Mean SNRmFcso = 17.95 dB 
Standard deviation in SNRmFcso = 1.07 dB 
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Appendix E. Measurement of errors in phase 
terms in simulated TDFCSD 
Simulation of dual receiver cross correlating ESM system using frequency domain 
correlation: slimmed down to estimate errors in phase slope (12 Oct 94) 
Set sample parameters 
ie. set length of each sample, sampling frequency, and indexes to use in prosessing the signals. 
Integration time: T s :=500 ~s No. of samples per data set: N := 131072 f : =~ 
s T 
s 
Sampling frequency: f s = 262.144 MHz i : = 0 .. N - 1 I. : = i
I 
f :=-I 
Ts 
n :=o .. N 
2 
Set receiver system parameters 
Receiver centre frequency: f c : = 50 MHz Receiver noise bandwidth: B n := 100 MHz 
11 := 2 nominal noise power spectral density (this file deals in ratios and not absolute values.) 
Noise power, referred to receiver input: 8 Ni=2•10 w crn : =~ 
Create band pass filter to simulate bandwidth of receivers Fil :=.J(f>f - Bn) · (f <f + Bn) 1 o] 
n lnc 2 n e 2 • • 
Create 2 sets of A WGN of specified power and bandwidth 
In fact this creates 2 samples of noise: 2 vectors ofN data points each 
nl ' ~ IFFT((FFT(g•us"'(N) )· Fil)) -cr n.J f' 
2·Bn 
Set up time shift between signals due to separation of receivers and direction of arrival of signals 
Choose nominal values, which can easily be changed and calculate the time difference of arrival of the 
signal at the two receivers. It is this time difference of arrival that the system will attempt to determine 
from the signals, at negative signal to noise ratios, arriving at the receivers. 
Receiver separation d :=50 m Direction of arrival 8 := 30·deg 
~s 't d = 0.083 
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Create a pair of chirp pulses to simulate signal from a transmitter arriving at the 2 receivers 
A 500 1-LS chirp sweeping over 50 MHz, which could be part of an FMCW signal, is generated . 
First set the parameters. 
Chirp centre frequencies: fo :=50 MHz Chirp bandwidth: B p : = 50 MHz 
Chirp length: T p := T s 1-LS 
4 Chirp time-bandwidth product: Bp· T p = 2.5• 10 "Proccessing gain": 10·log(2·B p·T p) = 47 dB 
Then we create 2 chirp signals, with varying centre frequencies, one without and one with a time delay, 
band pass flltered as by the receivers 
chl : = Re(IFFT((FFT( ch(t) )· Fil))) 
Add noise to signals to create receiver input signals with specified SNR 
First specify the signal to noise ratio 
Signal to noise ratio at receiver input: SNRin : =- 11 dB 
****"********** 
Then calculate the signal amplitude required to give this signal to noise ratio and add the signal 
matices to the noise matrices to generate the inputs to the correlator. 
Signal Amplitude: ( 
SNRin ) 
A := 2· 10 10 ·N i 
Add signals to noise sl :=Achl + nl 
CSD := (FFT(sl )·FFT(s2)J 
Selecting central portion of ccf .
Y : = 256 j : = 0 .. N - 1 
******* y 
. j + l Ts 
t . . =----
J f s 2·Y 
APP-E.MCD 
lO· log (~) =-11 
2·Ni 
s2 := Ach2 + n2 
ccf := _!_. Re(recenter(IFFT( CSD))) 
fs 
wccf. :=ccf N ( ' ) J J+-· 1--
2 y p :=max(wccf)·2 
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Windowed ccf 
1'105 f- I I I I I I I I I 
0 "V -v, ~ 
- 1'105 ~ I I I I I I I I I 
--o.8 --o.6 --o.4 --o.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Time shift ( ll s ) 
TDFCSD := (FFT(recenter(wccf) )) R c := mag(TDFCSD) length(R c) = 257 
k :=o .. l::!. 
2·Y 
TDFCSD 
RC!c 
f. := ky 
k T 
s 
Th :=mean(R c)· I 
20 40 60 
Selecting appropriate part of TDFCSD and calculating its phase slope. 
P :=phasecor(phase(TDFCSD)) 
o :=c - B b : = length( G) - L G - I 
· [( Bp)Ts ] a :=cet! fo - 2 ·---; b :=floor[ (ro+ B2P )· : s] 
a := O .. b - a - 1 
80 100 120 
Frequency ( MHz) 
B =50 p 
F ._ a·Y a .-- Fa = 25.088 Fb := b·Y Fb = 74.752 ~ ._ a-y 18 .- -
Ts Ts a T s 
D :=p 
a a +• 
m := slope(fa,D) cc := intercept( fa , D) Y :=cc + fa ·m 
a a 
-
-
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Displaying phase slope ofTDFCSD, with calculated straight line fit. 
Phase (radians) 
30 3S 4S so ss 60 6S 70 
Frequency ( MHz) 
Err :=D - Y 
a a a 
Y· (: n f ract(SNRin)2 
lO·log p =7.463 
I + 2 ·fact( SNRin) 
cr th := 
( )
2 
Bn 2 
2 ·Y. Bp ·fact(SNRin) 
1 + 2·fact(SNRin) 
cr := stdev(Err) 
SNRin = - II y=256 cr th = 0.299 cr =0.321 
**************************************************************************** 
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Results 
zoom standard standard zoom standard standard 
SNRin factor deviation deviation SNRin factor deviation deviation 
(dB) y theoretical measured (dB) y theoretical measured 
30 1024 0.0005 0.019 -5 1024 0.045 0.051 
512 0.0007 0.01 512 0.063 0.069 
256 0.001 0.008 256 0.089 0.099 
128 0.0014 0.004 128 0.126 0.141 
64 0.002 0.003 -6 1024 0.054 0.06 
32 0.0028 0.004 512 0.076 0.081 
16 0.004 0.005 256 0.108 0.117 
8 0.0056 0.008 -7 1024 0.065 0.07 
1 0.0158 0.022 512 0.093 0.097 
20 1024 0.0016 0.019 256 0.131 0.14 
512 0.0022 0.011 -8 1024 0.08 0.084 
256 0.0031 0.01 512 0.113 0.116 
128 0.0044 0.007 256 0.16 0.168 
64 0.0063 0.009 -9 1024 0.098 0.101 
0 1024 0.019 0.029 512 0.139 0.14 
512 0.027 0.035 256 0.196 0.204 
256 0.038 0.048 -10 1024 0.121 0.123 
128 0.054 0.068 512 0.171 0.172 
64 0.077 0.096 256 0.242 0.249 
32 0.108 0.135 -11 1024 0.15 0.15 
-I 1024 0.022 0.031 512 0.212 0.211 
512 0.032 0.039 256 0.299 0.307 
256 0.045 0.055 -12 1024 0.186 0.183 
128 0.063 0.078 512 0.263 0.262 
64 0.09 0.111 256 0.372 0.383 
-2 1024 0.026 0.035 -13 1024 0.231 0.224 
512 0.037 0.045 512 0.327 0.326 
256 0.053 0.063 256 0.463 0.487 
128 0.074 0.089 -14 1024 0.288 0.272 
64 0.105 0.128 512 0.408 0.401 
-3 1024 0.031 0.037 256 0.577 0.608 
512 0.044 0.051 -15 1024 0.36 0.331 
-4 1024 0.037 0.044 512 0.509 0.486 
512 0.053 0.059 256 0.721 0.729 
256 0.074 0.084 -16 1024 0.451 0.399 
128 0.105 0.121 512 0.637 0.584 
-17 1024 0.565 0.479 
512 0.799 0.712 
Table E-l. Standard deviation of errors in phase ofTDFCSD as predicted by theory 
and as measured in Mathcad simulation. 
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Appendix F: Probability density functions 
Probability density functions for signal plus narnvowband noise. 
Consider a signal plus narrowband noise as depicted in figure 5-l , where A is constant and c 
and s are random gaussain variables of zero mean and common standard deviation cr. 
The position of the tip of the resultant vector is described by the rectangular coordinates 
(x,y) = (A+c, s) or by the polar coordinates (r,8). 8 is the phase error caused by the noise 
components c and s. We wish to find the pdf of this phase error, p9 (8). We will also find the pdf 
Pr(r) (the Ricean pdf). 
The joint probablity 
[ 2] ( 2 ) 1 (x - A) 1 y p xy(x,y)= p xCx)·p y(y)= ·exp - 2 · ·exp - - 2 12 2·cr 12 2·cr 
'l/2·7t·cr- 'l/2·7t·cr-
Pxy(x,y)=--
2
·exp --
2
·((x- A) + y) 1 [ 1 2 2] 
2·7t·cr 2·cr 
By definition p re(r, 8)-dr·d8=p xy(x,y) ·dx·dy 
but dx·dy=r·dr·d8 
Hence p re(r,8)=r-p xy(x,y) 
Pre(r,8)- --
2
·exp --
2
·(x - 2·Ax + A +y) _ r [ 1 2 2 2] 
2·7t·cr 2·cr 
( 2 ) [ l _ r A 1 2 · Pre(r,8)- -2·exp --2 ·exp - - 2 ·(r- 2·Ar·cos(8)) 2·7t·cr 2·cr 2·cr 
To obtain the Ricean pdf, prCr): 
I2·1t p rCr)= 0 p reCr, 8) d8 
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p rCr)=~·exp(- A22)· exp(-~) ·J 2·7t exp(- A;·cos(9)) d9 2·7t·cr 2·cr 2-cr cr 
0 
( ) ( 2 2) _ r Ar A + r p (r)- -·1 - ·exp ---r 2 o 2 2 
cr cr 2-cr 
(the Ricean pd.t) 
To obtain p8(9): 
p 9(9)= I: p ,e(r. 9) m 
p e(9)=- 1-2·exp(- A22)· joo 
2·7t·cr 2-cr 
r· exp[- ~·(r2 - 2·Ar·cos(9)) ] dr 
2·cr 
0 
p e(0)=- 1- 2-exp(- A
2
2)·j00 r· exp[ - ~·[(r- Acos(9))2- A2·cos(9/]] dr 2·7t·cr 2·cr 2·cr 
0 
p e(0)=- 1- 2-exp[- A
2
2· (I - cos(9)2)l·J00 r·exp[-~-(r- Acos(9))2] dr 
2·7t·cr 2·cr 2·cr 
0 
By substituting x=r- Acos(9) we obtain 
I A2·sin(9)2 
p e(9)=--2·exp (- 2 )· 
2·7t·cr 2-cr 
I A2·sin(9)2 
p e(9)=--2·exp(- 2 ) · 
2·7t ·cr 2-cr 
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oo 
- Acos(9) 
I
oo 
- Acos(9) 
(x+ Acos(9)) ·exp (- i 2) dr 2·cr 
240 
exp(-~) dr 
2·cr 
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Now, since 2 
X 
2 
X 
d 2-c/ _ X 2-c/ 
-e - - - ·e 
dx 2 
cr 
( 2 ) ( 2 2) 
x 2 A ·cos(8) 
x·exp ---  dr=cr ·exp - 2 
2·cr 2·cr 
and since [ 1 ·exp(-~) dx=cnonn(~) r---;_ 2 ·cr cr -.} 2 · 1t·O"~ 
Acos(8)· f
oo 
( i ) r-; ( Acos(8)) exp - 2_02 c:lr=-.} 2 · rt ·cr~-Acos(8) · cnonn cr 
-Acos(8) 
Hence 
( 
A
2
·sin(8/) 
exp - 2 ( ( 2 2) ;;;;:; ( ) ) 2·cr 2 A ·cos(8) 2 Acos(8) p 9(8)-
2 
· cr ·exp -
2 
+ 2·rt·cr Acos(8)-cnonn cr 
2·rt·cr 2-cr 
or 
********************************************************* 
I ( A2 ) Acos(8) (Acos(8) ) ( A2·sin(8)2) p 8(8)=-·exp ---2 + ·cnorm ·exp - 2 
2·rt 2·cr r-; cr 2·cr 
-.}2· rt·cr· 
********************************************************* 
A In the limit as becomes very large, and 8 becomes small 
cr 
exp (- A 
2 
2
) tends to zero 
2·cr 
sin(8) tends to 8 
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and the pdf of e can be approximated as 
i.e. as a Gaussian pdf of standard deviation 
A 
To evaluate how good an approximation of the standard deviation this gives, we must compare it to the true 
value of the standard deviation of p9(8), which is given by: 
I 
ae=(I: e'·pe{8)d8r 
Figure F -I shows the form of p9(8) for signal to noise ratios of 0 dB and 3 dB (the peak becomes 
progressively larger, and more gaussian, as the SNR increases) 
0 
Figure F-1. 
The percentage error in approximating the standard deviation of p9(8) as 
A 
2 3 
8 I radians 
is calculaed by: 
SNR 
A(SNR) := 10 20 E(SNR) := - 1 ·100 
SNR :=o,o.s .. 20 
A(SNR)· I: e'·P(S,A(SNR)) de 
Figure F-2 shows the percentage error, incurred by approximating the standard deviation ofp9(8), plotted as a 
function of signal to noise ratio. 
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Percentage error of approximation 
20 
V ~ 
I 1\ 
V \ 1\ 
\ 
IS 
10 
s ~ ~ ~ I---r---
-0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Signal to noise ratio in dB 
Figure F-2. 
E( I4) =2.182 
For signal to noise ratio greater than or equal to 14 dB the percentage error is less than 2.2% 
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Probabilities of false alarm and missed detection for Gaussian statistics 
X 
r :=O,O.l .. lO SNR := l0, 10.5 .. 20 fact(x) :=l0 10 
P fa(x) := 1- cnorm(x) P mdCSNR,x) := 1- cnorm (~fact(SNR) - x) TOL := 10-9 
Calculating required threshold levels for different probabilities of false alarm 
X:= 3.09 L1 :=root(P fa(x)- 10-3 ,x) Pfa(LI) =0.001 Ll = 3.09 
X :=3.719 L2 :=root (P fa(x) - 10-4 ,x) Pfa(L2) = 1·10- 4 L2 =3.719 
X := 4.265 L3 :=root (P fa(x)- 10-5,x) p fa(L3) = 1•!0- s L3 =4.265 
X := 4.748 L4 :=root (P fa(x) - 10-6 ,x) P fa (L4) = 1 ·1 0- 6 L4 =4.753 
X :=5.199 L5 :=root (P fa(x) - 10-7,x) Pfa(L5) = 1·104 L5 = 5.199 
X:= 5.6 12 L6 := root(P fa(x) - 10-8 ,x) Pfa(L6) = 1·10-s L6 = 5.612 
10-4 10-5 1 o-<i 10-7 10-8 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
SNR/dB 
Figure F-3. 
To find the required signal to noise ratio, SNRo, for a Pra = 10-7 and Pmd = 0.01 : 
x := 17.531 SNRo ·= root (P md(x,L5) - O.Ol ,x) SNRo = 17.531 
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Probabilities of false a.larm and missed detection for Rayleigh I Ricean statistics 
X 
r : = 0, 0.1.. 10 SNR := 10, 10.5.. 18 fact(x) := 1010 
RN(SNR,r) :=r·IOU2-fact(SNR)·r)·exp[- (fact(SNR) + ~)] 
p fa(L) :=exp(- ~2) 1 - 0.99 =0.01 
Calculating required threshold levels for different probabilities of false alarm 
x :=3.717 Ll :=root (P fa( X) - 10-3 ,x) P fa(Ll) = 0.001 Ll=3.717 
X :=4.292 L2 :=root (P fa(x) - 10-4,x) p fa(L2) = 1·10- 4 L2 =4.292 
X := 4.799 L3 := root (P fa(x) - 10- 5 'X) p fa(L3) = 1·10- s L3 = 4.799 
X:= 5.257 L4 := root (P fa(x) - 10-6 ,x) P fa ( L4) = 1 • 10-6 L4 = 5.257 
X:: 5.678 L5 :=root(PraCx) - 10- 7 ,x) P fa(L5) = 1·10 4 L5 = 5.678 
X =6.07 L6 := root (P fa(x) - 10-8,x) p fa(L6) = 1•10 -s L6 =6.07 
Pra = w-3 10-s 1 o-6 w-7 w-s 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
SNR/dB 
Figure F-4. 
To find the required signal to noise ratio, SNRo, for a probability of missed detection of 0 .0 I: 
x ·= 14.975 SNRo := root (P md(x, L5) - 0.0 1, x) SNRo = 14.975 
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Appendix G. Mathcad file used to process data from 
time-integrating correlator 
TICORRc.mcd 
Chirp from 6 to 10 MHz with noise SNR = +6 dB ( exp no: 7-12-05) 
No. of data points per frame: N := 2048 index: i :=o .. N - 1 
No. offrames: M :=2 index: j :=O .. M-1 k ·=O .. N·M- 1 
Length of frame (lls) : T s := 11 
Frequency scale (MHz): f. =-1-
1 T 
s 
Sampling frequency (MHz): f s := J::!_ 
Ts 
Time scale (lls): 
t . --
1 
Known start frequency and bandwidth of chirp: f I := 6 B s := 4 
Read in data and form averaged data sets of 2048 points for 2 "frame grabs" 
ccfO. : = _!_ · ~YO .. ) I M . I,J 
J 
yOk =READ( ccf_ OOa) 
ylk ·=READ(ccf_Ola) Yl. . :=y!{ . . N) I,J I+ J• 
ccfl i '= ~. ~ Yl i,j) ccf• . = ccfl 
y; =READ(ccf_02a) 
Display raw data 
200 
ccro. 
I 
ccfl , 
I 
100 
ccf2. 
I 
200 
Y2 .. ·=y2{ .. N) I,J I+ J · 
400 600 
ccf2. : =_!_· ~Y2 .. ) ccfb =ccf2 I M . I,J 
J 
800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
Subract background from ccfs with signal, subtract mean and perform moving average of adjacent cells. 
. ( ~ccfl 
ccfl .=- ccfl- ccfO·~ccro 
ccf2 · =- (ccf2 - ccfO· ~ccf2 ~ccfO 
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ccf2 . = ccf2 - mean( ccf2) ccf2 : = movavg( ccf2, 2) 
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Set vertical scale for display of ccfs: p :=ceil(max(ccf2)·1.2) 
Display ccfs before windowing: 
87r-----------------------------~,------------------------------, 
~i 0~~--------------·- .A~~~~~-_j-
-87~----------------------------~1----------------------------~ 
0 5.5 11 
t . 
I 
87r-----------------------------~,----------------------------~ 
1~1rv"'~~ 
-
~7L-------------------------------L-'----------------------------~ 
0 5.5 11 
t. 
I 
Set "zoom factor": y : = 3 2 Set centre of window (lls): centre := 5.7 
Calculate width of window (lls): width := e~o) width= 3.125 K :=ceil (width·f s) K = 582 
Index for windowed ccf , starting index of window in old range , and time scale in window 
k ·=o .. K-1 start .= ceil[ (centre - 0.5-width)·f s] start= 771 
Pick out wiDowed ccfs, and remove any d. c. component 
eel :=eel - mean(ccl) length( cc 1) = 582 
cc2 : = cc2 - mean( cc2) 
Determine no. of quantisation levels covered by central correlation peak (treat with caution) 
S ·= max( ccfl) + max( ccf2) - min( ccfl) - min( ccf2) 
0 4 p :=ceil(max(ccl )· l.5 ) 
Display ccfs after windowing ( y = 32) 
0 
''.A/\ 
·· ·· ~~/,:: 
.. \N\.1 
50 
- u 
-o.s 0.5 1.5 
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Calculate TDFCSDs and band pass filter between 1 and 16 MHz 
CSD 1 : = CFFT( recenter( cc 1)) 
csD1k := if\fk <1, 10-4, csmk) 
CSD1k := if\fk>20, 10-4, csmk) 
CSD2 : = CFFT( recenter( cc2)) 
CSD2k : = if\ fk < 1 , 10- 4 , CSD;) 
CSD2k :=if\fk>20, 10-4 ,CSD;) 
Extract mgnitudes and phases ofTDFCSDs, and phase difference vector 
Ml :=mag(CSD1) M2 :=mag(CSD2) 
P 1 = phasecor(phase( CSD 1)) P2 :=phasecor(phase(CSD2)) 
Display magnitudes of TDFCSD p :=max(M2)·1.2 
f. := y.k 
k 100 
P :=P2- PI 
2.5 l-----11-----f----f---t----+---+----+----+----+----l 
h .. /"\ /; . 21-----11-----f----f~~~~-++----+---+----+----+----1 
I V\rt\1 
M1k 1.5 1-----fl-----f----f,__---+---++----l-----f-----f-----f-----l 
0.5 1---('-/ -... -,--i\. ~-•.•• - ... --~. -t·· ~:x:--.. -... .<._J-.. . -•. ttl ---t-----fl-L.-~-.. -... -... +-~-.-,r<.:.-· .-..  t-K.-···.-~-.... -/· .. --1-~--.-.. -'"-'~--·t-.~-.. -.:;.- ~ .-... -!. 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
Extract signal terms in range 6 to 1 0 MHz and noise terms in range 10 to 14 MHz, 
and calculate mean SNR out 
Sig1k := ~ (fk>6 ) · (fk <10) , (M1k)2 , 0 ] Noise1k := ~ (fk> 10)· (fk < 14), (M1k)2 , 0 ] 
Sig2k := ~ (fk>6)· (fk < 10), (M2k)2 , 0 ] Noise2k := ~ (fk> 10) · (fk <14), (M;f, 0 J 
16 
SNR1 := ( L Sig1 ) 
L Noisel 
SNR2 := ( L Sig2 ) 
LNoise2 
SNR := L Sig1 + LSig2 
LNoisel + L Noise2 
10·1og(SNR1 ) =27.727 10·log( SNR2) = 28.287 10·1og(SNR) =28 dB 
18 
*************************** 
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Determine start and finish indices for signal and set up index for signal band only 
. il ( IOO f ) a .= ce ----:;-· 1 a :=O .. b - a - 1 fa := Y·et 0: 100 
Extract phase terms for just signal parts ofTDFCSD and obtain differnce phase vector (minus mean) 
Dl :=PI 
o: a + a 
D2 :=P2 
a o: + a 
D :=D2 - Dl D :=( D - mean(D)) 
Calulate slope and intercept of best fit straight line, and equation of that line 
m :=slope(fa,D) 
D 
0: 
)( 
y 
a 
Y :=c + fa ·m 
0: 0: 
c := intercept(fa,D) 
-1L-----~------~------~------~------~------~------~----~ 
0 o.s l.S 2 
fa a 
2.S 3 
Calculate differences from best fit straight line and hence variance of phase errors 
E :=D - Y 
O.S 
E 0 
a 
)( 
-o.5 
var(E) = 0.0083 
l( 
l( 
0 
l( 
., 
length(E) = 12 
l( 
I 
l( 
2 
fa a 
Calculate estimated length of delay line (ns) t . m d .--
2·1t 
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l( 
l( 
2 
-=0.003 
SNR 
l( 
" 
ns 
***************** 
3.S 4 
l( 
4 
12115/95 
Further filter CSDs: 
Create double sided CSDs from single sided CSDs: 
Regenerate ccfs from filtered CSDs: 
ccfl : = recenter( ICFFT( CSD I)) ccfl :=recenter(ICFFT(CSD2)) 
Display: p := cei1(Re(max(ccfl))· l.5) 
ccr;- p 
- u 
-o.5 
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0 
width 
~k--2-
0.5 1.5 
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Appendix H. Results for time integrating acousto-optic 
correlator 
The data collected comprised the results of 4 sets of measurements at six values of SNRin. : 
+ 10, +6, + 3, 0, -3 and -6 dB . One sample of the graphical results for each input SNR is 
displayed here, followed by a table of the final numerical results for all sets of 
measurements 
Scales for graphical results: 
Raw data from framegrabber 
x-axis: pixels (2048) 
y-axis: quantisation levels (256) 
ccfs after subtraction ofbackground 
x-axis: time ( )..I.S) 
y-axis: quantisation levels (256) 
ccfs after windowing ( y = 32) 
x-axis: time ( )..I.S ) 
y-axis: quantisation levels (256) 
Magnitude ofTDFCSD 
x-axis: frequency (MHz) 
y-axis: power density (W Hz-1 - arbitrary scale ) 
Phase difference between TDFCSDs 
x-axis: frequency relative to 6 MHz (MHz) 
y-axis: phase (radians) 
Differences of phase difference from fitted straight line 
x-axis: frequency relative to 6 MHz (MHz) 
y-axis: phase (radians) 
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Graphical results for SNRin = +10 dB (exp. 7-06-04) 
Raw data from framegrabber: 
ccf2 
I 
ccfs after subtraction of background: 
64 
ccn. 0 I 
--64 
0 
64 
ccf2 0 I 
--64 
0 
ccfs after windowing (y = 32): 
- 1.5 
-o.5 
I 
vVV' ·~1] ~VY 
I 
5.5 
t. 
I 
I 
-v>Mf\ ~~-··· 
I 
5.5 
t. 
I 
0.5 
252 
11 
11 
1.5 
Magnitude ofTDFCSDs: 
3 
. 
IKJ I ' I  
!:1 
2 
/ , ~-::"-~ ·~ 
0 2 4 6 
Phase difference between TDFCSDs: 
D 
a 
>( 
y 
a 
~,', 
',ji 
~ 
-
~ 
8 12 14 16 18 20 
-~L------L------~----~------~----~------~------L-----_J 
0 0.5 1.5 2 
ftla 
Differences of phase difference from fitted straight line 
0.5 I 
>( 
l( 
" " 
E 0 
a 
>( 
-o.5 
0 
253 
2.5 3 3.5 4 
~ ~ 
4 
Graphical results for SNRin - +6 dB (exp. 7-12-05) 
Raw data from framegrabber: 
ccro. 200 
I 
ccn. 
I 
- 100 
ccfl 
I 
200 400 600 
ccfs after subtraction of background: 
800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
87 r-------------------------------r------------------------------. 
417 
0 5.5 11 
t. 
I 
87 I 
·y~ n, ..... ~~. ccfl or- lP ·y· . ..., .A -I 
-87 I 
0 5.5 11 
t. 
I 
ccfs after windowing (y = 32): 
- u 
-o.s 0.5 1.5 
254 
Magnitude of TDFCSDs: 
2.5r-----r-----+-----+-----+-----~-----r-----r-----+-----+----~ 
~\ ,, 
1\\ I \ 1\ 
2 r---r---r---~,~v~V~,,~~. ~. r---r---+---+---+-~ 
MI k 1.5 l------t-----r------t-----+------1H---~---+-----+---+--~ 
0.51----t---r---,~--+---;l\l---~-----11----t---+---~ 
r~~ 1\L~_ ->~~-' ..... ' .......... ~-...,.~  
0 2 4 6 
Phase difference between TDFCSDs: 
D 
a 
)( 
y 
a 
8 12 14 16 18 20 
-~L---~---~----~--~----L---~-----L---~ 
0 0.5 1.5 2 
nxa 
Differences of phase difference from fitted straight line: 
0.5 I 
)( 
)( 
>L )( 
l( )( 
l( 
E 0 
a 
l( 
-Q.5 
0 
255 
2.5 3 3.5 4 
l( )( 
'1. 
4 
Graphical results for SNRin - +3 dB (exp. 7-12-01) 
Raw data from framegrabber: 
ccn. 
I 
ccf2 
I 
100 
o L-----~-----L----~------L-----~-----L----~------L-----~-----L~ 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
ccfs after subtraction of background: 
67 I 
--~ ~h ccn. 0 1-I -
- 67 I 
0 5.5 11 
t. 
I 
67 I 
.~~ '~ ccf2 ~ . ....,.. o-I -
-67 I 
0 5.5 11 
t. 
I 
ccfs after windowing (y = 32): 
50 
I I 
11 
11 
• 
- 1.5 -I 
-o.s 0 0.5 1.5 
width 
'k--2-
256 
Magnitude ofTDFCSDs: 
2 
kt 
V 
I 
I 
0.5 
f ~ N ' 
0 2 4 6 
Phase difference between TDFCSDs: 
D 
a )( 
y 
a 
' 11 
\ I I 
K~~ 
8 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ ~ ~ .../ ~ /---/' ' 
12 14 16 18 20 
-1~----~------~----~------~----~------~------~----~ 
0 0.5 1.5 2 
ftla 
Differences of phase difference from fitted straight line 
0.5 I 
)( )( )( 
)( E 0 a 
>( 
)( 
-o.5 
0 
257 
2.5 3 3.5 4 
)( 
4 
Graphical results for SNRin - 0 dB (exp. 7-06-04) 
Raw data from framegrabber: 
0 ~----~----~----~----~----~----~----~------L-----~----~ 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 
ccfs after subtraction ofbackground: 
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Graphical results for SNRin - -3 dB (exp. 7-15-01) 
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Graphical results for SNRin - -6 dB (exp. 7-06-04) 
Raw data from framegrabber: 
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No. SNR;" (dB) SNRo (dB) height of SNRo (dB) phase measured 
(measured) acfpeak (predicted) variance delay 
7-06-01 +10 28.8 41 31.3 0.0013 57.5 
7-06-02 +10 29.9 48 31.8 0.0012 58.5 
7-06-03 +10 31.0 49 31.9 0.0005 64.4 
7-06-04 +10 32.0 51 32.0 0.0005 63.2 
7-12-05 +6 28.0 45 28.3 0.0083 61.8 
7-12-06 +6 28.1 45 28.3 0.0100 60.8 
7-12-07 +6 28.7 44 28.2 0.0038 62.2 
7-12-08 +6 27.8 45 28.3 0.0018 66.1 
7-12-01 +3 24.9 39 24.8 0.0109 61.0 
7-12-02 +3 25.1 41 24.9 0.0126 58.4 
7-12-03 +3 24.1 40 24.9 0.0170 64.2 
7-12-04 +3 22.7 39 24.8 0.0102 53.6 
7-14-01 0 20.8 20 20.4 0.0169 61.0 
7-14-02 0 21.4 30 20.8 0.0593 62.7 
7-14-03 0 18.7 25 20.6 0.0614 53.9 
7-14-04 0 19.6 25 20.6 0.0348 60.9 
7-15-01 0 21.5 32 20.8 0.0421 58.2 
7-15-02 -3 16.2 15 15.9 0.1207 66.4 
7-15-03 -3 16.5 11 15.6 0.0441 60.7 
7-15-04 -3 16.0 23 16.1 0.1174 60.4 
7-15-05 -3 16.8 21 16.1 0.0868 46.9 
7-15-06 -6 8.8 4 9.6 0.2880 76.5 
7-15-07 -6 8.3 4 9.6 0.7727 57.1 
7-15-08 -6 8.6 4 9.6 0.9752 49.4 
7-15-09 -6 10.3 4 9.6 0.6943 81.6 
Averages 
+10 30.4 31.8 61.1 
+6 28.2 28.3 
+3 24.2 24.8 
0 20.4 20.6 
-3 16.4 16 
-6 9 9.6 
Table H-1 . Results of measurements ofSNR in the output TDFCSD for various values ofinputSNR 
for the experimental correlator shown in figure 11-2. 
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Appendix 1: Details of equipment used 
The following details are not exhaustive. Where the list of specification is relatively short 
all relevant details available are given. For items of test equipment, with specifications 
running to many pages, reference is made to the appropriate user's manual. 
Acousto-optic cell 
The Acousto-optic cell used in all experiments was a model OPT-I Isomet cell with the 
following specifications 
Interaction medium 
Operating wavelength 
Time bandwidth product 
Centre frequency 
3 dB bandwidth 
Active aperture 
Time aperture 
Acoustic velocity 
Diffraction efficiency 
Optical surface flatness 
Maximum RF power 
RF amplifier/modulator 
Model no. 231A-1-45 
Te02 - shear (11 0) 
633nm 
1500 
45MHz 
30MHz 
4mmH x 31 mmL 
50 JlS 
617 ms-1 
> 50 % at 0.5 W RF power 
IJI 0 or better 
IWCW 
Carrier frequency 45 ± 0.004 MHz 
Power output: Max 1.0 W min 
Min 0.1 mW max 
Quiescent 0.25 W nominal 
On/off ratio 40 dB minimum 
Input voltage 28 ± 0.5 V d.c. 
Input current 400 mA nominal 
Polynomial waveform synthesiser 
Anologic Data Precision model D2045 arbitrary waveform generator 
High level output: 
Maximum clock rate: 
Waveform resolution: 
Waveform memory: 
5.0 V p-p into 50 Q 
800 MHz 
8 bits 
512 K points 
For full specification see User' s Manual 
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Diode laser supplied by Uniphase 
The Uniphase "Model 3501 Diode Laser System" has integrated automatic temperature 
control. A driver unit provides power to the system and modulation is acheived through a 
separate input directly to the laser. The laser system specifications include the following 
Beam circularity 
Noise (rms, 30 Hz-20 MHz) 
Input voltage range 
Modulation rise time (10% -90 %) 
Modualtion fall time (90% -10 %) 
Modulation settling time (±1% offmal power) 
Modulation bandwidth (3 dB points) 
Modulation depth 
Wavelength (±1.5 %) 
Linewidth (FWHM, 1mW) 
Beam diameter (TEM00, 1/e2 points, ±3 %) 
Beam divergence (TEM00, ±1 %) 
Maximum ouput power 
Polarization state 
> 98% 
< 0.5% 
3 to 0 volts 
20ns 
20 ns 
80 ns 
20MHz 
100:1 
670nm 
<0.1 nm 
0.37 mm 
2.5 mrad 
1mW 
linear, stable 
Measurements show that the input modulation voltage range is in fact 0 V (maximum power) 
to approx 2.4 V (minimum power). Hence a d.c bias of 1.2 V was added to all a.c. input 
signals. The noise equates to an input rms noise voltage of 0.5% of3 V, which is 0.015 V. 
Diode laser supplied by Melles Griot 
Part No. 56-DFL-SDL-750 1-G 1-xx7 
Spectra Diode Labs, 15 m W output, 635 nm diode laser with thermoelectric cooling, beam 
circularisation and collimation, and built in bias-tee network allowing modulation at up to 
300 MHz 
additonal data as supplied by Melles Griot: 
Temperature ( °C) 25 
Wavelength ( nm) 631 
Nominal power ( mW) 15 
Peak power ( mW) 15 
Optical efficiency ( % ) 65 
Collimator' s output power (mW) 9.8 
Laser current ( lop• mA) 72.0 
Monitor current Clmon• mA) 0.237 
Threshold current (lth, mA) 53.0 
Differential efficiency ( m W /mA) 0.80 
Beam size, major axis (mm, 1/e2) 8.00 
Beam size, minor axis (mm, 1/e2) 7.16 
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Laser Driver 
Part no. 06-DLD-203, providing d.c. drive and thermoelectric cooling to Melles Griot 
diode laser assembly 
Full specifications are given in the Operator' s manual. 
CCD array 
Loral Fairchild CAM1830 linescan camera using CCD181 high speed linear imaging 
sensor 
2048 elements selected out of 2592 photosite array 
1 0 ~m x 1 0 ~m photosites on 1 0 ~m pitch 
Typical output random noise (rms) 340 ~V 
Saturation output level 1 V 
(Hence SNR for output level at saturation: 69.4 dB) 
For further details see 1991 Loral Fairchild CCD imaging databook pp 99-109 and pp 209-
214 
The CAM1830 linescan camera was used with a PC containing 3 cards: 
OVB7 Power supply board 
Dipix P360F-4MB-C Framegrabber and DSP board 
P360-DIS-SBO Piggyback Display Board/1MB memory 
Full details of the above are given in the accompanying Dipix manuals. 
Digital Oscilloscope 
Analogic Data Precision Model6100 Universal Waveform Analyser 
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